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Chapter 1: Introduction – Barley, Sustainability and the TCAP, and GWAS
Barley is the fourth most important grain crop in the world, with regard to production and
area harvested (FAO-STAT, 2014). Barley sold for malt obtains a substantial price
premium. However, to be sold for malt, barley grain must meet strict quality
requirements (Schwarz and Li, 2011). While it is known that genetics play a major role in
determining malt quality, we are still far from understanding the genes and alleles
underlying quantitative variation in malt quality traits (Mohammadi et al., 2015).

The Oregon State University and University of Minnesota barley breeding programs have
spent decades selecting for competitive commercial malting barleys with 6-rowed head
type and winter or facultative growth habit. Barley heads are of two types, 6-rowed and
2-rowed. In 6-rowed barley, all of the florets may be fertile, whereas 2-rowed barley has
four rows of sterile lateral florets in each spike. This trait is controlled by a single gene,
Vrs1 (Komatsuda et al., 2007). However, 6-rowed and 2-rowed barleys have historically
represented separate germplasm pools (Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2014), in part due to a
strong preference among maltsters for 2-rowed barleys (Schwarz and Li, 2011).
However, numerous high malt quality 6-rowed cultivars have demonstrated that row type
is not a serious obstacle in breeding high performing malt barleys (Munoz-Amatriain et
al., 2010b). Indeed, the North American commercial brewing industry long held a
preference for 6-rowed types (Schwarz and Li, 2011). However, that preference has
recently shifted, so it is now important both to maintain elite 6-rowed malt germplasm (in
case of future market shifts), as well as exploit its unique genetic resources for the
development of 2-rowed malt cultivars and both 2-rowed and 6-rowed feed and food
cultivars.
“Growth habit” refers to whether the barley genotype has a vernalization requirement –
i.e., will not switch from vegetative to reproductive phase without acquiring substantial
cold units. The vernalization requirement prevents the barley from reaching reproductive
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phase during earlier periods of the spring, when plants in reproductive phase may not be
able to withstand the cold temperatures (von Zitzewitz et al., 2011; Munoz-Amatriain et
al., 2010a). Facultative barleys do not have a vernalization requirement but they have
other heritable traits for appropriate reproductive transition regulation and, more
important, low temperature tolerance. Thus, winter and facultative barleys may be
planted in the fall, and facultative barleys may also be spring-planted. Both planting
times have their advantages. Fall planting allows the barley to take advantage of higher
natural precipitation and possible residual fertilizer available in the late fall and winter,
along with a longer growing season. Spring planting can be important for rotational
purposes, as well as a veritable guarantee of avoiding crop losses from low temperatures.
Even commercial winter barleys can have winterkill issues in the major malt barley
growing regions of Canada and the northern United States (von Zitzewitz et al., 2011).
Therefore, breeding for greater low temperature tolerance in winter and facultative
barleys is doubly important, as it both reduces winterkill for growers who already plant in
the fall, as well as allowing more growers to plant in fall and reduce their water and
fertilizer input costs.

The USDA Triticeae Coordinated Agricultural Project (TCAP) is a large collaborative
research effort with the goal of producing more sustainable barley and wheat cultivars,
particularly more sustainable in the face of issues related to climate change. It
incorporates many of the sub-projects and team members from the prior Barley CAP and
Wheat CAP. Three of its major areas of focus are improving low temperature tolerance,
improving disease resistance, and decreasing phenotyping costs and speeds. The Oregon
State University and University of Minnesota barley breeding programs are major
contributors to both the Barley CAP and the TCAP. They are the primary contributors to
the sub-projects for winter and facultative 6-rowed barleys. Moreover, the Oregon State
University program, along with pathologist Dr. Xianming Chen at the USDA-ARS cereal
pathology program with Washington State University, has led the projects’ efforts in
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developing barley resistance to the disease barley stripe rust (incited by the fungus
Puccinia striiformis f. sp. hordei).

The Barley CAP and TCAP have focused on a particular suite of methods: trait
characterization, high-throughput or higher-throughput phenotyping, marker-trait
association methods, and conventional breeding. Trait characterization, while important,
is not immediately relevant to this dissertation. High-throughput or higher-throughput
phenotyping is important for both reducing resource requirements in breeding and barley
genetics, as well as allowing for larger numbers of lines per experiment or breeding
nursery. Marker-trait association increases our understanding of the genetic control of a
trait, as well as enabling breeders to use genetic data as proxy traits for phenotypic data.
Genetic data are often obtained much faster and at lower cost compared to phenotypic
data, particularly disease and malt data. Disease phenotypes require special nurseries,
which are often only available in certain regions. Malt quality phenotypes are currently
very expensive and time-consuming to obtain per sample. High- or higher-throughput
phenotyping and marker-trait association, then, can help conventional breeding become
faster, cheaper, and more effective in selecting for traits like disease resistance and malt
quality.

This dissertation focuses on a single marker-trait association method, genome-wide
association studies (GWAS). GWAS was developed in the human medical research
community, but has recently become prevalent in crop genetics (Bradbury et al., 2011).
GWAS is simple in concept, but often complex in implementation. The end goal of
GWAS is to identify either individual genetic markers or individual small regions of the
genome that are statistically associated with a trait. Such regions are called quantitative
trait loci (QTLs). When GWAS is used to detect QTLs, it may also be referred to
genome-wide association mapping. Phenotypic and genotypic data (genetic markers) are
collected from a collections of individuals that are known or suspected to be varying for
QTLs. A genetic marker can (but does not always) detect whether individuals have slight
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differences in DNA sequence – preferably a single nucleotide polymorphism (difference),
or SNP - at a particular location in the genome. A genetic marker difference implies
differing parental gene source at that location, but most markers are not designed to
detect functional difference in DNA sequence. The trait data is then, essentially,
regressed against the genetic marker data to determine whether markers (and thus DNA
regions) are significantly associated with a trait. Associated regions are designated as
QTLs.

Unlike most other marker-trait association methods, GWAS does not have strict
restrictions on the genetic relatedness between individuals used for QTL mapping.
However, also unlike those other marker-trait association methods, the relatedness
between those individuals (referred to as the “population structure”) needs to be carefully
accounted for by the statistical model used in analysis. Failure to properly account for
population structure can lead to false positives (Zhou and Stephens, 2012). How the
population structure should be accounted for in a given analysis is determined by both the
researcher’s knowledge about the relationship of the lines (particularly with regard to the
trait’s distribution) and by trial and error. Currently, the most population general form of
model is the mixed linear model (Yu et al., 2006), where the trait is regressed against 1) a
marker of interest (each genetic marker is separately analyzed for association), as a fixed
effect, and either or both of 2) a matrix of the overall genetic relatedness between
individuals, referred to as K, based on pedigree or genetic marker data, as a random
effect, and 3) a matrix of a (usually) small number of vectors accounting for major
patterns of relatedness between lines, referred to as Q, representing either subpopulation
membership (determined by specialized algorithms) or principal components from a
principal component analysis, as a fixed effect. Such models have been found to be
highly effective for preventing false positive QTLs from GWAS, both in simulation and
in practice (Yu et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010; Zhou and Stephens,
2012).
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This dissertation contains three research manuscripts (chapters 2, 3, and 4). Chapters 3
and 4 involve TCAP GWAS experiments using winter and facultative 6-rowed barleys
from the Oregon State University and University of Minnesota breeding programs.
Chapter 2 is a germplasm release for the collection of lines used for GWAS in chapters 2
and 3 (referred to as a GWAS “panel”). This chapter thoroughly describes the origin of
the lines, their genetic relatedness, the genetic markers used, a summary of all phenotypic
data used for this dissertation, a brief description of the methods used for data collection,
and the availability both of all data and of seeds for the panel. Chapter 3 describes a
GWAS experiment in which were mapped 16 QTLs for resistance against the disease
barley stripe rust. Chapter 4 describes a GWAS experiment in which were mapped 21
QTLs across seven malt quality traits (of eight traits tested). Each of the research chapters
has a corresponding appendix, used for supplemental figures and tables. The research
chapters are followed by a chapter of general conclusions and then a comprehensive
bibliography.

The results of these experiments are valuable for three reasons. First, all of the results are
valuable as they identify QTLs in an underrepresented gene pool, winter 6-rowed barley.
The prior QTL identification work from this gene pool is limited, consisting primarily of
a GWAS panel of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University food and feed
breeding material (Berger et al., 2013) and much smaller GWAS panels or panel subsets
of Oregon State University malting breeding material (Mohammadi et al., 2015;
Gutierrez et al., 2011), UK malting cultivars (Wang et al., 2012), and European malting
cultivars (Matthies et al., 2014). The QTLs identified within the FAC-WIN6 can
immediately be used to support the veracity and robustness across genetic background of
co-locating QTLs identified in other studies, particularly other gene pools. The
remaining, novel QTLs (those not co-locating with previously identified QTLs) have a
longer-term utility - via marker-assisted selection of these possibly unique alleles - in
improving facultative/winter 6-rowed barleys but also the more commercially dominant
spring 2-rowed, spring 6-rowed, and winter 2-rowed barley gene pools. The FAC-WIN6
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QTLs are particularly appealing compared to QTLs from other underrepresented but nonelite gene pools (e.g., landraces), which can suffer from linkage drag of inferior alleles.

The second value of these results lies in the nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) experiment
described in chapter 2, the FAC-WIN6 germplasm release. NUE is increasingly
acknowledged as a key sustainability trait, particularly under future climate change
scenarios (Mueller et al., 2012; White et al., 2011; Tilman et al., 2011). Yet, very few
experiments have mapped NUE QTLs in barley (Han et al., 2015). Of those previously
reported NUE QTLs, most were a) within a single bi-parental mapping population from a
cross between cultivated barley (H. vulgare L.) and wild barley (H. spontaneum) and/or
b) not conducted under field conditions (Hoffmann et al., 2012; Saal et al., 2011;
Schnaithmann and Pillen, 2013; Kindu et al., 2014). NUE is known to be dependent on
interactions between plant genetics, soil temperature, moisture, other chemical, and
microbial population factors (Hirel et al., 2007). Prior results have demonstrated
substantial discrepancies between greenhouse/growth chamber and field results
(Hoffmann et al., 2012; Saal et al., 2011; Schnaithmann and Pillen, 2013). Thus, along
with the other TCAP barley NUE QTL experiments, the FAC-WIN6 experiment reported
in chapter 2 represents one of the only cultivated barley NUE QTL experiments under
field conditions, and the FAC-WIN6 is the first such experiment using the winter 6rowed barley gene pool.

The third and final major value of these results lies with, as discussed in chapter 3, the
stripe rust resistance QTLs identified with the FAC-WIN6 and these QTLs’ context
within the University of Minnesota’s and Oregon State University’s breeding programs’
selection for barley stripe rust resistance. As discussed in detail in chapter 3, breeding
programs tend to favor quantitative disease resistance over qualitative resistance, in that
quantitative resistance is considered more durable. Often, quantitative resistance is
ostensibly selected for by advancing lines with low but often non-zero disease symptoms
across an experimental unit in breeding nursery field trials. However, depending on the
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races present in a trial, qualitative resistance can also meet those criteria, thus
masquerading itself as quantitative resistance during selection. Direct selection for
quantitative resistance is far more time-consuming, to a degree that it is generally
unfeasible for breeding program selection nurseries. Chapter 3 details these issues. It then
discusses how the stripe rust resistance QTLs detected in the FAC-WIN6 GWAS panel
are evidence for the efficacy of indirect selection for quantitative resistance within the
Oregon State University winter 6-rowed barley breeding program. Moreover, it discusses,
when considering our results alongside other published North American barley stripe rust
resistance and pathogen (P. striiformis f. sp. hordei) population information, how
breeding programs for quantitative resistance to pathogens with similar population
dynamics can optimize efficacy and efficiency.
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2.1 Abstract
Facultative/winter six-rowed malting barley is a distinct elite germplasm pool and a
valuable resource that may prove useful in meeting the challenges of climate change. To
preserve its diversity and make it accessible to the research and agricultural communities,
the Oregon State University and University of Minnesota barley breeding programs are
publicly releasing their winter/facultative six-rowed malt advanced lines, named the
FAC-WIN6, which also function as a genome wide association studies (GWAS) panel.
The FAC-WIN6 contains 295 lines - 180 facultative and 115 winter – selected for disease
resistance, malt quality, and general agronomic performance. To date, all lines have data
for 6,892 SNP markers and phenotypic data from 6 experiments (representing 3 years, 8
locations), including traits such as malt quality, disease resistance, nitrogen use
efficiency, and winter hardiness. The FAC-WIN6 is one of 24 barley and wheat mapping
panels and populations from the USDA-ARS Triticeae Coordinated Agricultural Project
(TCAP). As such, all of the FAC-WIN6 TCAP genotypic and phenotypic data can be
freely downloaded from the TCAP’s online database, T3. Preliminary GWAS have
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identified novel loci for wort β-glucan, low temperature tolerance, and disease resistance.
Given these results, the FAC-WIN6 is a singular resource both for future winter sixrowed barley breeding and identifying and deploying genes for key barley traits in all
backgrounds.

2.2 Introduction
The TCAP facultative and winter six-rowed malt barley genome wide association studies
(GWAS) panel (hereafter referred to as the TCAP FAC-WIN6 or FAC-WIN6) is a set of
elite inbred lines created for the purposes of variety development, gene discovery, and
gene validation. A major advantage of releasing these lines is to proactively secure the
genetic diversity present in facultative/winter six-rowed malting barleys, which represent
a discrete minority germplasm pool relative to the commonly grown two-rowed spring,
two-rowed winter, and six-rowed spring varieties. Elite GWAS panels fill the gap
between cultivar releases, GWAS diversity panels, and biparental QTL mapping
populations. Cultivar releases are elite lines useful as parents, but not as useful for
mapping. GWAS diversity panels are generally composed of landraces or other non-elite
material. Diversity panels are useful for mapping, but not identifying alleles which
specifically contribute to differences between elite lines, and not useful as parents,
without time-consuming pre-breeding. Biparental QTL mapping populations, because
they only represent two parents, lack genetic diversity and preclude estimation of
background effects beyond the two parents.

The adapted lines of the FAC-WIN6 complement those in the unadapted GWAS panel of
publicly released accessions and landraces used in the TCAP. That panel is referred to as
the National Small Grains Center (NSGC) Core. The NSGC Core is a set of 2,446 barley
accessions and landraces, selected to represent the global diversity in winter, spring, tworowed, and six-rowed gene pools. However, as landraces, those lines are not likely to
represent the genetics of modern high-performing malt varieties, especially malt varieties
adapted for North America. For GWAS analyses, the FAC-WIN6 has a much simpler
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population structure than in the NSGC Core. Moreover, the FAC-WIN6 is adapted to
North America, and its 180 facultative lines may be grown as winter or spring types.
Spring plantings avoid the risk of winterkill, while fall plantings may require less
irrigation and yield higher. Across 11 years of variety field trials in Idaho, fall-planted
barley yielded an average of 58 kg/ha higher than spring-planted during years where
winterkill was insubstantial (Windes and Obert, 2009).

2.2.1 Online access for TCAP and Barley CAP data for FAC-WIN6 lines
The final advantage of both the FAC-WIN6 and the NSGC Core is data. All TCAP data
are publicly available at the TCAP’s online database, T3 (Blake et al., 2014). T3 is the
successor of The Hordeum Toolbox (THT, Blake et al., 2012), and T3 includes the
THT’s Barley CAP data. T3 is rigorously curated, and its data download options include
formatting for popular GWAS and BLUP-generating software. For the FAC-WIN6 alone,
T3 holds genotypic data for 6,892 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers, along
with phenotypic data from three years of field and greenhouse trials encompassing six
experiments, eight locations, and 129 trial-trait combinations. Additionally, T3 has SNP
and phenotypic data from early generations of the FAC-WIN6 (from the Barley CAP),
including malt quality data. Finally, our preliminary GWAS results detected novel FACWIN6 QTLs for key traits (e.g., winter survival and wort β-glucan), some of which colocalize with QTLs mapped in TCAP experiments of two-rowed and spring lines. Thus,
we expect that QTLs mapped in the FAC-WIN6 are valuable both for six-rowed winter
barley genetics and for QTL investigations in two-rowed and spring barleys.

2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 General selection methods
The Oregon lines were selected from a variety of breeding projects, but with a shared
general selection scheme. Full pedigree and selection scheme information are shown in
Supplemental Data S1. Parents were all elite experimental lines (except Maja), chosen for
some combination of malt quality, agronomic quality, cold tolerance, local adaptation,
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and disease resistance. For example, the STAB parental lines have high disease resistance
and agronomic performance, along with moderate malt quality, and the STAB BC
parental lines were STAB lines backcrossed to 88Ab536, then selected for good malt
quality. NB3437f is a facultative cold tolerant line from Nebraska. Maja, which was
released by the Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station and is licensed to AgriSource of
Burley, Idaho, advanced to commercial malting and brewing trials but was ultimately not
recommended as a malting variety by the American Malting Barley Association
(AMBA). This variety is resistant to barley stripe rust (incited by Puccinia striiformis f.
sp. hordei), but is susceptible to barley scald (incited by Rhynchosporium commune).

The Oregon general selection scheme was as follows (summarized in Table 2.1): After a
single cross, the F1 plants were grown in the field and selfed. The F2 seed was bulked and
planted in the field in Pendleton, OR (moderately cold winters and dry spring/summer),
from which F2:3 heads were visually selected based primarily on winter survival, general
plant quality, and large and uniform heads. F2:3 heads were selected from bulk-planted
populations of approximately 6,500 F2 plants and at a selection intensity of
approximately 1.5%. With the exception of head-rows, all plots were planted at a seeding
rate of approximately 200 seeds/m2. F2:3 head-row families were planted in Corvallis, OR
(mild temperate climate with high rainfall), from which families and then heads within
families were selected based on the same criteria as in the previous generation, with the
addition of selection for foliar disease resistance. All head-rows used in breeding of the
FAC-WIN6 were 0.465m2. Selections from head-row nurseries and preliminary yield
trials were determined with a selection intensity of approximately 10-15%. F2:3 head-rows
had populations of approximately 9,300 plants. F3:4 head-row families were planted and
selected on the same criteria as the F2:3 generation, with the addition of selection for
family uniformity. F3:4 head-rows had populations of approximately 70 families. From
the F3:4 generation on, families were strictly rogued for off-types and then bulk harvested.
Finally, the F3:5 families were planted in preliminary yield trials (PYTs) in two or three
locations between Oregon and Idaho, one location always in Corvallis. F3:5 PYTs had
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populations of approximately 70 families. For the 146 lines from crosses made in the
winter of 2005-2006 (the lines primarily used to create the example timeline in Table
2.1), the final selection was made post-harvest of the F3:5 generation preliminary yield
trials in the 2010-2011 season, and those lines were planted in the TCAP 2011-2012
nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) trials as F3:6 families. All other Oregon lines were F3:7 or
later generation in the 2011-2012 TCAP NUE trials, and 83 of these lines have data from
earlier generation experiments in the Barley CAP. For the remaining Oregon lines, in
general, after selection in one year of PYTs, they were selected in one to two years of
advanced or elite yield trials, where the population sizes ranged from 20-35 inbred lines,
with a selection intensity of 15-50%.

The discrepancy between F3:5 PYT population size and the product of F3:4 population
size and selection intensity (an F3:4 population size of 70 combined with selection
intensity of 10-15% should generate an F3:5 PYT population size of 7-11 families, not 70)
is due to the combining of projects across the Oregon breeding program at later
generations. Thus, an F3:5 PYT field would have 70 families, of which 7-11 would be
from the previous year’s F3:4 facultative/winter six-rowed nursery. The selection intensity
imposed on the F3:5 families would be 10-15% across all PYT entries, but the selection
intensity specifically on the F3:5 facultative and winter families could range from 1.4%
(one family) to 100%.

Each Minnesota line was selected by one of the following two general schemes
(summarized in Table 2.2): 1) After a single cross, the F1 plants were selfed in the
greenhouse. The resulting F2 plants were then backcrossed and the resulting BC1F1 plants
planted in a spring field trial in St. Paul, MN and selected for facultative growth. The
selected plants were selfed to the BC1F2:3 generation by single seed descent (SSD)
without selection. The BC1F3:4 families were grown in small plot spring trials in
Crookston, MN and selected for local adaptation and general agronomic quality. The
selected BC1F3:5 families were then entered into the FAC-WIN6 TCAP NUE 2012
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experiment. 2) After a single cross, the F1 families were selfed by SSD, no selection, until
the F2:3 generation. F2:3 seed was fall-planted in St. Paul, MN, and the plants selected for
winter survival. Selected families were fall-planted as F2:4 families in St. Paul and again
selected for winter survival and general plant quality. Remnant seed from the F2:3 plants
was advanced by SSD to create F4:5 seed. From the families selected in the F2:4 fallplanted trial, F4:5 families from the remnant seed SSD-advanced material were planted in
a Christchurch, New Zealand winter nursery for seed increase. The resulting F4:6 families
were planted in spring preliminary yield trials in three Minnesota locations and selected
for yield and general agronomic quality. From selected families, F4:7 seed was planted in
the FAC-WIN6 TCAP NUE 2012 experiment.

FAC-WIN6 Oregon lines with early generation data from the Barley CAP are publicly
available in two online databases: the Barley CAP THT and TCAP T3. Because early
generations commonly segregate for key traits, the T3 database classifies the FAC-WIN6
panel as separate lines than the earlier generations (i.e., early generation data are stored
under different line names than the FAC-WIN6). A simple naming convention was used
for the FAC-WIN6 to facilitate finding early generation data. All FAC-WIN6 Oregon
lines were given a synonym (T3 nomenclature for a supplementary name) with a “-FW6”
suffix. If early generation data are available for a line, they will be stored under a name or
synonym identified by removing the “-FW6” suffix. For example, the FAC-WIN6
Oregon line TCFW6-200 has the T3 synonym 06OR-40-FW6. Barley CAP data for early
generations of this same line (including five malt quality trials) are available in T3 and
THT under the synonym 06OR-40.

2.3.2 Selection, traits, and experimental design/conditions
To date, the advanced generations of the FAC-WIN6 have been evaluated in six
experiments: NUE (two locations, two years), Malt Quality (MQ; part of standard N
treatment in both years of NUE trials at one location), Water Use Efficiency (WUE; one
location, one year), Barley Stripe Rust (BSR; quantitative adult field resistance in one
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locations, three years; race-specific resistance assessed against five races in one
greenhouse trial), and Low Temperature Tolerance (LTT; three locations, two years).
Experiments, years, locations, and traits are summarized in Table 2.3. All field
experiments used a type-II modified augmented design, with one primary check and two
secondary checks (Lin and Poushinsky, 1985), with the exception of the LTT trials grown
outside of Oregon. The LTT trials in Mead, NE and Aberdeen, ID were unreplicated and
augmented with repeated checks, with randomized incomplete blocks of 25 plots each,
where the incomplete blocks were not arranged with regard to rows or ranges of the field.
Each incomplete block contained a primary check in its “center” plot (the 13th of 25
plots, not the geometric center), and every other incomplete block (in total, six of 13
incomplete blocks) contained a randomly arranged plot of each of two secondary checks.
The LTT trial in Orton, Ontario, Canada was unreplicated without replicated checks. For
these experiments not planted as type-II modified augmented designs, the data were not
adjusted for field effects. This choice was made both due to the geometrically
unstructured arrangement of replicated checks (or lack of replicated checks in Ontario).
All field trials were grown under standard recommended management for the region,
with the exception of reduced N fertilizer in the Low N treatment of the NUE trials,
reduced irrigation in the Low Water treatment of the WUE trial, and exclusion of
fungicide application in the disease resistance trials. All field trials were fall-planted,
except the WUE trial (planted in late spring) and the 2013 disease trial (planted in early
spring). The 2012/2013 NUE trial used yield trial plots (six rows, 8.9 m2). The Utah
NUE trials used small yield trial plots (six rows, 2.3 m2). The Idaho and Nebraska LTT
experiments were planted as single rows, 1.5 m in length. All remaining trials had tworow, 1.8 m2 plots.

Quantitative disease data are from naturally infected field trials. The race-specific BSR
disease response data are from greenhouse trials in Pullman, WA, inoculated and scored
as described previously (Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005). The races used in
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the greenhouse trials were PSH-33, PSH-46, PSH-51, PSH-71, and PSH-72 (Chen and
Penman, 2005).

All phenotypic data collection methods were as defined by the TCAP, with descriptions
at the T3 online database (http://triticeaetoolbox.org/barley/traits). Briefly, measurements
of grain agronomic traits were taken post-harvest at the research farm at which they were
harvested (Corvallis, OR or Logan, UT). Malt quality was measured on samples from the
Oregon 2011/2012 and 2012/2013 NUE trial standard N treatment, assayed by the
USDA-ARS Cereal Crops Research Unit located in Madison, WI, following American
Society of Brewing Chemists (ASBC, 1992) protocols (see Budde et al., 2008, for details
of specific micromalting and malt quality methodologies). Plant height was equal to the
distance from the soil surface to the top of the spike, excluding awns. Grain protein was
measured with near-infrared spectrometry as the average of six subsamples. All spike
traits used averages of three spikes per sample.

2.3.3 Marker methods
FAC-WIN6 TCAP genotypic data were collected in 2013 from F6:7 or later generation
plants. Tissue from individual plants was taken from two-to-three weeks old seedlings
grown in the greenhouse, immediately stored at -80, and lyophilized. DNA extraction and
genotyping were performed at the USDA-ARS Regional Small Grains Genotyping
Laboratory at Fargo, ND, following the methods of Sambrook et al. (1989). All markers
were part of a 6,892 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) custom barley Infinium
iSelect® 9K Genotyping BeadChip (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA; Close et al., 2009).
Within those markers, 5,198 had known locations on the latest barley consensus map
(Muñoz-Amatriaín et al., 2014).

2.3.4 Statistical analyses
Adjustments for field effects and calculations of means were done in Agrobase
Generation II (Agronomix, Software, Inc., Winnipeg, MB), except in the case of
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secondary check missing data. If any secondary check data were missing, then a) for
Method 1 adjustments, least squares means were used for row and column averages,
produced by the GLM Procedure in SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC), with the
exception of the 2012 WUE Low Water trial grain protein data, where simple means
were used for row and column averages (use of least squares or simple means was
selected based on relative efficiency); and b) for Method 3 adjustments, any whole plots
with missing data were removed from the estimation of field effect parameters and
relative efficiency, after which all analyses and adjustments were calculated as in
Agrobase (May et al., 1989) but performed in R version 2.14.2 (R Development Core
Team, 2012). ANOVA of NUE experiments was calculated from unadjusted check data,
using all check lines but only using whole plots with secondary checks, by the MIXED
Procedure in SAS 9.3. Principle Component Analysis and preliminary GWAS were done
in TASSEL v5.2.11 (Bradbury et al., 2007). Preliminary GWAS applied the mixed linear
model approach, using a Q+K model (Q = first three PCA principal components), with
the EMMA, P3D, and compression algorithms (Yu et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2008; Zhang
et al., 2010). Heritability (h2) was calculated as 𝜎𝐺2 /𝜎𝑃2 and represents narrow sense
heritability, as all phenotypic data were collected with plants from the F6:7 or later
generation. All line means presented here or used for GWAS were taken from those in
the T3 online database at time of manuscript submission.

2.4 Characteristics
Highlights of ranges, means, standard deviations, and h2 estimates of key traits are listed
in Table 2.4, and histograms of key traits are given in Fig. 2.1. Those same statistics are
listed for all traits within each trial (or within treatments of each trial) in Supplemental
Data S2. h2 estimates ranged from 0-0.99, although most estimates fell between 0.45 and
0.80 (Supplemental Data S2). Yield within trials ranged from approximately 600-13,400
kg/ha. The lowest yielding trials were the 2012 WUE trials, presumably due to an
especially late spring planting. The highest yielding trials were the 2013 NUE UT trials.
Yields from barley and wheat experiments adjacent to the 2013 NUE UT trials were also
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extraordinarily high (D. Hole, personal communication, 2013). The lower yields are
mostly represented by Minnesota lines in the Corvallis, OR environment. Lines with top
malt quality are summarized in Table 2.5. The Minnesota lines produced high quality
grain for malting purposes in Oregon but yields were low, likely due to susceptibility to
barley stripe rust (not present in Minnesota) and to early heading in Corvallis. Notably,
an apparent association between early heading date and lower yield was present in
Corvallis, OR but not in Logan, UT, which is approximately equal in latitude but does not
have the warm winter and spring of Corvallis. In the BSR experiment, barley stripe rust
ranged from 0- 100% severity in 2011/2012 and 0-90% severity in 2012/2013, with
means of 7.1% and 4.8% in 2011/2012 and 2012/2013, respectively. NUE trial results are
summarized in the ANOVA table of Table 2.6. Across all NUE trials, grain protein
ranged from 5.5-16.7%, with an across-trials mean of 10.9%. As examples of malting
quality parameters, the following ranges were observed: malt extract (73-85%), αamylase (26-122 20°DU, dextrinizing units), diastatic power (54-206 °ASBC), and wort
β-glucan (28-821μg/mL).

2.5 Discussion
A GWAS panel’s efficacy depends on the panel size, genetic structure, degree of
relatedness between lines, genetic marker quality, and distribution of values across useful
phenotypes (von Zitzewitz et al., 2011). The FAC-WIN6 panel’s combined size and
genotypic structure fit what is predicted to be effective for GWAS panels. Major
elements of the population structure are summarized by the first three principal
components (PCs) from the principal components analysis (PCA; Fig. 2.2 and
Supplemental Fig. A.1). Wang et al. (2012), using empirical data to perform GWAS with
differently sized random subsets of a spring barley GWAS panel, determined a minimum
panel size of 384 lines, 28% larger than the FAC-WIN6 full panel, to consistently detect
QTLs for traits of high heritability. This is in contrast to the results of Bradbury et al.
(2011), who, using simulated phenotypic data with a barley GWAS panel, determined a
minimum panel size of 300 lines for adequate GWAS power with traits of moderate to
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high heritability (e.g., heading date). However, the FAC-WIN6 is better represented by
the Bradbury et al. (2011) experiment. Not only did that experiment include early
generations of FAC-WIN6 lines present in the Barley CAP, but it better represents the
population structure and phenotypic range of the full FAC-WIN6. The Wang et al. (2012)
panel subsets were equally divided between eight breeding programs, thus having
substantially greater structure than the FAC-WIN6. Also, despite representing eight
breeding programs, their panels’ range for heading date (13 days) is approximately half
that of the ranges from the FAC-WIN6 trials (Supplemental Data S2). Moreover, Type I
and II errors may be satisfactorily reduced in small GWAS panels by use of known or
candidate genes as anchoring loci, even in panels smaller than otherwise recommended
(Cuesta-Marcos et al., 2010). Even without use of anchoring loci, Gutierrez et al. (2011)
were able to detect novel and known malt quality QTLs in GWAS panels much smaller
than the FAC-WIN6 (71≤n≤96), panels which included earlier generations of many lines
from the FAC-WIN6.

The accessions within the FAC-WIN6 display a wide spectrum of interrelatedness, and,
based on preliminary results, the Q+K model seems to readily account for the population
division between the Oregon and Minnesota breeding material (Belcher, unpublished
data, 2014). The 6,892 SNP set has a high level of polymorphism and a low rate of
missing data. Mean minor allele frequency (MAF) is 0.19 (MAF of unmapped markers
and mapped markers summarized in Fig. 2.3 and Supplemental Fig. A.2, respectively).
The mean rate of missing data per line is 0.6%. The proportion of markers that were
polymorphic per chromosome ranged from 78.4% on 2H to 88.9% on 6H.

The panel displays a highly quantitative distribution of phenotypic data across key malt
and agronomic traits, with elite performance and significant h2 (note h2 here calculated
with only one generation). For example, diastatic power ranged from 58-206°ASBC in
2012 (Supplemental Table A.2) and 54-196°ASBC in 2013 (Table 2.4), with significant
estimated h2 of 0.95 and 0.99, respectively (P≤0.004). Mean yields ranged from 1,720-
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8,730 kg/ha, with h2 of 0.23 to 0.93 (4.7×10-5≤P≤0.30). Moreover, all of these data are
freely available on T3, where they can be readily downloaded pre-formatted for analysis
in TASSEL (Bradbury et al., 2007), ASREML (VSN International), or the R packages
rrBLUP (Endelman, 2011) and GAPIT (Lipka et al., 2012). Ranges, population structure
PCA, and histograms can be generated and viewed at T3 in most web browsers.

Finally, the best indicator of potential is repeated success. Within the TCAP FAC-WIN6
BSR experiments preliminary GWAS results, the FAC-WIN6 population detected 18
maturity-independent adult plant quantitative disease resistance QTLs across five trials
and three diseases (Belcher et al., 2014). Of those, two QTLs were mapped in all trials for
the corresponding disease (three trials for barley stripe rust, and two trials for leaf rust),
and two stripe rust QTLs were mapped in two of three trials.

2.6 Availability
Seed is maintained by the Barley Project at Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR
97331. Seed for research purposes will be available on request from the corresponding
author for at least 5 yr. It is requested that appropriate recognition of source be given
when this cultivar contributes to development of new germplasm or cultivars. Upon
acceptance of any FAC-WIN6 panel germplasm to the National Plant Germplasm System
(NPGS), the NPGS identification numbers of those lines will listed at the TCAP T3
online database. All FAC-WIN6 phenotypic data mentioned are also available for
download at T3, including SNP data. The name(s) used for each line in T3 are provided
in Supplemental Data S1. For those who wish to use these lines for research purposes, we
ask that recognition be given by citing this article.

2.7 Conclusions
The wealth of available data, paired with the convenience of its access at T3, makes the
FAC-WIN6 association studies panel a valuable resource. As the lines are fixed, all of the
TCAP genotypic and phenotypic data will remain valid for future studies. Public release
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of this germplasm has vast potential for genetics and breeding in six-rowed facultative
and winter barley.
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2.10 Figures

Figure 2.1. Histograms of select phenotypic datasets. Histograms of T3 data from
select FAC-WIN6 trials. Genotypic variance is significant (P≤0.008) for (A) yield from
the HiN treatment (standard N application) in Corvallis, OR 2013 nitrogen use efficiency
trial, with full yield trial size plots and (B) malt extract, from same trial; non-significant
(P=0.11) for (C) adult plant leaf rust in Corvallis, OR 2014 disease trial; and unavailable
(no replicated checks) for (D) winter survival in Orton, Ontario, Canada 2012 low
temperature tolerance trial.
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Figure 2.2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of full FAC-WIN6 panel.
Scatterplot of the second versus the first principal components from the PCA of the full
300-line FAC-WIN6 panel, based on SNP data.
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Figure 2.3. Histogram of minor allele frequency across all unmapped polymorphic
markers. From the publicly available SNP marker data of the full 300-line FAC-WIN6,
for those 1,605 polymorphic markers not yet placed on the consensus map (MuñozAmatriaín et al., 2014), a histogram of minor allele frequency.
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2.11 Tables
Table 2.1. Generalized breeding history for Oregon lines. A generalized selection scheme for the FAC-WIN6 lines contributed
by the Oregon State University breeding program. The 148 lines from crosses made in the winter of 2005-2006 were used as
primary examples for this table. The complete breeding history of all lines in this release is included as Supplemental Data S1.
Here, a “Year” begins in fall and ends at harvest in the subsequent summer.
Population Size† (i‡) Key Selection Criteria

Generation Year

Environment

Selection Unit

F1
F2

1
2

N/A§
N/A
F2 headrow families, then 260 (9%)
heads within families

N/A
larger heads and grains, general plant quality,
disease resistance, low temperature tolerance

F2:3

3

field
Field
(Pendleton,
OR)
field

F3:4

4

field

F3:5
F3:6

5
6

field
TCAP NUE#

F2:3 families, then heads
within families
F3:4 families, then heads
within families
F3:5 families
N/A

larger heads and grains, general plant quality,
disease resistance
larger heads and grains, general plant quality,
disease resistance, uniformity
preliminary yield trial. Strictly rogued.
2012 NUE. Selection complete; lines fixed as
families and strictly rogued.

108 (21%)
248¶ (20%)
137 (55%)
Fixed at 146

† In units of selection unit from same generation. If multiple units are given, then refers to the first unit – e.g., for ‘F2 headrow
families, then heads within families’, population size selection unit is F2 headrow families.
‡ Selection intensity applied to same generation to obtain seed for next generation.
§ N/A, not applicable.
¶ Population size of current generation may be larger than that selected in prior generation, as multiple F2:3 families may be
obtained from the same F2 headrow family.
# NUE, nitrogen use efficiency.
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Table 2.2. Generalized breeding history for Minnesota lines. The FAC-WIN6 lines contributed by the University of Minnesota
breeding program were selected from two breeding projects (sets of crosses and selection trials). This table summarizes what is
mostly shared by both projects. The complete breeding history of all lines in this released is included as Supplemental Data S1.
Here, a “Year” begins in fall and ends at harvest in the subsequent summer.
Generation

Year

Environment

F1
F2

Year 1
Year 1
(spring)
Year 2

GH†
N/A‡
N/A
Field
heads
(Crookston, MN)
field
F2:3 families, then
heads within families
GH
N/A
GH
N/A

F2:3
F3:4
F4:5
F4:6
F4:7

Year 2
Year 3
(winter)
Year 3 field
(spring)
Year 4 field

† GH, greenhouse.
‡ N/A, not applicable.
§ NUE, nitrogen use efficiency.

Selection Unit

Population Size

F4:6 families
N/A

Key Selection Criteria

N/A
general plant quality, facultative habit
general quality, facultative habit, winter
survival
N/A
N/A
preliminary yield trial

Fixed at 35

2012 NUE§. selection complete; lines
fixed as families and stringently rogued
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Table 2.3. Summary of FAC-WIN6 trials currently available on T3. FAC-WIN6 data
from both the Barley CAP (early generations of a subset of FAC-WIN6 lines) and the
TCAP are freely available for download, viewing, and analysis at T3, the TCAP online
database.
No. Data
Sets in
T3

Key Traits

Experiment

Locations

No.
Years

NUE

2

2

76

Malt, Yield, CSR‡

WUE

1

1

18

Yield, WUE§, Leaf Rust

Disease (field)

1

3

10

Stripe Rust, Scald, Leaf Rust

LTT

3

2

4

LTT¶

Disease
(qualitative)

N/A

N/A

5

Barley Stripe Rust (5 races)

† A “data set” here is defined as a trial-trait combination.
‡ CSR, canopy spectral reflectance.
§ WUE, water use efficiency.
¶ LTT is low temperature tolerance, but these trials specifically were only measured for
winter survival.
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Table 2.4. Summary of key trait and trial FAC-WIN6 data. In this table are malt quality, yield, nitrogen use efficiency, and
disease resistance highlights from the FAC-WIN6. Full mean, range, and h2 summaries from all FAC-WIN6 trials on T3 are
available in Supplemental Data S2.
Experiment

NUE†

WUE‡

Location

OR

UT

OR

Year

2013

2013

2012

Trait

Yield
HiN§
(kg/ha)

Yield
LoN¶
(kg/ha)

Malt
Extract
(%)

Min

1,750

2,090

Mean

7,150

Max

DP#
(°ASBC)

Grain
Protein
(%)

Plump
Grain
(%)

Malt
β-glucan
(μg/mL)

Yield
HiN
(kg/ha)

Leaf Rust
Severity
HiW††
(%)

74.9

53.7

7.9

47.3

27.5

2,180

0

5,920

80.1

108.1

9.6

92.5

280.0

8,730

15.8

10,230

8,540

85.5

196.0

12.5

99.3

821.0

13,380

52.1

StdErr

410

460

0.1

1.8

0.3

1.2

19.6

1,230

8.4

h2

0.93

0.79

0.94

0.95

0.84

0.75

0.81

0.43

0.82

† NUE, nitrogen use efficiency.
‡ WUE, water use efficiency.
§ Standard N fertilizer rate.
¶ 70% of standard N fertilizer rate, where the same rate was applied in fall, but a differential rate in spring.
# DP, diastatic power.
†† Standard irrigation regime.
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Table 2.5. Malting data highlights for select FAC-WIN6 lines. A sample of malt quality and yield data for the FAC-WIN6 lines
with the best malting quality. Full malt quality data for the FAC-WIN6 can be found at the TCAP online database, T3.

T3 Line
Name

Malt
Extract
(%)

DP†
(°ASBC)

FAN‡
(μg/mL)

β-glucan
(μg/mL)

α-amylase
(20°DU§)

Yield
(kg/ha)

Growth Habit

TCFW6-235

81.8

165

191

61

117

8,420

Facultative

TCFW6-244

81.1

122

160

145

68

8,520

Facultative

TCFW6-193

80.9

107

184

154

64

9,550

Winter

TCFW6-194

81.6

107

152

160

77

9,240

Facultative

TCFW6-017

81.6

131

181

272

77

9,650

Facultative

† DP. diastatic power.
‡ FAN, free amino nitrogen.
§ DU, dextrinizing units.
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Table 2.6. ANOVA results from nitrogen use efficiency trials replicated check data, from Corvallis, OR, and Logan, UT, in
the 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 field seasons.
Oregon and Utah
Yield
(kg/ha)
Source of
variation
Entry
Location (loc)
Year
Loc x year
Treatment (trt)
Loc x trt
Year x trt
Loc x year x trt
Whole plot error
CV (%)

df
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
df
76

F value
6.86***
8.92**
7.17**
50.39***
5.73*
4.19*
0.78
0.23
490,001
0.15

Protein
(%)

0.77
33.3***
52.73***
273.17***
23.88***
0.39
22.40***
13.66***
Error
0.2370
0.07

Oregon only
Heading date
(Julian days)

191.08***
4877.91***
108.07***
26.26***
0.16
0.16
0.01
0.71
1.0749
0.02

* Significant at the 0.05 probability level.
** Significant at the 0.01 probability level.
*** Significant at the 0.001 probability level.
†Barley stripe rust.

df
2
1
1
1
df
32

Height
(cm)

Lodging Plump
(%)
(%)

Test
weight
(g/L)

F value
55.99***
16.09***
28.57***
1.43
-

7.81***
2.36
8.56**
0.01
-

31.41***
255.84***
16.93***
21.91***
-

1.00
0.47
0.49
0.49
-

12.7065
0.04

0.0001
0.44

0.0001
0.02

0.0393 0.0001
10.44 0.77

44.56***
11.46**
4.54*
4.37*
Error
0.0019
0.03

BSR†
(%)

Scald
(0-9)

57.58***
6.91*
3.65
0.81
-
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Chapter 3: Barley Stripe Rust (incited by Puccinia striiformis f. sp. hordei)
Resistance QTLs Selected for in Two Facultative/Winter 6-rowed Malt Barley
(Hordeum vulgare L.) Breeding Programs and Identified by Genome Wide
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3.1 Abstract
Malt barley is a valuable crop. The disease barley stripe rust (BSR, incited by Puccinia
striiformis f. sp. hordei) can drastically reduce grain yield and quality, and climate
change is expected to exacerbate our ability to predict and manage BSR epidemics.
Resistant varieties are the most sustainable defense against BSR, especially varieties with
pyramids of quantitative disease resistance (QDR) genes. The Oregon State University
(OSU) barley breeding program has been selecting for BSR resistance for decades. We
wanted to determine the number and effect sizes of the loci underlying that resistance, as
well as whether they were QDR or race-specific qualitative loci, with the former
presumably more durable. To test this, we used BSR resistance QTL mapping via
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genome wide association studies (GWAS) in adult-plant field trials (three years, one
location) and race-specific seedling greenhouse trials (five races) with the FAC-WIN6: a
GWAS panel composed of 300 lines that represent the OSU and University of Minnesota
facultative/winter 6-rowed malt barley breeding programs. The FACWIN-6 was
developed as part of the Triticeae Coordinated Agricultural Project but was not developed
specifically for BSR resistance. We suspected its BSR resistance distributions might align
with the major population structure patterns in ways that would be difficult to account for
with a GWAS model alone. Therefore, based on post-analysis diagnostics, we report a
qualitative confidence level for each QTL. In total, we detected four race-specific QTLs,
one also an adult-plant field QTL, and twelve additional adult-plant field QTLs. At least
four QTLs are novel.

3.2 Introduction
Barley is the fourth most important grain crop in the world, with regard to production and
area harvested (FAO-STAT, 2014). The foliar disease barley stripe rust (BSR, incited by
Puccinia striiformis f. sp. hordei) can affect every major barley growing region.
Temperature and precipitation play a key role in disease development (Line, 2002). Thus,
climate change could exacerbate BSR concerns – e.g., decreasing our ability to predict
local epidemics, altering pathogen long-distance transport, and redefining regional limits
of the disease (Luck et al., 2011; Chakraborty and Newton, 2011). Fungicides can protect
against BSR, but genetic resistance is preferred (Chen, 2007). However, some resistant
cultivars may be more desirable than others: the number and classification of resistance
genes within a cultivar may determine how robust the resistance is likely to be.

The two basic classifications of plant disease resistance genes are those providing 1)
qualitative resistance and 2) quantitative disease resistance (QDR). Qualitative resistance
is specifically defined as resistance where a single gene confers complete resistance – i.e.,
the pathogen is unable to successfully complete the full disease cycle, and thus neither
normal disease symptoms nor a new generation of pathogen inoculum are produced.
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However, this definition can become blurred, as qualitative resistance is often used
interchangeably with race-specific resistance, gene-for-gene resistance, vertical
resistance, major gene resistance, and seedling resistance (St. Clair, 2010). Gene-for-gene
resistance is generally considered the archetypal form of qualitative resistance. In genefor-gene resistance systems, a resistance allele (R) at a given resistance gene (R gene)
confers qualitative resistance –termed avirulence or incompatibility - to all pathogen
races carrying an avirulence allele (Avr) at the avirulence gene (Avr gene) corresponding
with the given R gene. Hence, “gene-for-gene”: resistance requires both R and Avr
alleles at one matched pair of R/Avr genes in plant/pathogen. A pathogen “race” is
defined by its combination of Avr and virulence (avr, an allele which overcomes the
corresponding R gene’s resistance) alleles across all its Avr genes. Canonically,
resistance/avirulence phenotypes are conferred by dominant R/Avr alleles, and a given R
gene is only effective against one Avr gene (and vice versa). Many R and Avr genes have
been cloned, and qualitative resistance mechanisms are relatively well understood
(Gururani et al., 2012).

In contrast, QDR is defined as resistance where a single gene confers less than total
resistance - to some degree, the pathogen successfully completes the full disease cycle,
producing symptoms and new inoculum. QDR is synonymous with partial resistance, but
QDR is often used synonymously with race-non-specific resistance, horizontal resistance,
minor gene resistance, and adult-plant (or high-temperature adult-plant, HTAP)
resistance (St. Clair, 2010; Chen, 2013). With rust diseases, QDR is often referred to as
“slow-rusting”, in reference to the way many QDR loci reduce disease by increasing rust
incubation periods and latent periods (Mundt, 2014). QDR is considered to be race-nonspecific, and to our knowledge, there are no known race-specific QDR genes. However,
QDR loci have been found to have isolate-specific relative efficacy. Furthermore, some
“failed” R genes (where the pathogen has recently evolved from the Avr allele to an avr,
or virulent, allele) have shown QDR effects (Li et al., 1999). The biological mechanisms
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underlying QDR are poorly understood, and it is suspected that mechanisms vary widely
(Poland et al., 2009).

In practice, QDR genes are often defined by small chromosome regions to which they are
approximately mapped – termed quantitative trait loci, or QTLs – regions which may
have one or more underlying genes. There is strong evidence that QDR often also relies
on many genes with effects too small to be mapped as QTLs. In theory and in simulation,
QTL mapping experiments targeting small effect QDR genes (for example, a gene
reducing disease severity by ~3% of a standard susceptible line) would require
impractically large experiments to obtain adequate statistical power (Bradbury et al.,
2011).

QDR is assumed to be overall more robust than qualitative resistance in terms of being
more effective against a larger fraction of the pathogen population, as well being more
effective in delaying pathogen evolution to overcome the resistance. This assumption
relates to the race-non-specific nature of QDR, and it is generally supported by the
current literature (Mundt, 2014). Thus a goal of plant breeders is usually to develop
varieties with high QDR. Still, pathogen populations can evolve to defeat QDR genes
(Cowger and Mundt, 2002; Kolmer and Leonard, 1986), even if more slowly, and thus a
greater number of resistance genes in the same cultivar is always more sustainable,
whether those genes are qualitative or QDR.

The Oregon State University barley breeding program has spent more than 20 years
selecting for BSR resistance across all of its germplasm groups. We wanted to identify
and classify the BSR resistance genetics in the winter/facultative 6-rowed germplasm
group from the breeding programs at both Oregon State University and the University of
Minnesota. While the Oregon and Minnesota programs are collaborative, BSR does not
often occur in Minnesota. Thus, the University of Minnesota breeding program does not
directly select for BSR resistance. Moreover, while the Oregon State University breeding
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program has extensively dissected the BSR resistance QTLs within its spring 2-rowed
and 6-rowed barley germplasm groups (Verhoeven et al., 2011 and references therein),
this is the first definitive report of BSR resistance within winter/facultative 6-rowed
barleys from Oregon or Minnesota.

Towards this goal of identifying and classifying the BSR resistance genetics in the
winter/facultative 6-rowed germplasm, we opted to map QTLs via genome wide
association studies (GWAS). As part of the USDA Triticeae Coordinated Agricultural
Project (TCAP), we had developed a winter/facultative 6-rowed barley GWAS panel to
represent the combined winter/facultative 6-rowed barley breeding programs at Oregon
State University and the University of Minnesota and thus map QTLs within those
programs. This panel is named the TCAP “FAC-WIN6”, and it consists of 300 lines of
elite breeding material and cultivars, genotyped with approximately 6,000 SNP markers.
The FAC-WIN6 has been publicly released (Belcher et al., 2015), and all genotypic and
phenotypic data are freely available at the TCAP online database, T3
(triticeaetoolbox.org/barley; Blake et al., 2015). The 300 lines include 261 and 35 lines,
respectively, of advanced breeding selections from the Oregon State University and
University of Minnesota breeding programs. The final four lines are publicly released
varieties: two from Oregon State University and one each from University of NebraskaLincoln and University of Idaho. The FAC-WIN6 has one potential drawback for
mapping BSR QTLs: because the Oregon program selected for BSR resistance but the
Minnesota program did not, the GWAS model may not be able to fully control for false
positives due to population structure. Controlling for population structure (patterns of
relatedness between lines) is a major issue when using GWAS (Bradbury et al., 2011).

We designed a pair of BSR resistance GWAS mapping experiments, using the FACWIN6 panel, to address three research questions. First, can we use GWAS to confidently
identify the genes/QTLs responsible for BSR resistance within the Oregon and Minnesota
winter/facultative 6-rowed breeding programs, despite issues related with population
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structure? Second, what are the number and genomic locations of those genes/QTLs, and
are any of them novel? Third, is there evidence of selection for durable resistance:
specifically, is the BSR resistance within the Oregon lines generally due to a number of
modest to large effect QDR QTLs versus mostly race-specific qualitative resistance loci?
This third question is important in guiding our breeding programs’ future selection for
disease resistance, particularly our desire to select for QDR. The Oregon program has
been indirectly selecting for QDR by evaluating disease severity (generally % diseased
leaf area), versus directly selecting for QDR by evaluating slow-rusting traits like
increased latent period and incubation period, which require considerably more time to
rate.

The two GWAS experiments were simple and complementary. The first BSR GWAS
experiment mapped race-specific qualitative resistance genes only, against five P.
striiformis f. sp. hordei races, in greenhouse seedling trials. The second BSR GWAS
experiment involved mapping adult-plant BSR resistance QTLs, in field trials.

3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Germplasm origin
The association panel consists of 300 six-rowed accessions: 182 facultative growth habit
and 118 winter growth habit. Growth habit was defined based on heading date without
vernalization (data available at the T3 database, triticeaetoolbox.org/barley). Two
hundred sixty three accessions (both winter and facultative types) are from the Oregon
State University barley breeding program. They were selected for adaptation, disease
resistance, malt quality, winter hardiness, and yield in Oregon and regional field trials.
Thirty five accessions (all facultative growth habit) are from the University of Minnesota
barley breeding program. These were selected for adaptation, malt quality, winter
hardiness, and yield in Minnesota field trials. Full pedigree and phenotypic data for all
lines are available at T3. Tested with the panel were the cultivars Eight-Twelve (from the
USDA-ARS program at Aberdeen, Idaho, GRIN PI 537437), Dicktoo (from the USDA-
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ARS program at Lincoln, Nebraska, GRIN CIHO 5529), and the Oregon State University
varieties Alba (Graebner et al., 2015), Strider (released in 1997 without cultivar
registration), and Maja (released in 2007 without cultivar registration).

3.3.2 Greenhouse and field experimental design, conditions, and treatments
The BSR field resistance and race-specific qualitative resistance experiments are
summarized in Table 3.1, including trial codes for downloading data from the TCAP
online database, T3 (triticeaetoolbox.org/barley). The BSR qualitative race-specific
seedling resistance GWAS experiment, designed to complement the field experiment,
consisted of five greenhouse trials. For each trial, a single P. striiformis f. sp. hordei race
was used to inoculate FAC-WIN6 seedlings in greenhouses of the cereal pathology
program greenhouses in Pullman, WA. Plants were inoculated as described previously
(Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005). The races and rating methods are detailed in
the subsequent section.

The BSR field resistance GWAS experiment focused on adult-plant resistance under field
conditions at one location over a three year period. In this report, we refer to these three
field trials as BSR-12, BSR-13, and BSR-14, to indicate the year in which phenotypic
data were collected for each trial (2012, 2013, and 2014, respectively). Due to lack of
seed, 19 and 17 entries were excluded from BSR-13 and BSR-14, respectively (trial data
at T3, triticeaetoolbox.org/barley). All trials were grown at the Oregon State University’s
Hyslop Research Farm near Corvallis, OR. Hyslop Farm is the location of the Oregon
State University project’s primary breeding nurseries, particularly the BSR resistance
nurseries. Corvallis consistently has natural inoculum and favorable conditions for the
development of BSR. All field trials reported here were naturally inoculated. P.
striiformis f. sp. hordei isolates from the BSR-14 trial were tested for race identification.

As described in Belcher et al. (2015), all field experiments used a type-II modified
augmented design (MAD), with one primary check and two secondary checks (Lin and
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Poushinsky, 1985; May et al., 1989). The cultivars Baronesse (GRIN PI 568246), Full
Pint, Robust (GRIN PI 476976), Alba, and Maja were used as replicated checks, to adjust
for field effects. Full Pint was released by Oregon State University in 2014 (unpublished
release). The experimental designation for Full Pint was BCD47 (Verhoeven et al., 2011).
It is a 2-rowed spring semi-dwarf from the Oregon State University breeding program,
with data in T3; it has quantitative resistance to BSR which has been well characterized.
Alba and Maja are included in the FAC-WIN6, although Alba is referred to as “TCFW6002” in the online database T3. In BSR-12, Baronesse was the primary check, and the
secondary checks were Robust and BCD47. In BSR-13, Alba was the primary check and
Maja and Baronesse the secondary checks. Finally, in BSR-14, Baronesse was again the
primary check, and Robust and Full Pint the secondary checks.

BSR-12 was planted in fall, and BSR-13 and BSR-14 were planted in mid-winter. After
observing many lines with symptoms of barley scald (incited by Rhynchosporium
commune) in BSR-12, mid-winter planting was elected for BSR-13 and BSR-14 to avoid
scald potentially interfering with BSR development or evaluation. Both diseases are
foliar, with scald having an earlier onset.
All BSR field trials were planted at approximately 200 seeds/m2, with rows spaced 0.3 m
apart, and a plot length of 1.5 m. BSR-12 and BSR-14 used one row/plot. The BSR-13
used two rows/plot.

P. striiformis f. sp. hordei isolates were collected from Hyslop Farm on June 25, 2014
and identified by race as described in (Chen and Line, 2002; Wan and Chen, 2012). The
isolates were taken from leaves of Robust check plots from within BSR-14, along with
leaves from four experimental lines in trials near BSR-14. These experimental lines are
unrelated to the FAC-WIN6 and are listed in Supplemental Table B.1.
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3.3.3 Greenhouse qualitative race-specific BSR experiment methods
In the greenhouse experiment, plants were inoculated and scored on an ordinal scale of 0
to 9 as described previously (Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005). Briefly, a score
of 0-4 is resistant (avirulent or incompatible reaction) and a score of 5-9 is susceptible
(virulent or compatible reaction). We tested three to ten plants/line/race, although six to
ten plants were used in most cases. The races used in the greenhouse trials were PSH-33,
PSH-46, PSH-51, PSH-71, and PSH-72 (Chen and Penman, 2005); the trials are
designated as PSH-33, PSH-46, PSH-51, PSH-71, and PSH-72, respectively, in this
report. These races were selected because they a) have been consistently predominant
across the last ten years and b) capture a wide range of virulence (Wan and Chen, 2012).
Isolate and differential set information for each race are given in Table 3.2. Table 3.2 also
lists differential set information for the races detected in BSR-14.

3.3.4 BSR field disease ratings
Field ratings for BSR were always taken between heading and prior to senescence. Exact
dates are given in Table 3.1. Limited or no BSR symptoms were noticed prior to heading.
In BSR-13 and BSR-14, disease was rated as % diseased leaf area on a per plot basis,
where “diseased” included necrosis and chlorotic borders of lesions. In BSR-12, the
presence of barley scald lesions interfered with directly estimating BSR % diseased leaf
area. Instead, plots were initially rated on a 0 to 9 scale (unrelated to the qualitative
resistance 0 to 9 scale), which roughly corresponded with BSR % diseased leaf area in
the portions of the leaves without scald symptoms. Those initial ratings were then
converted to % diseased leaf area, with 0 corresponding to 0% and 9 to 100%.

3.3.5 Field trial heading date ratings
Flowering time genes can be falsely identified as field disease resistance QTLs for
diseases where onset is later in the season, like BSR. When plants transition from the
vegetative to reproductive phase, physiological changes may include increased
susceptibility to certain diseases (Poland et al., 2011; Lyons et al., 2015). Therefore, in
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our field experiments we also measured heading date as the Julian calendar day at which
the head has emerged from the boot for approximately 50% of the plants in a plot. The T3
online database trait code is “heading date (Julian)”.

Under field conditions, BSR symptoms often do not appear at readily observable levels
until near heading date, indicating that they may express such a maturity-associated
susceptibility. To be conservative in accounting for heading date genes/QTLs that may
have had significant effects in the BSR field trials, we used heading date data from all
FAC-WIN6 trials at Hyslop Farm in Corvallis, OR (the same farm as the BSR field
experiment) that were planted in the same seasons as the BSR trials (fall or mid-winter).
The mid-winter trials with heading date ratings are simply the BSR trials, BSR-13 and
BSR-14. The fall-planted heading date data come from five trials, listed in T3 and
Belcher et al. (2015) as TCFW6-NUEhighN_2012_Corvallis, TCFW6NUElowN_2012_Corvallis, TCFW6-NUE_highN_2013_Corvallis, TCFW6NUE_lowN_2013_Corvallis, and LTT-early_2013_Corvallis. The TCFW6-NUE_ trials
are from a two-year nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) experiment. The “highN” trials use
the standard recommended nitrogen application for barley grown in the region, and the
“lowN” trials were given a 30% nitrogen deficient relative to the highN. The LTT-early_
trial was intended for seed increase and heading date GWAS of a larger panel, in which
the FAC-WIN6 was nested. Heading date was not rated in BSR-12, and thus the 2012
NUE trials are used to represent heading date for BSR-12. In this report, we refer to the
standard N and reduced N 2012 NUE trials as NUEH-12 and NUEL-12, respectively.

3.3.6 Genotyping
Each accession was genotyped for 9,000 SNP markers on a custom barley Infinium
iSelect 9K Genotyping BeadChip (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA; Close et al., 2009).
From those markers, 6,892 were used for analyses, 5,198 of which had known location on
the latest barley consensus map (Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2014). All genotyping tissue
samples were collected from advanced inbred lines (F6:7 or later generation). In total,
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5,812 SNP markers were polymorphic within the FAC-WIN6 panel. Full details are
described in Belcher et al. (2015). In this report, we use the marker dataset that can be
found at T3 (triticeaetoolbox.org/barley/genotyping/marker_selection.php) by selecting
the “Infinium 9K” Platform option and the “TCFW6_LTT_9K” Experiment option, with
one basic alteration after download: the genotypes designated as heterozygotes in T3
were re-designated as missing data.

3.3.7 Estimation of consensus map locations of unmapped markers
Approximately 1/6 of the polymorphic SNP markers were not mapped in the primary
reference consensus map (Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2014). However, nearly all of the
SNPs had estimated positions on the map reported by Comadran et al. (2012) and
Tondelli et al. (2013). We therefore used the Comadran/Tondelli map locations to
estimate the positions of unmapped markers. We used unreported estimated
Comadran/Tondelli map locations for the remaining unmapped (W.T.B. Thomas,
personal communication, 2015). The Comadran et al. (2012) map positions are also
available at T3 (triticeaetoolbox.org/barley).

For each of the unmapped markers that had a location on the Comadran/Tondelli map, we
estimated its position on the consensus map via the following steps: 1) we found the
consensus map markers that flanked (i.e., were immediately adjacent to) the unmapped
marker based on the positions in the Comadran/Tondelli map. 2) To ensure that all
flanking markers from step (1) were on the same chromosome, we found the mode of the
chromosomes of all flanking markers (according to consensus map positions), and then
dropped all flanking markers on chromosomes not equal to the mode. If the mode was not
a single chromosome, we arbitrarily elected to use the lowest chromosome number (1H
as lower than 2H, 2H lower than 3H, etc.) and noted that the marker had a problematic
estimated position (such markers are not represented in Results figures). 3) For all
remaining flanking markers, we used the lm function in R to linearly regress their
consensus map positions onto their Comadran/Tondelli map positions. 4) We used the
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linear function from step (3) to assign the unmapped marker a consensus map position,
based on its Comadran/Tondelli map position. We note that the Munoz-Amatriain et al.
(2014) map had an average marker density of 0.22 cM between markers. For unmapped
markers with only one flanking marker, the unmapped marker was simply assigned the
same consensus map position as the flanking marker. We refer to the unmapped markers
with estimated positions as “estimated” markers, designated with a superscript “est.”
following the marker name.

3.3.8 Data analyses
Line means for GWAS were obtained by adjustments, when necessary, for type-II MAD
data in Agrobase Generation II (Agronomix Software, Inc.), as described in Belcher et al.
(2015). Narrow-sense heritability (h2) estimates are taken from Belcher et al. (2015). The
h2 estimates were obtained by first calculating genotypic variance by subtracting the
experimental error estimates (based on replicated checks) from the total phenotypic
variance (from unreplicated entry “means”), and then dividing the resulting difference by
the total phenotypic variance. Entry “means” is in regard to the terminology of type-II
MAD methods; the entries were all unreplicated. We note that these h2 values are
calculated from a single generation and from unreplicated trials, and thus they are
unrelated to expected genetic gain from selection. Our application of them is described
further in this section and in the Discussion.

GWAS was performed in two stages. The first stage used a faster and theoretically equal
or lower power GWAS analysis to test between four models, while the second stage used
the optimal model (determined separately for each trait) for GWAS with a theoretically
equal or higher power analysis. Both stages were analyzed in TASSEL v5.2.11 (Bradbury
et al., 2007), using the Q+K multiple linear model (MLM) procedure (Yu et al., 2006). Q
was a matrix of the first three or five PCs of a PCA, and K was a kinship matrix. The
theoretically equal or lower power method in the first stage was the use of P3D (Zhang et
al., 2010; Zhou and Stephens, 2012). The first stage also used compression, which
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theoretically increases or does not affect power (Zhang et al., 2010). The theoretically
equal or higher power method in the second stage was the use of EMMA (Kang et al.,
2008). The results of the first stage almost exclusively estimated the optimal compression
level as no compression, so compression was not used in the second stage. Line means
within trials were used as phenotypic data.

The four models we compared in the first stage - compared separately for each
phenotypic dataset – were all MLM models with the same generic parameters (Q+K), but
with Q and K pairs each calculated from one of two marker subsets. We refer to the
marker subsets used to calculate Q and K as the “All” marker subset and the “PIC”
marker subset. The All and PIC subsets were created as follows: from the initial marker
dataset (described above, after “heterozygote” genotype calls removed), the All marker
subset was generated by removing markers with a minor allele frequency (MAF) < 5%.
The All marker subset had 4,410 SNPs. The PIC subset was created with two steps. The
first step: from the initial marker dataset, we created a subset with a consistent marker
density of approximately 0.73 cM between markers, where the optimal marker for each
bin was selected using the polymorphism information content (PIC) method of MunozAmatriain et al. (2014). The second step: we took the subset from the first step and
removed markers with MAF < 5%. The All and PIC subsets had 4,410 and 1,327 SNPs,
respectively.

Before calculating either the K matrix or the PCA used to obtain the Q matrix, we
imputed missing marker data in the All and PIC marker subsets using the TASSEL
genotypic imputation option based on the average SNP value of the three lines that were
estimated as nearest neighbors based on Manhattan distance. The K for each marker
subset was calculated by the scaled IBS method in TASSEL (Endelman and Jannink,
2012).
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After the GWAS analyses for the first stage were finished, we compared the results from
all four models for each phenotypic dataset – i.e., for all four marker subset Q-K
combinations. A single optimal Q-K combination was selected for each trait, and then
used in the second stage GWAS models for all datasets for that trait. BSR race-specific
resistance was considered a separate trait for each race. BSR adult-plant field resistance
was considered a single trait and thus analyzed with the same GWAS model across the
BSR-12, BSR-13, and BSR-14 field trials. Heading date was considered a single trait and
analyzed with the same GWAS model across all FAC-WIN6 trials listed in Belcher et al.
(2015). The model selections were made based on relative ability to control population
structure, as evident in the manhattan plots and Q-Q plots from the first stage GWAS
results. However, the final GWAS models used a Q matrix containing only the first three
PCs. A within-trait-by-trial-wise (e.g., across all markers within Malt-12 diastatic power
GWAS) false discovery rate (FDR) was used to control for multiple comparisons, with
FDR of 5% (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

The first stage models each used a Q with the first five PCs. After the first stage was
finished, the results of Belcher et al. (2015) showed that the first three PCs alone
accounted for the major population structure patterns within the FAC-WIN6. Therefore,
the second stage models used only the first three PCs. This choice to reduce the number
of PCs was partially validated by repeating the stage one GWAS analyses, except with
only three PCs in each Q, for seven phenotypic datasets from Belcher et al. (2015) that
we thought had the most marked differences in results between Q-K combinations (data
not shown). We selected optimal models from these new results and found that our new
3-PC selections matched our old 5-PC selections.

To select the minimum MAF for the marker dataset used in the GWAS analysis of each
phenotype, we considered relative expected statistical power, based on either a) the trait
being qualitative or b) for quantitative traits, the previously reported GWAS-relevant
narrow sense heritabilities (h2) of each phenotype across trials (Table 4.2; Belcher et al.,
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2015). We decided that qualitative traits would use a minimum MAF of 1%. For
quantitative traits, traits with h2≥0.6 in ≥60% of FAC-WIN6 trials reported in Belcher et
al. (2015) would use a minimum MAF of 2%, while the remaining, low-h2 traits would
use a minimum MAF of 4%. Between minimum MAFs of 2% and 4%, the difference in
number of markers was such that the gain in statistical power (due to reducing the
number of multiple comparisons) was only modest. The loss in statistical power by using
the low minimum MAF of 1% for qualitative traits was similarly modest, and we
presumed that modest losses in statistical power would not be a concern with qualitative
traits. We arbitrarily selected a minimum MAF of 2% (≥6 lines) as the minimum number
of lines with which we could reasonably visually assess a marker-trait association for a
high-h2 trait in Flapjack (Milne et al., 2010). In this report, both heading date and BSR
adult-plant field resistance were high-h2 traits, so thus GWAS of both quantitative traits
used a minimum MAF of 2%. BSR race-specific resistances were qualitative traits and
used a minimum MAF of 1%. We note that these MAFs were independent of the
minimum MAFs used for generating the All and PIC marker subsets from which we
calculated Q’s and K’s for the Q+K GWAS models (see above).
3.3.9 “ORvsMN” dummy trait for quality control of Q+K model control of major
population structure separating Oregon versus Minnesota lines
A dummy trait was created to account for the Oregon versus Minnesota population
structure, where Oregon and Minnesota lines were indicated with values of zero and one,
respectively. We termed this dummy trait “ORvsMN”. Marker association with the
ORvsMN trait was tested via GWAS, with the same models used for heading date and
BSR resistance traits. Markers in the GWAS results for the heading date and BSR
resistance traits were compared for marker-trait association significance against the
results from the ORvsMN dummy trait GWAS (the ORvsMN GWAS using the same
model). Raw p-values were compared instead of significance because the ORvsMN exact
binary trait would presumably have higher statistical power than a heading date or BSR
resistance trait’s spurious marker-trait associations due to population structure-related
LD.
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3.3.10 Selection of criteria for defining a “GWAS peak” and representative marker(s) for
each peak
From our experiments, we report “GWAS peaks”, “confidences”, and “QTLs”. “GWAS
peaks” were declared based on the significance and spacing of markers in the GWAS
results. A subset of these GWAS peaks were declared to be “QTLs”, based on the
“confidence” level after further diagnostics (diagnostics detailed in the sections
immediately following). We defined a “GWAS peak” as requiring the following
properties: a) consecutive markers must be closer than 20 cM apart; b) most significant
marker(s) may not also be significant for heading date (FDR of 10%) in any trial reported
here that was planted in the same season and location, but not limited to the same year;
and c) unless specifically merited, a peak must include at least one marker (in any year)
with MAF≥5%.

A single marker was selected to represent each QTL. The representative marker was
selected based on the following criteria, in descending priority: 1) the marker significant
(after FDR of 5%) in the most trials; 2) the marker with p-value < 0.05 in the most trials,
even if not significant after FDR; and 3) the marker which most often had the lower pvalue within a trial.

3.3.11 Additional post-GWAS analysis diagnostics to assess false positives due to
population structure
Any p-values and effect estimates for marker-trait association tests were obtained from
the final TASSEL GWAS output. However, to further detect spurious marker-trait
associations, the significant markers from the initial GWAS results were compared with
each other and with the phenotypic datasets via 1) visualization in Flapjack, 2) Pearson
correlation coefficients obtained with the cor function in R, and, for the BSR adult-plant
field resistance experiment, 3) variance inflation factors (VIFs) for markers. VIFs were
calculated with the vif function from the faraway R package, where marker data (values
of -1 and 1 for opposite alleles) were used as the function’s linear model design matrix
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argument. To be clear, although VIFs are related to linear models, we did not used them
here for those purposes. We only used them to explore LD between non-adjacent QTLs,
which could indicate false positives due to population structure left unaccounted for by
the GWAS model. The marker set from the VIFs were calculated contained one
representative marker each from all of the QTLs identified for the same trait, with
representative markers selected as described in the preceding section.

The purpose of the VIFs was to detect and roughly quantify inter-marker collinearity, due
to population structure, that might not be apparent from marker correlations. A larger VIF
indicates more collinearity with other markers. For a set of predictors (in our case, a set
of markers) X = (X1, X2,…, Xp), the VIF of marker j is VIFj = (1 – Rj2)-1, where Rj2 is the
coefficient of determination from the regression of marker Xj against all of the other
markers (Rawlings et al., 1998). Thus, VIFj = 1 is the lowest possible value, and it
indicates that marker j is linearly independent of the other markers. The general
guidelines for what is a “large” VIF are difficult to apply here, as we are not using VIFs
for quite the same purposes as their general use in linear regression diagnostics.
However, we can intuitively interpret them based on their Rj2 values: for example, a VIFj
of 1.5, 2, 6, or 10 is respectively equivalent to a Rj2 of 0.33, 0.50, 0.83, or 0.90.
Moreover, we can interpret a VIF in its relationship to the uncertainty of its marker’s
effect estimate. Our VIFs cannot be directly applied to the effect estimates of our
markers; the marker effect estimates are obtained from the GWAS, which uses a different
model. Still, they indicate the relative uncertainty with which the GWAS effect estimate
for a given QTL is dependent on the true values of the effects from the other QTLs in that
dataset that were not accounted for by the Q+K GWAS model. This may include the
possibility that the effect of the first QTL is zero - i.e., the QTL is specious.
3.3.12 Defining GWAS peak confidence and QTLs/”QTLs”
As stated above, each GWAS peak was given a confidence level, and that confidence
level determined whether a GWAS peak was declared to be a QTL. We used five
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confidence levels: null, low, fair, good, and high. A malt quality QTL was defined as any
GWAS peak that was not assigned null confidence. The null confidence level was always
defined as an obvious lack of any apparent biologically meaningful marker-trait
correspondence. An example of a non-“meaningful” correspondence: for a phenotypic
dataset where the Minnesota lines generally had much higher values than the Oregon
lines, a GWAS peak where the markers were monomorphic outside of a small number of
Oregon lines whose phenotypic distribution was not distinguished from the remaining
Oregon lines – i.e., a scenario with a clear statistical/mathematical linear regression
relationship between the marker and trait, but clearly no corresponding biological
relationship. When the meaningfulness was ambiguous, we did not assign null confidence
level, and the GWAS peak was declared a QTL.

While the processes for determining the remaining confidence levels differed between
heading date, BSR race-specific seedling resistance, and BSR adult plant field resistance,
the high, fair, good, and low levels indicated the same qualities for all QTLs. First, these
confidence levels convey the QTL’s value as marker-assisted selection (MAS) targets.
High and good confidence QTLs would, in our opinion, be high-priority targets for MAS,
although good confidence QTLs would first require new markers with stronger linkage to
the trait. Fair confidence QTLs would be low-priority targets for MAS, and first require
better linked markers and possibly further evidence of consistent effect. Low confidence
QTLs would not be considered MAS targets. Second, the confidence levels convey the
relative evidence in our results for the veracity of each QTL. High confidence always
indicated that all available evidence unambiguously indicated that a GWAS peak had an
underlying gene (or genes) controlling the trait. Good confidence QTLs had strong
marker-trait linkage across multiple pedigree groups (pedigrees for all FAC-WIN6 lines
available at triticeaetoolbox.org/barley and in Belcher et al., 2015). Fair confidence
QTLs had readily apparent and consistent marker-trait relationships, although
“consistency” could be limited to within a subset of lines sharing a parent and segregating
for the trait. Low confidence QTLs did not have readily apparent and consistent marker-
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trait relationships, but, unlike null confidence GWAS peaks, could not be dismissed as
obviously lacking any meaningful marker-trait relationship.

For all GWAS peaks, regardless of other methods, a low confidence level was assigned to
GWAS peaks that consisted of a single, estimated-location marker for which the pattern
of alleles across lines was identical or near-identical (differed for ≤ 5% of markers) to at
least one of the consensus map markers from another GWAS peak.

With heading date, the process for determining high, good, fair, and low confidence was
to a) compare GWAS peaks with locations of known heading date-relevant genes and
then b) visual assessment of marker-trait correspondence via Flapjack, with consideration
to the role shared parents may have played in marker allele distributions (pedigrees at
triticeaetoolbox.org/barley and Belcher et al., 2015). High confidence was defined as a
GWAS peak that co-located with a known heading date-related gene. Low, fair, and good
confidence were then assigned, based on visual assessment in Flapjack, by the qualities
described above.

For BSR race-specific seedling resistance, the process for determining high, good, fair,
and low confidence was simply visual assessment via Flapjack, with consideration to
shared parents. High confidence indicated a perfect or near-perfect correspondence
between phenotype and marker distributions, regardless of pedigree. As with heading
date, low, fair, and good confidence then assigned, based on visual assessment in
Flapjack, by the qualities described above. We did not use additional methods for
determining low, fair, and good confidence with heading date or BSR race-specific
seedling resistance because the marker-trait relationships are simpler for those traits. The
phenotype distributions for those traits are discrete and generally strongly bimodal or
multimodal (distributions known from Belcher et al., 2015). Our SNP marker data are
binary – i.e., also discrete and bimodal. These parallels in distribution lend to a
straightforward comparison between phenotype and marker data.
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For BSR adult field resistance, the process for declaring determining high, fair, good, or
low confidence was more complicated. As with BSR race-specific seedling resistance,
high confidence indicated, upon marker-trait visual assessment via Flapjack, a perfect or
near-perfect correspondence between phenotype and marker distributions, regardless of
pedigree. We note that high confidence is unlikely to be assigned when more than one
moderate- to large-effect QTL/gene is controlling the phenotype in a trial, as the added
complexity and abstraction make the marker-trait relationships much less clear. Low, fair,
and good confidence were assigned via the following steps: 1) we looked for markers
with high VIFs (initially, markers with VIF > 3); 2) for the markers in step (1), we found
the markers with which they were correlated; 3) for the markers from (1), particularly
relative to the markers from (2), we examined the correlation with PC1 and the BSR adult
field resistance data from each year, both with all lines and within only the Oregon or
Minnesota lines; and 4) we confirmed the correlations/associations from step (3) with
visual inspection in Flapjack. Once all four steps were completed for markers with VIF >
3, then we repeated the process for, first, markers with 2 < VIF < 3, and then, finally,
markers with VIF < 2. For markers with VIF < 2, they were assumed to be fairly immune
to false positives due to population structure, particularly if they were not correlated with
another marker with a similar pattern of correlations. For markers that fit the above VIFbased descriptions for false positives, we indicated them as low confidence. For markers
that did not, we indicated them as fair or good confidence. Good confidence required the
marker to have all VIFs < 2. Moreover, as described above, good confidence required a
strong marker-trait linkage across multiple pedigree groups.

3.3.13 Candidate genes
We searched for candidate genes at Barleymap (Cantalapiedra et al., 2015), and reported
gene names and descriptions from the Barleymap search results. Candidate genes were
selected from within 5 cM of either side of the representative marker, based on the
POPSEQ (Mascher et al., 2013) and IBSC 2012 (IBGSC, 2012) barley genetic maps.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Entry means adjustments, entry means, heritabilities, and correlations
BSR race-specific seedling assays were qualitative and thus not adjusted. Type-II MAD
relative efficiencies were used to determine whether field trial trait datasets were
adjusted. None of the field experiment BSR data were adjusted. Heading date entry
means from BSR-14 and from the 2013 NUE trials were adjusted using Method 3 for a
type-II MAD design (GWAS of the 2013 NUE trials’ not shown – used here only as a
confounding trait to compare with BSR-12 BSR GWAS results). No other heading date
datasets were adjusted. All entry means, minima, maxima, and narrow-sense heritability
(h2) values were originally reported in Belcher et al. (2015).
Phenotypic data, including entry means, minima, maxima, and h2 estimates are presented
in Table 3.3, after Belcher et al. (2015). Histograms of phenotypic data from
representative trials are shown in Fig. 3.1, and histograms of all phenotypic data are
shown in Supplemental Fig.’s B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4. Due to inconsistent infection type
ratings, a large number of lines are not represented in the reported data for PSH-71 and
PSH-72 (Supplemental Fig. B.2), with final datasets of 173 and 189 lines, respectively.
All other phenotypic datasets had few or no missing values.

BSR severity (%) means in BSR-12, BSR-13, and BSR-14, respectively, were 7.1, 4.8,
and 3.2. In the qualitative race-specific BSR experiment, PSH-33 and PSH-46 had no
resistant lines in the Minnesota group. In addition, in PSH-33, all of the Minnesota group
lines had the same value. Across all three adult-plant field trials, 179 of the 263 Oregon
lines had 0% disease severity in all three years. However, which Oregon lines had nonzero values was quite variable across years (data available at T3,
triticeaetoolbox.org/barley). Of these 179 Oregon lines, 117 also had BSR reaction types
of 2 or lower in each of the PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51 trials. The Minnesota line
TCFW6-300 (one of three Minnesota lines with an Oregon parent), had 0% disease
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severity across all three adult-plant field trials and BSR reaction types of 2 against races
PSH-46 and PSH-51, but could not be confidently rated in PSH-33. Only the lines
TCFW6-140 and TCFW6-225 had 0% severity across all field trials and BSR reaction
types of 3 or lower across all races. TCFW6-219 had 0% severity across all field trials
and BSR reaction types of 4 or lower across all races. Of the 19 and 17 entries excluded
from BSR-13 and BSR-14, only two and one, respectively, had any non-zero BSR
severity ratings in another year (data available at T3, triticeaetoolbox.org/barley). Two
lines in BSR-13 could not be rated for BSR severity; these lines both had 0% BSR
severity in BSR-12 and BSR-14. Three lines in BSR-14 could not be rated for BSR
severity, and two of those lines had non-zero BSR severity ratings in at least one other
year.

None of the field trial check lines had BSR data for all three years, except two FACWIN6 entries also used as checks in BSR-13 (Alba and Maja) had check data in BSR-13
and unreplicated entry data in BSR-12 and BSR-14. The BSR-12, BSR-13, and BSR-14
BSR severity ratings, respectively, were 0%, 0.6%, and 0% for Maja and 0%, 4%, and
0% for Alba. Baronesse had severity of 13.5% in BSR-13 and 9 in BSR-14; Baronesse
was not rated for BSR in BSR-12 due to high foliar necrosis from barley scald. Robust
had severity of 4.8% in BSR-12 and 10.8% in BSR-14. Full Pint had a severity of 1.7%
in BSR-12.

Correlations of BSR ratings between all trials are given in Table 3.4. The phenotypic data
were strongly correlated between BSR-12, BSR-13, BSR-14, PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH51 (0.67≤ρ≤0.94). These trials correlated modestly with PSH-71 and PSH-72
(0.0.18≤ρ≤0.52). PSH-71 and PSH-72 did correlate fairly highly with each other
(ρ=0.66). Thus, we examined PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51 as one group of related
trials, and PSH-71 and PSH-72 as a second group.
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3.4.2 FAC-WIN6 panel structure and model selection – Q’s and K’s from All or PIC
marker subsets
FAC-WIN6 structure was visualized in scatterplots of the second principal component
(PC2) versus the first principal component (PC1) from PCA using either the All or PIC
marker subsets, as defined in the Materials and Methods (Fig. 3.2). The scatterplot of
PC2 vs PC1 from the PCA calculated using the All marker subset is taken from Belcher et
al. (2015). The plots representing the two marker subsets show the same general structure
patterns. There is a major separation between most of the Minnesota lines from the
Oregon lines. As discussed in Belcher et al. (2015), this same separation is apparent in
PC3. Scatterplots of PC4 and subsequent PCs did not indicate any clear population
structure patterns.

For both BSR traits (adult-plant field severity and seedling race-specific qualitative
infection type), model selection resulted in a Q calculated from the All marker subset and
a K calculated from the PIC subset. Heading date used a PIC-based Q and an All-based
K.
3.4.3 GWAS of ORvsMN dummy trait – post-analysis diagnostic to detect confounding
due to population structure between Oregon and Minnesota lines
Few to none of the markers significant for true phenotypes were more significant for the
ORvsMN dummy trait. The Q+K GWAS models were assumed to adequately account
for the population structure due to the breeding program origins of the lines. No further
attempts were made to control for population structure via the GWAS model. We looked
for further evidence of population structure-related false positive GWAS peaks by using
VIFs and, in Flapjack, visual inspection of marker-trait correspondence (see Discussion).
3.4.4 BSR qualitative race-specific resistance “QTLs”, “QTL” confidences, and “QTL”
novelty – PSH-33, PSH-46, PSH-51
There were 62 markers with MAF≥5% that were significantly associated with resistance
against BSR races PSH-33, PSH-46, and/or PSH-51. These markers constituted 11
GWAS peaks, but only one was designated a QTL (Fig. 3.3; Table 3.5; Supplementary
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Table B.2). This QTL was located at chromosome 1H, 13 cM and was effective against
PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51. Therefore, we named it RPsh.33.46.51-1H. It was given a
high confidence rating. RPsh.33.46.51-1H was also significant in the adult plant field trial
BSR-13, and was declared a fair confidence QTL for BSR adult plant field resistance
(see results below and Table 3.8). QTL effect estimates are reported for qualitative racespecific BSR resistance (Table 3.5; Table 3.6), but do not have a direct interpretation, as
the qualitative race-specific seedling resistance scale (0 to 9) is ordinal, not quantitative.
RPsh.33.46.51-1H co-locates with a qualitative BSR resistance gene previously reported
in the Oregon State University 2-rowed barley germplasm (Verhoeven et al., 2011).
3.4.5 BSR qualitative race-specific resistance “QTLs”, “QTL” confidences, and “QTL”
novelty – PSH-71, PSH-72
There were 48 markers with MAF≥5% that were significantly associated with resistance
against BSR races PSH-71 and/or PSH-72. These markers constituted six initial GWAS
peaks, and from these we designated three QTLs (Fig. 3.4; Table 3.6; Supplementary
Table B.3). All three QTLs were given a fair confidence rating. One of those QTLs,
RPsh.71.72-3H, combined two GWAS peaks detected on chromosome 3H at 118 cM and
130 cM, each of which detected against PSH-71 or PSH-72 but not both races. The
combination of the two GWAS peaks into one QTL was decided based on close
similarity of BSR phenotypic data and marker allele distributions observed in Flapjack
(Milne et al., 2010). The remaining two QTLs were only detected against PSH-72:
Rpsh.72-2H (chromosome 2H at 104 cm) and Rpsh.72-7H (chromosome 7H at 7 cM). As
with the other race-specific seedling resistance QTL, effect estimates are reported (Table
3.6), but do not have a direct interpretation. Rpsh.72-7H co-locates with a BSR adult
plant field resistance QTL previously reported in Oregon State University 2-rowed barley
germplasm (Vales et al., 2005; Rossi et al., 2006), while RPsh.72-2H co-locates with a
qualitative resistance locus previously reported in Australian 2-rowed malt barley cultivar
Franklin (Dracatos et al., 2015). RPsh.71.72-3H appears to be novel.
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3.4.6 Heading date QTLs and co-locating genes
There were three heading date QTLs observed (Fig. 3.5; Table 3.7). These QTLs colocated with the genes PPD-H2, PPD-H1, and VRN-H3 (heading date related genes
summarized in Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2010). The PPD-H2 QTL was only detected in
the NUEH-12 and NUEL-12 trials (used as a proxy for BSR-12, which was planted under
nearly identical conditions in a nearby field). The PPD-H1 QTL was only detected in
BSR-13 and BSR-14. NUEH-12, NUEL-12, and BSR-12 were fall-planted, while BSR13 and BSR-14 were planted in late winter. The VRN-H3 QTL was detected in NUEH12, NUEL-12, and BSR-14 but not BSR-13.

3.4.7 Evidence for whether there is a relationship between heading date and BSR adultplant field resistance
From the BSR adult-plant field trials, scatterplots of BSR severity versus heading date
did not indicate any clear and consistent relationship between the two traits (Fig. 3.6). In
the manhattan plots, only two markers significant for BSR were also significant for
heading date in any of the FAC-WIN6 trials planted in the same season and at the same
location (Belcher et al., 2015). These comparisons are based on a heading date FDR of
10% within a trial. BSR-13 and BSR-14 were the only FAC-WIN6 trials planted in late
winter. BSR-12 BSR GWAS results were compared to potentially confounding heading
date GWAS results from NUEH-12, NUEL-12, and three fall-planted trials from the 2013
season.
3.4.8 BSR adult-plant field resistance QTLs, QTL confidences, and QTL novelty – BSR12, BSR-13, BSR-14
There were 138 maturity-independent markers with MAF≥5% that were significantly
associated with BSR field disease resistance. These markers constituted 18 GWAS peaks,
of which 13 were designated QTLs (Fig. 3.7; Table 3.8; Supplemental Table B.4). These
13 QTLs include RPsh.33.46.51-1H, the BSR qualitative race-specific resistance QTL
detected in PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51. At least one QTL was detected on every
chromosome except 7H. Of the 13 QTLs, seven were given a fair confidence rating, and
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their effect estimates ranged from -19.7 to -6.0, with a median of -9.0. The fair
confidence QTLs included RPsh.33.46.51-1H, which had an estimated effect of -9.0 in
BSR-13, with the same allele conferring resistance in both the qualitative seedling
resistance experiment and adult plant field experiment. Another of the fair confidence
QTLs co-located with the qualitative race-specific seedling QTL Rpsh.71.72-3H, but
there were no shared markers between the qualitative race-specific and adult plant field
resistance QTLs. The remaining six QTLs were given a low confidence rating, and their
effect estimates ranged from -7.4 to -18.6, with a median of -9.3.

Three QTLs were detected in two of the three BSR adult plant field resistance trials:
QPsh.FW6-1H, QPsh.FW6-2H.1, and QPsh.FW6-2H.2. None of them were significant
for the same marker in both years. All of these multi-year QTLs were low confidence
QTLs, and they were all detected in BSR-13 and BSR-14.

Of the 13 total adult-plant field resistance QTLs (including RPsh.33.46.51-1H), nine colocated with previously reported BSR qualitative loci or QTLs (Table 3.8). The four
novel loci included one fair confidence QTL, QPsh.FW6-6H.3, and three low confidence
QTLs: QPsh.FW6-1H, QPsh.FW6-2H.2, and QPsh.FW6-6H.3.
3.4.9 Candidate genes for BSR “QTLs” and QTLs
The candidate genes for BSR race-specific qualitative QTLs are given in Tables 3.9 and
3.10, and the candidate genes for BSR adult-plant field resistance QTLs are given in
Table 3.11. For all of the seedling race-specific qualitative QTLs, and with a few
exceptions amongst the adult-plant field resistance QTLs, the candidate genes have
domains indicative of common R gene products: nucleotide binding (NB) and leucinerich repeat (LRR), NB-ARC (an NB-ARC domain is an NB adaptor shared by APAF-1,
some R gene products, and CED-4) (van Ooijen et al., 2008), protein kinase and LRR, or
LRR alone (Gururani et al., 2012). The adult-plant field resistance QTL candidate genes
also include pathogenesis-related transcription factors (as annotated at Barleymap)
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(Cantalapiedra et al., 2015) and various pathogenesis response (PR) genes (van Loon et
al., 2006).

3.5 Discussion
3.5.1 Population structure and BSR phenotypic values, distributions, and heritabilities in
the FAC-WIN6 panel
The generally high levels of BSR resistance amongst the Oregon lines is both an
advantage and disadvantage of the FAC-WIN6. It is an advantage in terms of breeding
and variety release: 68% of the Oregon lines had 0% BSR disease severity in all three
adult-plant field trials, making them excellent candidates as BSR resistant malt or feed
varieties or elite parents (FAC-WIN6 yield and malt quality summary in Belcher et al.,
2015). It is a disadvantage in terms of mapping BSR resistance QTLs. Except in PSH-71
and PSH-72, the BSR phenotypic distributions (Fig. 3.1; Supplemental Fig.’s B.1, B.2,
and B.4) align very closely with the major population structure pattern for Oregon versus
Minnesota lines (Fig. 3.2), which makes marker-trait associations for BSR particularly
vulnerable to confounding by population structure (Gutierrez et al., 2011). Indeed, many
of the initial GWAS peaks that we identified were rejected as null confidence
(Supplemental Tables B.2, B.3, and B.4), and a number of the QTLs were designated as
low confidence. Although the PSH-71 and PSH-72 phenotypic distributions did not have
as serious of an issue with population structure, their statistical power was presumably
compromised to some degree by the large number of missing data.
In the adult-plant field trials, higher disease pressure generally had higher h2 and number
of BSR QTLs mapped. However, the highest disease pressure was in the trial with the
lowest heritability and number of QTLs, BSR-12 (Table 3.3). BSR severity in this trial
was confounded by the presence of high barley scald disease pressure, which produces
foliar necrotic lesions mainly before BSR symptoms appear. The largest number of QTLs
were detected in BSR-13, which had the highest h2 and the second-highest disease
severity. While the maximum BSR severity values were high in each field trial (64100%, Table 3.3), higher disease pressure may have generated more non-zero values in
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the Oregon lines. Each year, but particularly in BSR-14, the non-zero BSR severity
ratings for Oregon lines were very low, generally 10% or less (Supplemental Fig. B.4).
Furthermore, there were far fewer non-zero BSR severity ratings for Oregon lines in
BSR-14, and the trial had the lowest BSR severity ratings overall. Taken together, these
results suggest that, had there been higher disease pressure across all years, it might have
led to more non-zero BSR severity ratings in Oregon lines and thus more robust QTL
detection across trials – i.e., more opportunity to detect QTLs in multiple years and
phenotypic value distributions that would be less confounded with population structure.

3.5.2 Exploring the relationships between heading date and adult-plant field BSR
resistance
We found little evidence of any relationship between heading date and adult-plant field
BSR resistance, and all of our adult-plant field BSR resistance QTLs are heading dateindependent. The scatterplots of BSR severity versus heading date (Fig. 3.6), when
considering Minnesota versus Oregon program of origin, indicated no clear pattern
between the two traits. Our manhattan plots indicate only two markers with MAF ≥5%
that appear to be confounded by heading date (Fig. 3.7), and these markers were not
within any BSR QTLs. This finding is important in the use of FAC-WIN6 lines as parents
in future breeding efforts, as variation in heading date is often important for adaption to
different growing environments (Jung and Muller, 2009).
3.5.3 “QTLs,” confidence levels, and diagnostics – Qualitative race-specific loci against
PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51
RPsh.33.46.51-1H was the only QTL effective against races PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH51. It was also the only high confidence BSR QTL. If the single qualitative locus
RPsh.33.46.51-1H accounts for all of the resistance against all three of those races (PSH33, PSH-46, and PSH-51), then one expects to see near-identical qualitative resistance
datasets for PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51. This was indeed the case for the vast majority
of lines, but there were still a small but substantial number of lines which had disparate
resistance levels across the three races. By “disparate”, we are referring specifically to
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lines that were resistant (rating of 0 to 4) for one race and susceptible (rating of 5 to 9) for
another. These disparate ratings within lines might simply be due to occasional variable
results in the race specificity assays. This commonly occurs, at low levels. Otherwise, if
due to true differences in resistance caused by additional R genes, then those R genes are
present at too low of allele frequencies for us to detect the genes here.
3.5.4 “QTLs,” confidence levels, and diagnostics – Qualitative race-specific loci against
PSH-71 and PSH-72
All three of the QTLs detected against PSH-71 and/or PSH-72 were fair confidence. This
is lower than we would generally expect for a qualitative trait, which tend to have
relatively high statistical power for QTL mapping as well as marker-trait relationships
that are easy to interpret. Moreover, we used a very high marker density. However, due to
the level of missing data in the PSH-71 and PSH-72 trials, the high level of relatedness
amongst the lines, and the fact that the markers were developed using spring barley
germplasm (Close et al., 2009), a fair confidence for all PSH-71/PSH-72 QTLs seems
reasonable.

All evidence points to the 3H GWAS peaks in PSH-71 and PSH-72 as representing a
single locus: RPsh.71.72-3H. Despite the distance of almost 13 cM between the top
markers from the peak in each trial, the two GWAS peaks showed very similar
distributions across all markers and both phenotypic datasets.

RPsh.71.72-3H and Rpsh.72-7H may represent the effects of a single qualitative
resistance gene, which would mean that one of these two “QTL” is a false positive
GWAS result due to population-structure. While the top markers for RPsh.71.72-3H and
Rpsh.72-7H are moderately correlated, neither top marker is strongly enough associated
with the trait to choose one as “true”. More markers and more phenotypic data would be
useful. Due to inconsistent results in the raw data amongst plants within many of the
lines, the PSH-71 and PSH-72 GWAS phenotypic datasets each had, respectively, 173
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and 189 lines. Moreover, both trials had a low percentage of resistant lines (Supplemental
Fig. B.2).
3.5.5 QTLs, confidence levels, and diagnostics – BSR adult-plant field resistance
Even before investigating VIFs and correlations for the BSR adult plant field resistance
QTLs, we anticipated some false positives. The population structure between the Oregon
and Minnesota lines is strong and aligns with the strongly bimodal distribution of the
BSR severity phenotypic datasets in all three of our field trials (Fig. 3.2; Supplemental
Fig. B.4). Of the 18 reported GWAS peaks, five were given the null confidence level,
based on a complete lack of correspondence between marker and trait distributions when
visually inspected in Flapjack (Milne et al., 2010). The Q+K GWAS model controlled
for population structure well, based on comparison with the dummy trait GWAS. Still,
the Q+K model estimates population structure, and thus is not expected to perfectly
account for it.

Among the adult-plant field resistance BSR QTLs, the correlations between markers and
phenotypic datasets (Fig. 3.8), along with the VIFs of the representative markers (Table
3.8), strongly suggest some of our reported BSR adult plant QTLs are false positives due
to population structure-based LD. A higher VIF indicates higher collinearity with the
remaining markers. For our dataset, we suspected that a higher VIF, without considering
other information, could indicate either a true or a specious QTL. For markers falsely
linked with the trait due to LD from population structure, they would be expected to have
high collinearity with each other and thus high VIFs. However, a marker truly linked with
a trait could also have a high VIF, if other QTLs were falsely significant due to linkage
with the marker from the true QTL.

To distinguish these two types of high VIF markers, we used information from the
correlations heatmap (Fig. 3.8). For high-VIF markers that were false positives due to
population structure, one would expect a strong correlation with PC1 and a weak
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correlation with BSR within Oregon and within Minnesota lines. This should be
particularly apparent relative to other markers with which the high-VIF marker is
correlated. However, this could also indicate a QTL that was approximately fixed for the
resistance allele in the Oregon lines and the susceptible allele in the Minnesota lines. In
this case, we would specifically expect to see a very strong correlation with PC1 and the
full phenotypic datasets but no appreciable correlation with the phenotypic data within
the Oregon lines or within the Minnesota lines. For high-VIF markers from true QTLs,
we expect a low to moderate correlation with PC1 and a strong correlation with BSR data
within Oregon or within Minnesota lines from at least one experiment, particularly
relative to the other markers with which the high-VIF marker was correlated.
The VIFs and correlations provide evidence for groups of “redundant” QTLs – i.e.,
groups of QTLs where it is likely that only one QTL represents a true underlying gene (or
group of closely linked genes), and the other QTLs are false positives due to LD with the
true QTL. QPsh.FW6-1H was given low confidence based on correlation (a measure of
LD) with QPsh.FW6-2H.1, where QPsh.FW6-2H.1 had the distinctively stronger
correspondence with BSR severity from the field trials, both across and within the
Oregon and Minnesota sub-populations (Fig. 3.8). Notably, in this case, the QTL selected
as low confidence due to signs of redundancy had the higher VIF, both across and within
the Oregon and Minnesota sub-populations (Table 3.8). Interestingly, QPsh.FW6-2H.1
was also declared low confidence, based on marker-trait correlations and visual markertrait correspondence via Flapjack. Both had a VIF > 2 and were correlated strongly with
PC1, which suggests that population structure-based LD was behind the marker
collinearity contributing to their relatively high VIFs. QPsh.FW6-1H was one of three
BSR adult plant field resistance QTLs with a VIF of > 3. The other two, QPsh.FW6-4H
and QPsh.FW6-6H.3, were also given low confidence, although in their cases it was
based on very weak correlation with the trait within the Oregon and Minnesota subpopulations, particularly when compared with the visual assessment of their marker-trait
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correspondences via Flapjack. Like QPsh.FW6-1H and QPsh.FW6-2H.1, they had strong
correlations with PC1.

Of the four BSR adult-plant field disease resistance QTLs with 2 < VIF < 3, only
QPsh.FW6-2H.1 was given low confidence. The other three, given fair confidence –
QPsh.FW6-5H.2, QPsh.FW6-6H.1, and RPsh.33.46.51-1H – were also highly correlated
with PC1, which presumably contributed to their modest VIF values. A QTL with VIF
close to 2, QPsh.FW6-5H.3 (VIF = 1.99), was also given fair confidence, but only
correlated modestly with PC1. These QTLs are evidence that just correlations are not
sufficient for assessing population structure-based false positives amongst GWAS QTLs.
It is important to use some collinearity metric that compares more than two markers at
once. We used VIFs for this purpose because they are easy to calculate and relatively
intuitive to interpret. However, VIFs are one of a number of common linear regression
diagnostic tools for addressing predictor collinearity (Rawlings et al., 1998), and others
may be even more useful. Furthermore, such collinearity metrics could be useful in
situations where simple marker-marker correlations and marker-principal component
correlations would not be effective – e.g., two QTLs detecting phenotypic variation
within a small, less distinct sub-population (either variation within that sub-population or
between the sub-population and remaining lines in the panel).

QPsh.FW6-3H.1 and QPsh.FW6-3H.2 had similar patterns of allele distribution. This
suggests that they represent the same locus, except that the two QTLs are positioned
sufficiently far apart on chromosome 3H to show independent assortment: QPsh.FW63H.1 at 50 cM and QPsh.FW6-3H.2 at 118 cM. Thus, we tentatively report them as two
distinct QTLs.

When comparing QTLs for possible redundancy due to population structure, one must
take caution. Relative observed strengths of marker-trait association can be misleading.
Without more data, it is impossible to distinguish between a weak marker-trait
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association due to “false”, population structured-based LD of a marker at a different
location than the true locus, versus a weak marker-trait association due to true but weak
LD of low-information markers near the true locus. Indeed, the imperfect linkage of
genetic markers and genes is a major issue in the use of GWAS to estimate linkage and
locus effects (Wray et al., 2013).
3.5.6 “QTL” and QTL candidate genes
Candidate genes are given Tables 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11. Searches were done in Barleymap
(Catalapiedra et al., 2015), using the representative marker from each QTL (Tables 3.5,
3.6, and 3.8) or, when the representative marker was not available on Barleymap, another
significant marker from the same QTL that was within 5 cM on the Munoz-Amatriain et
al. (2014) consensus map. We preferentially selected genes predicted to be members of
the most common families of R genes (particularly NB-LRRs) and other genes predicted
to be relevant to pathogenesis, such as PR genes. We were readily able to find a predicted
gene in one of those classes within 3-5 cM of the representative marker for each QTL
(cM units from POPSEQ and IBSC maps). However, we caution that we found such a
high genomic density and abundance of predicted genes fitting our preferred putative
gene categories, suggesting that our candidate genes may be particularly speculative.
GWAS is a helpful first in identify the genes underlying QTLs.

Selection of candidate genes for quantitative resistance loci is difficult. The underlying
genes have been cloned for few disease resistance QTLs. Those that have been cloned
displayed varied functions or putative functions, and thus did not hint to any consistent
molecular mechanisms or pathways for quantitative disease resistance (Poland et al.,
2009; Roux et al., 2014). For example, similar to qualitative resistance genes, the cloned
quantitative resistance genes include NB-LRR genes (Broglie et al., 2006) and kinases or
kinase-like genes (Fu et al., 2009, Diener and Ausubel, 2005; Huard-Chauveau et al.,
2013). However, the other cloned genes have diverse functions – e.g., the putative
transporter Lr34 (Krattinger et al., 2009); the serine hydroxymethyltransferase Rhg4 (Liu
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et al., 2012); the germin-like protein gene cluster OsGLP (Manosalva et al., 2009); the
variable-copy three-gene DNA segment Rhg1 (Cook et al., 2012), which includes a gene
without a putative function; and two additional genes with no predicted functions, Wi12
and pi21.
3.5.7 Co-localization with previously identified QTLs – 6 novel BSR “QTLs”/QTLs
Co-localization of our BSR QTLs with previously identified QTLs and qualitative
resistance genes is given as full lists in Tables 3.5, 3.6, and 3.8. The BSR race-specific
seedling resistance locus RPsh.71.72-3H appears to be novel, as do four of the adult plant
field resistance QTLs, including one fair confidence QTL, QPsh.FW6-6H.2. Two of the
given co-locating loci had representative markers that were 10-20 cM away from the
closest significant marker from our corresponding BSR QTL (cM based on consensus
map from Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2014). This suggests that they, too, are novel, leading
to a total of five to seven novel BSR QTLs discovered in this report.

There were six QTLs with co-locating genes within ~10 cM. QPsh.FW6-2H.1 is within
10 cM of a BSR adult plant field resistance QTL from Gutierrez et al. (2015). The
Gutierrez et al. (2015) QTLs were mapped using GWAS of barley lines grown in
naturally inoculated Latin American regions, which are considered to have a different P.
striiformis f. sp. hordei race profile than the US and Canada (Wan and Chen, 2012; Xi et
al., 2015).

Three of our reported QTLs co-located with BISON QTLs. The BISON BSR QTLs and
QTL near-isogenic lines were part of a long-term project from the Oregon State
University breeding project to map and characterize BSR resistance alleles and then
integrate them into various genetic backgrounds via marker-assisted selection
(Verhoeven et al., 2011).The BISON QTLs were originally selected for resistance in
Latin America, and then confirmed in the Pacific Northwest, including in trials at the
same farm as the BSR field trials in this report. The BISON 5H QTL is within 1 cM of
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QPsh.FW6-5H.1, and the BISON 4H QTL is within 11 cM of QPsh.FW6-4H. Both the
BISON 5H and 4H QTLs are identical in source to the co-locating QTLs in Vales et al.
(2005) and Rossi et al. (2006); in each of those experiments, the two QTLs were
confirmed for BSR adult plant field resistance in Latin America and the US Pacific
Northwest. The BISON 1H QTL is within 10 cM of RPsh.33.46.51-1H. Like
RPsh.33.46.51-1H, the BISON 1H, 4H, and 5H QTLs are significant for race-specific
seedling qualitative resistance and adult plant field resistance. We note that, while
Rpsh.33.46.51-1H and the 1H BISON QTL co-locate with the BSR qualitative resistance
gene Rps4/Yr4 (von Wettstein-Knowles, 1992), Rpsh.33.46.51-1H is not Rps4, based on
race specificity. Were Rps4 underlying Rpsh.33.46.51-1H, then we should also have
detected it against PSH-71, which we did not (Tables 3.2 and 3.6). The BISON QTLs’
effects are truly QDR in field trials: they demonstrated quantitative effects on rate of
infection in adult plant field trials (Richardson et al., 2006). The 6H and 7H QTLs from
Vales et al. (2005) and Rossi et al. (2006) were not BISON QTLs, but, like the BISON
QTLs, did originate in lines that have been used as resistant parents in Oregon State
University 2-rowed barley BSR resistance breeding projects.
3.5.8 Evidence of whether phenotypic selection was for durable BSR resistance: whether
adult plant field resistance QTLs are QDR and how that relates to BSR QTL consistency
across field trials
In plant breeding, “durable” disease resistance is generally considered to be polygenic
and primarily race-nonspecific QDR, although strategically selected pyramids of racespecific R genes are also considered to be fairly durable, particularly when combined
with QDR genes (Mundt et al., 2014). The Oregon State University breeding program
had indirectly selected for multi-genic QDR within the Oregon lines of the FAC-WIN6
by phenotypically selecting progeny with very low levels of BSR severity in field trials,
at the same farm as the BSR GWAS field trials in this report. Direct selection for QDR
would involve collecting data for “slow-rusting” phenotypes, such as increased
incubation period, increased latent period, reduced lesion size, or reduced sporulation. All
phenotypes are time-consuming to collect and would be difficult to test in early
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generation trials of a breeding program, as those trials have large numbers of entries. One
of our goals in these experiments was to determine whether the Oregon FAC-WIN6 lines
had indeed been selected to have durable resistance, as defined above.
Based on our adult-plant field BSR resistance QTL results (Table 3.8; Fig.’s 3.7 and 3.8),
we have good evidence to believe the resistance within the Oregon lines is polygenic, and
therefore the durability of the resistance rests on whether it is QDR and race-nonspecific.
All evidence considered, we only found one BSR qualitative race-specific seedling
resistance QTL to clearly be effective in the field, RPsh.33.46.51-1H, and only in the
BSR-13 field trial. There is also good evidence suggesting that RPsh.71.72-3H may be
the gene(s) underlying QPsh.FW6-3H.2. RPsh.71.72-3H co-locates quite precisely with
QPsh.FW6-3H.2. Both QPsh.FW6-3H.2 and RPsh.71.72-3H have top markers within 0.5
cM of the 118 cM location on the Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) consensus map, but
further evidence is lacking. We looked at the BSR-13 GWAS results’ p-values for all of
the significant markers from RPsh.71.72-3H, and all were larger than 0.90 (data not
shown). Similarly, when we looked at the PSH-71 and PSH-72 GWAS results’ p-values
for all of the significant markers from QPsh.FW6-3H.2, they were lower (three less than
0.10 against PSH-71; data not shown), but only one less than 0.05. That one marker was
the top marker from QPsh.FW6-3H.2, SCRI_RS_180027, which had a p-value of 0.04 in
PSH-71 and 0.53 in PSH-72. The –log(0.04) is approximately 3.2, which places
SCRI_RS_180027 as the second most strongly linked marker in RPsh.71.72-3H against
PSH-71 (Fig. 3.4). As noted earlier, PSH-71 and PSH-72 had very high levels of missing
phenotypic data. Repeating the PSH-71 and PSH-72 trials until the phenotypic datasets
are complete or near complete would be a relatively easy but valuable step towards
definitively evaluating whether RPsh.71.72-3H underlies QPsh.FW6-3H.2.

If there is qualitative race-specific resistance underlying some of the other BSR adult
plant field resistance QTLs, this could partly explain why only three of the eleven adult
plant field resistance QTLs were detected in multiple years, all of which were low
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confidence QTL. Xi et al. (2013), in three-year, three-location field trials of 1,357 entries
(mainly breeding lines), found strong correlations between qualitative ratings (same 0 to
9 scale used here) and disease severity: ranging from 0.10 to 0.92, with a median of 0.74.
The Oregon State University barley breeding program has previously found evidence that
BSR qualitative race-specific seedling resistance genes were underlying or co-locating
with adult plant field resistance QTLs that we selected in our breeding program, where
the QTLs had definitively QDR (not qualitative resistance) effects in the field (Castro et
al., 2002a, b; Castro et al., 2003; Richardson et al., 2006). In this report, the P. striiformis
f. sp. hordei races detected at the site of our BSR field trials, including races detected
both in BSR-14 and across the previous two decades (Table 3.2), show substantial
variation in Avr genes. The site of the BSR field trials in this report is also the location of
the Oregon State University barley breeding BSR resistance selection nurseries.
Unfortunately, there were not enough isolates within years to even roughly assess how
race distribution changes across years. Moreover, while we would ideally want to
compare isolates from lines with different BSR adult plant field resistance QTL
haplotypes, this is well beyond the resources of this GWAS project and our breeding
programs in general.

There was no evidence that qualitative R genes detected here provided complete
qualitative resistance in the field (i.e., ratings of 0% disease severity). Within lines
resistant in any given qualitative race-specific seedling resistance trial, the BSR adult
plant field resistance was continuously distributed within each field trial (data available at
T3, triticeaetoolbox.org/barley). Although, for the lines resistant to PSH-71 or PSH-72,
this could be due to the presence of multiple R genes, only some of which are effective
against all races present in the field trials. Another possibility is that an R gene conferring
qualitative resistance against one race provides QDR against another. There is evidence
of this in the literature, where “failed” R genes still provide QDR (Li et al., 1999).
Overall, the data from the experiments reported here cannot definitively answer whether
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the BSR adult plant field resistance QTLs from the FAC-WIN6 represent qualitative
resistance or QDR, but those data certainly suggest a mix of both types of resistance.

There are other, simpler explanations for why so few of the BSR adult plant field
resistance QTLs were detected in multiple years, particularly the fair confidence QTLs.
First, QTLs, including disease resistance QTLs, commonly show variable expression
across environments (Rae et al., 2007; Langridge et al., 2001; Collard and Mackill,
2008). Second, the 2013 and 2014 FAC-WIN6 BSR field trials are expected to be more
similar to each other than to the 2012 FAC-WIN6 BSR field trial, as the 2013 and 2014
trials were both planted mid-winter, while the 2012 trial was planted in the fall. Two of
the seven fair confidence QTLs were effectively detected in BSR-12 only: QPsh.FW65H.2 and QPsh.FW6-6H.2. Third, the BSR-12 trial was distinctly less informative than
BSR-13 or BSR-14. The BSR-12 trial, possibly due to prevalence of barley scald, another
fungal disease with foliar lesions, had an estimated h2 of 0.55, versus 0.86 and 0.81 in
BSR-13 and BSR-14, respectively (Belcher et al., 2015). Of the three QTLs effectively
detected in multiple years, all were detected in both BSR-13 and BSR-14 only. Fourth,
despite their approximately equal h2 estimates, BSR-13 would be expected to be more
informative than BSR-14, based on phenotypic distributions (Fig. 2; BSR-14 data not
shown but available at triticeaetoolbox.org/barley). Indeed, ten of the eleven total QTLs
were detected in BSR-13, including five of the seven fair confidence QTLs.

3.5.9 Implications for future research
The BSR QTLs will be useful for future breeding work, in our programs and other barley
breeding programs. The genetic architecture of BSR resistance has not been extensively
studied, and very few BSR QTLs or qualitative loci in the literature have been mapped to
resolution of the loci we report here. Particularly, while experiments have successfully
enumerated BSR R genes (Chen and Line, 2002), few race-specific qualitative BSR
resistance loci have been mapped (von Wettstein-Knowles, 1992; Yan and Chen, 2007).
The five fair confidence adult-plant field resistance BSR QTLs that co-locate with
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previously reported BSR QTLs (Table 3.8) could be good candidates for future markerassisted selection. We could also identify lines with optimal haplotypes for bi-parental
QTL mapping populations or generating NILs.

The other great future value of these experiments is in guiding future breeding efforts for
BSR resistance. As discussed above, our results suggest that the Oregon State University
program may have inadvertently selected for race-specific qualitative loci during early
generations of selecting FAC-WIN6 lines for very low BSR disease severity. Directly
testing for QDR is labor-intensive; it requires careful measuring of disease progress at the
single-infection level. This is not feasible in breeding nurseries, where the desire for rare
transgressive segregants requires selection from a large number of plants. The same
principle holds for testing race-specific resistance in nurseries. However, a large nursery
of segregants originates from a small number of parents. It would be practical to test only
the parents for both QDR-specific traits and race-specific resistance. We could also test
select resistant lines from early generation nurseries or from advanced generation trials.

Similarly, we do not have the resources in our breeding programs to obtain and test
enough P. striiformis f. sp. hordei isolates from our nurseries to accurately monitor race
distributions each year, or even every few years. However, as recommended by Xi et al.
(2015), because P. striiformis f. sp. hordei generally shows a narrow virulence range in
the Americas, we can fairly accurately assess the race distribution each year by planting
and rating the differential set in our BSR nurseries. The current differential set is only
twelve lines (Wan and Chen, 2012).
All of these uses help us meet the Triticeae Coordinated Agricultural Project’s (TCAP’s)
overarching goal of developing barley germplasm that will be more robust in the face of
climate change. The FAC-WIN6 are also involved in GWAS experiments to map QTLs
for other key sustainability traits: nitrogen use efficiency, low temperature tolerance, and
resistance to other diseases, such as barley leaf rust. The marker-trait associations
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identified in these experiments can help us use marker-assisted selection or genomic
selection to develop new varieties with optimum haplotypes for all traits.
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3.8 Figures

Figure 3.1. Histogram of phenotypic values from representative trials. (A) BSR-13 BSR severity. (B) BSR-13 heading date,
using the Julian calendar. (C) PSH-33 qualitative resistance. (D) PSH-72 qualitative resistance. Qualitative resistance is on a 0-9
ordinal scale, where lower values indicate a more resistant reaction (Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005).
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Figure 3.2. Major population structure in the FAC-WIN6 panel, as assessed by
principle component analysis (PCA) of SNP genetic marker data. Scatterplots of the
second principal component (PC2) versus the first principal component (PC1) from PCA
created using (A) the “All” or full marker dataset (reproduced from Belcher et al., 2015)
and (B) the “PIC” marker subset, which has a consistent marker density (one marker per
0.73 cM bin), with markers selected to optimize informativeness (method details in
Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2014). Both marker sets use a minor allele frequency (MAF)
minimum of 5%.
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Figure 3.3. Manhattan plots of BSR seedling race-specific qualitative resistance
greenhouse trial GWAS results against races (A) PSH-33, (B) PSH-46, and (C) PSH51.
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Figure 3.4. Manhattan plots of BSR seedling race-specific qualitative resistance
greenhouse trial GWAS results against races (A) PSH-71 and (B) PSH-72.
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Figure 3.5. Manhattan plots of heading date GWAS from trials corresponding with
BSR adult plant quantitative field trials, annotated with co-locating known genes
affecting heading date (genes for photoperiod and vernalization). (A, B) Heading
date from NUE trials standard N and 70% of standard N, respectively, corresponding
with BSR-12. (C) Heading date from BSR-13. (D) Heading date from BSR-14.
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Figure 3.5. Manhattan plots of heading date GWAS from trials corresponding with
BSR adult plant quantitative field trials, annotated with co-locating known genes
affecting heading date (genes for photoperiod and vernalization). (Continued)
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Figure 3.6. BSR severity versus heading date for BSR-12, BSR-13, and BSR-14, in
Oregon and Minnesota FAC-WIN6 lines. BSR severity (% diseased leaf area) is
plotted against heading date (Julian calendar) from the same trial or a corresponding trial.
(A) BSR severity from BSR-12 versus heading date from NUEH-12. (B) BSR severity
versus heading date from BSR-13. (C) BSR severity versus heading date from BSR-14.
NUEH-12 was planted near BSR-12, and only differed management by rows/plot (1 in
BSR-12 and 2 in NUEH-12) and fungicide applications (none in BSR-12 and the
standard recommended application for BSR in NUEH-12).
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Figure 3.6. BSR severity versus heading date for BSR-12, BSR-13, and BSR-14, in
Oregon and Minnesota FAC-WIN6 lines.
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Figure 3.7. Manhattan plots of BSR adult-plant quantitative resistance field trial
GWAS results. (A) BSR-12, fall-planted. (B) BSR-13, winter-planted. (C) BSR-14,
winter-planted.
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Figure 3.7. Manhattan plots of BSR adult-plant quantitative resistance field trial
GWAS results.
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Figure 3.8. Correlations heat map between phenotypes, PC1, and QTL
representative markers for adult plant field resistance in BSR-12, BSR-13, and
BSR-14. For each marker, marker data are represented as -1s and 1s, with the marker
phase-synced to correlate positively with the PC1 of All marker subset (see Fig. 3.2 for
graph of PC2 vs PC1). In figure, the markers are designated as “snp_[marker
name]_[QTLname]”. The “…_MNonly” and “…_ORonly” terms represent the BSR
adult-plant field phenotype data for only the Minnesota lines or only the Oregon lines,
respectively.
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3.9 Tables
Table 3.1. Disease trial designations used here and at T3, the TCAP online database. All adult plant field resistance trials were
rated as disease severity (% diseased leaf area on a per plot basis) – the T3 online database phenotype is “stripe rust severity”. All
race-specific qualitative resistance seedling trials were rated on a 0 to 9 ordinal scale, where lower numbers indicate a more
resistant reaction – the T3 phenotype is “stripe rust infection type (0-9)” (T3 trait descriptions at triticeaetoolbox.org/barley/traits).
Trial code
Experiment
used here
adult-plant field BSR-12
resistance
BSR-13
BSR-14

race-specific
qualitative
resistance in
seedlings

T3 trial code
TCFW6-BSR_2012_Corvallis

BSR race(s)
not tested

LTT-early_2013_Corvallis
LTT-rust_2014_Corvallis

PSH-33

TCFW6-BSR_2013_Pullman_PSH-33

not tested
PSH-33,
PSH-39,
PSH-44†
PSH-33

PSH-46
PSH-51
PSH-71
PSH-72

TCFW6-BSR_2013_Pullman_PSH-46
TCFW6-BSR_2013_Pullman_PSH-51
TCFW6-BSR_2013_Pullman_PSH-71
TCFW6-BSR_2013_Pullman_PSH-72

PSH-46
PSH-51
PSH-71
PSH-72

Year
rated
2012

Season
planted
fall

Date of BSR field data
collection (Julian calendar)
June 5 (157)

2013
2014

winter
winter

June 6 (157)
June 16 (167)

-

-

-

-

† Races in BSR-14 are those of five isolates from BSR leaf lesions taken from BSR experiments adjacent to BSR-14. Isolates
collected on June 25, 2014. One isolate was collected from a check line (Robust) within BSR-14 and identified as PSH-33.
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Table 3.2. P. striiformis f. sp. hordei races and differential set. Information outside of this report taken from Chen and Penman
(2005), Chen (2008), Wan and Chen (2012), and Chen and Line (2002).
Additional races
previously found
at location of
Races used for race-specific qualitative resistance experiment BSR field trials)

Additional races previously found in the same region
as BSR field trials

Race (Isolate)
PSH-33
(11-127)
Differential
No. Genotype
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Topper
Heils Franken
Emir

R genes

Rps4, rpsHF
rpsEm1,
rpsEm2
Astrix
Rps4, rpsAst
Hiproly
rpsHi1,
rpsHi2
Varunda
rpsVa1,
RpsVa2
Abed Binder 12 rps2
Trumpf
rpsTr1,
rpsTr2
Mazurka
Rps1.c
Bigo
Rps1.b
I5
Rps3, rpsI5
Bancroft
not
determined

PSH-46
PSH-51
PSH-71 PSH-72
(12-405-ST) (12-419-ST) (04-023) (06-009) PSH-39 PSH-44 PSH-54

PSH-70

PSH-77

PSH-63

PSH-56

Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr

Avr
Avr
Avr

1

Reaction†

Avr
Avr
Avr
Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr
Avr
Avr
Avr

Year observed

No. of isolates

Total, all years

3

Avr
Avr
Avr
Avr

1

Avr

Avr

1

2

Avr

Avr
Avr
Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr
Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr
Avr

Avr
Avr

Avr

Avr
Avr
Avr

2

1

1

1

1

3
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Table 3.2. P. striiformis f. sp. hordei races and differential set. (Continued)
Additional races
previously found
at location of
Races used for race-specific qualitative resistance experiment BSR field trials)

Additional races previously found in the same region
as BSR field trials

Race (Isolate)

Year observed
2014
2009
2008
2006
2005
2004

PSH-33
PSH-46
PSH-51
PSH-71 PSH-72
(11-127) (12-405-ST) (12-419-ST) (04-023) (06-009) PSH-39 PSH-44 PSH-54
No. of isolates
2
2
1
1
1
1

PSH-70

PSH-77

PSH-63

PSH-56

3

1

1
1

1
2

† ”Avr” indicates the presence of an avirulence allele for one of the R genes in the differential set line of that row, which also
means that the race can identify plants with one of those R genes, by giving a resistant (incompatible) reaction. An empty cell
indicates a susceptible (compatible) reaction.
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Table 3.3. Means, ranges, and heritabilities of phenotypic data from all BSR trials (values reproduced from Belcher et al.,
2015). For each trait, within each trial, the minimum (min.), mean or median, and maximum (max.) values observed within the
FAC-WIN6 lines. Additionally, for the quantitative traits, narrow-sense heritability (h2) is given, although we note that these h2
estimates were calculated with a single generation, using replicated check lines to estimate non-genotypic variance.
Trait

Unit

Race-specific seedling qualitative resistance trial
PSH-33

BSR
reaction
type

0-9 ordinal
scale†

PSH-46

PSH-51

PSH-71

PSH-72

Min.

Median Max.

Min.

Median Max. Min.

Median Max.

Min.

Median Max. Min.

Median Max.

1

2

2

2

2

2

7

8

8

8

8

1

9

2

9

Adult-plant field trial
BSR-12#
BSR
severity‡
heading
date

BSR-13

BSR-14

Min.

Mean

Max.

h2

%

0

7.1

100

0.55

0

4.8

days (Julian
calendar)

95

122.5

135

0.98

126

143.7 171

Min.

Mean Max.

h2

Min.

Mean

Max.

h2

0.86

0

3.2

64

0.81

0.90

133

143.7

154

0.95
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† Ordinal scale as described in (Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005), where lower values indicate a more resistant reaction
type. Scores from 0-4 are avirulent reactions and 5-9 are virulent reactions.
‡ Measured as diseased leaf area on a per plot basis.
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Table 3.4. Pearson’s correlation coefficients of BSR ratings between all trials. We note that BSR seedling ratings (infection
type) are ordinal qualitative, and thus correlations with ratings from those trials must be interpreted with caution. Because the BSR
seedling qualitative trials were generally bimodal with modes at the low and high ends of the scale, we chose to use correlations on
original BSR ratings instead of ranks.
Trial
BSR-12
BSR-13
BSR-14
PSH-33
PSH-46
PSH-51
PSH-71

BSR-13 BSR-14 PSH-33
0.75
0.67
0.71
0.76
0.75
0.68

PSH-46
0.70
0.74
0.70
0.94

PSH-51
0.68
0.71
0.69
0.87
0.83

PSH-71
0.31
0.37
0.33
0.52
0.44
0.35

PSH-72
0.25
0.26
0.25
0.29
0.30
0.18
0.66
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Table 3.5. BSR race-specific qualitative “QTLs” against races PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51. Effect estimates are on a 0-9
ordinal scale, where lower values indicate a more resistant reaction (Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005). Therefore, because
there is no consistent unit across the scale, the QTL effect estimates are not directly interpretable.
Effect estimate
Race
Chromosome &
No.
Representative markers
location (cM)† Confidence‡ QTL name
markers (Allele)
1H 13
high
RPsh.33.46.51-1H 19
12_30817est.§ (G)

PSH-33 PSH-46 PSH-51
-4.5
-4.4
-2.9

Known co-locating loci
Verhoeven et al. (2011)

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ System for assigning QTL confidence is detailed in Materials and Methods.
§ The “est.” superscript indicates estimated position on the Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) consensus map, based on marker
positions given in Comadran et al. (2012) and Tondelli et al. (2013).
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Table 3.6. BSR race-specific qualitative effect “QTLs” against races PSH-71 and PSH-72. Effect estimates are on a 0-9 ordinal
scale, where lower values indicate a more resistant reaction (Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005). Therefore, because there is
no consistent unit across the scale, the QTL effect estimates are not directly interpretable.
Effect estimate
Race
Chromosome &
location (cM)† Confidence‡ QTL name
2H 104
fair
RPsh.72-2H
3H 118
fair
RPsh.71.72-3H

No.
markers
1
2

3H 130
7H 7

4
8

fair

Rpsh.72-7H

Representative markers
(Allele)
11_20086 (A)
11_20662 (T), 12_10505
(T)
SCRI_RS_24545 (A)
11_11222 (G),
12_31411est¶ (T),
SCRI_RS_175756est (C),
SCRI_RS_230060est (C),
SCRI_RS_230149est (C)

PSH-71 PSH-72
ns§
-1.5
-1.9
ns
ns
ns

-1.8
-3.3

Known co-locating loci
Dracatos et al. (2015)

Vales et al. (2005); Rossi et al. (2006)

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ System for assigning QTL confidence is detailed in Materials and Methods.
§ ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.
¶ The est superscript indicates that location on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map was estimated using location
on map from Comadran et al. (2012) and Tondelli et al. (2013).
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Table 3.7. Heading date QTLs corresponding with BSR field trials.
QTL
Chromosome &
name
Confidence† location (cM)‡
PPD-H2 high
1H 98
PPD-H1 high
2H 38

VRN-H3 high

7H 43

No.
markers Marker (Allele)
3
11_20153 (A)
13
BK_12 (T), BK_14
(T), BK_15 (T),
BK_16 (G),
SCRI_RS_207399 (T)
17
11_10576 (A)

NUEH-12§ NUEL-12 BSR-13 BSR-14
6.3
6.0
ns
ns
ns#
ns
13.7
6.0

Known co-locating
genes/QTLs¶
PPD-H2
PPD-H1

6.7

VRN-H3

6.25

ns

3.8

† System for assigning QTL confidence is detailed in Materials and Methods.
‡ Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
§The NUEH-12 and NUEL-12 are used as heading date proxies for BSR-12. Heading date was not recorded in BSR-12, and
NUEH-12 and NUEL-12 were FAC-WIN6 trials planted nearby BSR-12 on the same farm, and using the same seed source as
BSR-12. NUEH-12 and NUEL-12 are nitrogen use efficiency high N (standard recommended) and low N (70% of standard) trials,
respectively. They were managed identically to BSR-12, outside of: using two-row plots versus one-row in BSR-12, receiving the
standard regionally recommended fungicide application for control of BSR, and the reduced N application in NUEL-12.
¶ Known heading date loci summarized in Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2010).
# ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.
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Table 3.8. BSR adult-plant field disease resistance QTLs. Effect estimates are for diseased severity, in units of % diseased leaf
area on a per plot basis.
Effect estimate

VIF§

Trial

Lines used

Chromosome &
location (cM)† Confidence‡ QTL name

No.
markers

Representative markers
(Allele)

BSR-12 BSR-13

BSR-14

All

OR

MN

Known co-locating loci

1H 13
1H 142

fair
low

RPsh.33.46.51-1H
QPsh.FW6-1H

6
8

Verhoeven et al. (2011)

6

ns
-12.0
ns
ns

1.37
2.09

QPsh.FW6-2H.1

-9.0
ns
-7.4
-18.6

1.14
3.47

low

ns#
ns
ns
ns

2.34
3.97

2H 80

12_30817est¶ (G)
SCRI_RS_176006 (T)
11_20594 (G)
SCRI_RS_171038 (T)

2.15

2.40

1.68

Gutierrez et al. (2015); Dracatos et
al. (2015)

2H 160

low

QPsh.FW6-2H.2

43
6
5

-14.9
ns
-9.5
ns
ns

2.74

QPsh.FW6-3H.1
QPsh.FW6-3H.2

ns
-8.7
ns
-9.2
-6.8

1.27

fair
fair

ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

1.48

3H 50
3H 118

12_31021 (G)
SCRI_RS_198883est (T)
11_21099 (A)
SCRI_RS_154973est (C)
SCRI_RS_180027 (T)

1.50
1.33

1.18
1.37

1.34
1.73

4H 113
5H 66

low
low

QPsh.FW6-4H
QPsh.FW6-5H.1

3
1

12_31138 (C)
SCRI_RS_152347 (A)

ns
ns

-14.5
ns

ns
-9.3

3.22
1.34

NA
1.35

1.66
2.19

5H 140
5H 177

fair
fair

QPsh.FW6-5H.2
QPsh.FW6-5H.3

20
1

SCRI_RS_2824est (A)
SCRI_RS_198007 (T)

-19.7
ns

ns
-8.4

ns
ns

2.61
1.99

NA
1.13

1.84
2.84

Rao et al. (2007)
RPsh.71.72-3H (reported here);
Gutierrez et al. (2015)
Verhoeven et al. (2011)
Verhoeven et al. (2011); Dracatos et
al. (2015)
Gutierrez et al. (2015)
Rao et al. (2007)
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Table 3.8. BSR adult-plant field disease resistance QTLs. (Continued)

Chromosome &
location (cM)† Confidence‡ QTL name

No.
markers

Representative markers
(Allele)

Effect estimate

VIF§

Trial

Lines used

BSR-12 BSR-13

est

BSR-14

All

OR

MN

Known co-locating loci
Rossi et al. (2006); Vales et al.
(2005)

6H 8

fair

QPsh.FW6-6H.1

10

SCRI_RS_237782 (T) ns

-19.4

ns

2.51

1.62

1.56

6H 78

fair

QPsh.FW6-6H.2

3

-15.2

ns

ns

1.34

1.33

1.89

6H 128

low

QPsh.FW6-6H.3

7

SCRI_RS_231790 (C),
SCRI_RS_152324 (C)
SCRI_RS_151280 (A)

ns

-16.3

ns

3.21

2.74

1.96

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ System for assigning QTL confidence is detailed in Materials and Methods.
§ VIF, variance inflation factor. The lowest possible value is 1 (linear independence). Higher values indicate greater linear
dependence of the marker of interest versus the other markers representing QTLs for the same trait (one representative marker per
QTL). All, calculated across all lines; OR, calculated across Oregon lines only; MN, calculated across Minnesota lines only.
¶ The est superscript indicates that location on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map was estimated using location
on map from Comadran et al. (2012) and Tondelli et al. (2013).
# ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.
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Table 3.9. Candidate genes for BSR race-specific qualitative “QTLs” against races PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51.
Candidate gene‡
Chromosome &
location (cM)†
1H 13

QTL name
Known co-locating loci
RPsh.33.46.51-1H Verhoeven et al. (2011)

Gene identifier
MLOC_78131

Description
Leucine-rich repeat-containing N-terminal, type
2;Serine/threonine-protein kinase-like domain;Leucine-rich repeat

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ Candidate genes were found by searching at the BARLEYMAP online database (Cantalapiedra et al., 2015). Gene identifier and
description are taken from BARLEYMAP. Each candidate genes was selected from within a 5 cM window on either side of the
representative marker’s location on the Barley Physical Map (IBGSC, 2012) or POPSEQ (Mascher et al., 2013) map.
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Table 3.10. Candidate genes for BSR race-specific qualitative “QTLs” against races PSH-71 and PSH-72.
Candidate gene‡
Chromosome &
location (cM)† QTL name
2H 104
RPsh.72-2H
3H 118, 130
7H 7

Known co-locating loci
Dracatos et al. (2015)

RPsh.71.72-3H
Rpsh.72-7H
Vales et al. (2005); Rossi
et al. (2006)

Gene identifier
MLOC_13225
MLOC_79654
MLOC_36864

Description
Leucine-rich repeat;Serine/threonine-protein kinase-like
domain;Leucine-rich repeat-containing N-terminal, type 2
NB-ARC;Disease resistance protein
NB-ARC

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ Candidate genes were found by searching at the BARLEYMAP online database (Cantalapiedra et al., 2015). Gene identifier and
description are taken from BARLEYMAP. Each candidate genes was selected from within a 5 cM window on either side of the
representative marker’s location on the Barley Physical Map (IBGSC, 2012) or POPSEQ (Mascher et al., 2013) map.
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Table 3.11. Candidate genes for BSR adult-plant field disease resistance QTLs.
Candidate gene‡
Chromosome
& location
(cM)†
QTL name
1H 13

RPsh.33.46.51-1H

1H 142
2H 80

QPsh.FW6-1H
QPsh.FW6-2H.1

2H 160
3H 50

QPsh.FW6-2H.2
QPsh.FW6-3H.1

3H 118

QPsh.FW6-3H.2

4H 113

QPsh.FW6-4H

5H 66

QPsh.FW6-5H.1

5H 140

QPsh.FW6-5H.2

5H 177

QPsh.FW6-5H.3

6H 8

QPsh.FW6-6H.1

6H 78

QPsh.FW6-6H.2

6H 128

QPsh.FW6-6H.3

Known colocating loci

Gene identifier Description

Verhoeven et al. MLOC_78131 Leucine-rich repeat-containing N-terminal,
(2011)
type 2;Serine/threonine-protein kinase-like
domain;Leucine-rich repeat
MLOC_57961 Leucine-rich repeat
Gutierrez et al. MLOC_63834 Pathogenesis-related transcriptional
(2015);
factor/ERF, DNA-binding
Dracatos et al.
(2015)
MLOC_74542 NB-ARC
Rao et al.
MLOC_64922 NPR1/NIM1-like, C-terminal
(2007)
RPsh.71.72-3H MLOC_79654 NB-ARC;Disease resistance protein
(reported here);
Gutierrez et al.
(2015)
Verhoeven et al. MLOC_7767 Plant disease resistance response
(2011)
protein;Mannose-binding lectin
Verhoeven et al. MLOC_6032 Leucine-rich repeat;NB-ARC
(2011);
Dracatos et al.
(2015)
Gutierrez et al. MLOC_6270 NB-ARC;Disease resistance protein
(2015)
Rao et al.
MLOC_12201 NB-ARC;Disease resistance protein
(2007)
Rossi et al.
MLOC_14052 Leucine-rich repeat-containing N-terminal,
(2006); Vales et
type 2;Serine/threonine-protein kinase-like
al. (2005)
domain;Leucine-rich repeat
MLOC_8220 Pathogenesis-related transcriptional
factor/ERF, DNA-binding
MLOC_77255 Leucine-rich repeat;NB-ARC; Disease
resistance protein

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ Candidate genes were found by searching at the BARLEYMAP online database
(Cantalapiedra et al., 2015). Gene identifier and description are taken from
BARLEYMAP. Each candidate genes was selected from within a 5 cM window on either
side of the representative marker’s location on the Barley Physical Map (IBGSC, 2012)
or POPSEQ (Mascher et al., 2013) map.
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Chapter 4: Malting Quality QTLs in Elite North American Facultative/Winter 6rowed Barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) – 21 QTLs Identified via GWAS
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4.1 Abstract
Malt barley is an economically important crop worldwide. Barley malt quality is difficult
to breed for, as it is a combination of complex traits which are time-consuming and
expensive to phenotype. This makes marker-assisted selection – and thus quantitative
trait locus (QTL) mapping – particularly appealing. We used the Oregon State University
and University of Minnesota facultative/winter 6-rowed barley advanced breeding lines
to assemble a GWAS panel, named the FAC-WIN6, in part to map malt quality QTLs
within our programs. Winter and facultative malt barleys can be sown in fall, which
makes them more sustainable in terms of soil erosion and input efficiency. The FACWIN6 projects are part of the Triticeae Coordinated Agricultural Project, which works to
develop sustainable barley and wheat germplasm that is robust to climate change. We
designed a two-year, single location GWAS experiment for twelve malt quality traits.
The FAC-WIN6 has 300 lines, with genotypic data for 5,812 polymorphic SNP markers.
We report 21 malt quality QTLs across seven traits. Eight of our QTLs appear to be
novel. For each QTL, we provide an effect estimate, a representative marker, a candidate
gene, and a qualitative confidence level that summarizes ambiguity in the GWAS raw
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results. Our results are useful for marker-assisted selection, as well as for strengthening
the confidence of QTLs mapped in other germplasm.

4.2 Introduction
Barley is the fourth most important grain crop in the world, with regard to production and
area harvested (FAO-STAT, 2014). Barley grain sold for malt obtains a substantial price
premium. Malt barley is thus a key income source, as well as a useful rotational crop, for
farmers worldwide. However, to be sold for malt, barley grain must meet strict quality
requirements (Schwarz and Li, 2011). While it is known that genetics play a major role in
determining malt quality, we are still far from understanding the genes and alleles
underlying quantitative variation in malt quality traits (Mohammadi et al., 2015). Malting
quality assays are expensive and time-consuming, making molecular breeding strategies
attractive propositions for barley breeders – e.g. marker-assisted selection (MAS, Rae et
al., 2007) and potentially genomic selection, which has been successful for other barley
traits (Sallam et al., 2015).

The primary methods for mapping QTLs for MAS are bi-parental QTL mapping and
association studies, particularly genome-wide association studies (GWAS). The set of
lines used in a bi-parental QTL mapping experiment is called a “population,” whereas the
set of lines in a GWAS experiment is called a “panel.” Bi-parental QTL mapping
experiments are so named because all lines in a population are derived from the same two
parents. With bi-parental QTL mapping, given appropriate experimental design, the
location and effect of each QTL is expected to be estimated independently (i.e., without
confounding) of non-adjacent QTLs. The drawback is that only two parents can be used
per experiment, so each experiment can only detect the QTLs present in one or the other
parent but not any QTLs shared between both parents. Similarly, bi-parental QTL
mapping can only evaluate the genetic background effects from those two parents. QTL
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effects can vary greatly across genetic background (Rae et al., 2007; Langridge et al.,
2001; Collard and Mackill, 2008).

In contrast, GWAS does not constrain the number of parents represented in a panel. This
property, when all other considerations are equal, allows GWAS to estimate more QTLs
and more genetic background effects than bi-parental QTL mapping. The downside of
GWAS, in contrast to bi-parental QTL mapping, is that the accuracy in detection and
estimated effect of a QTL can be influenced by non-adjacent QTLs. The influence of one
QTL on the detection of another is generally not due to epistasis (the biological
interdependence of expression between QTLs), but to artifacts of the analysis caused by
collinearity between genetic markers within the QTL and functionally unrelated markers
in other regions of the genome. Most important, such marker collinearity can lead to false
positive QTLs, unless the experimenters are able to a) help prevent collinearity by
designing their panel to have lines with appropriate inter-relatedness and then b) account
for any collinearity by, in the GWAS analysis model, including parameters to represent
population structure - i.e., line inter-relatedness (Bradbury et al., 2011).

As part of the USDA Triticeae Coordinated Agricultural Project (TCAP), we developed a
winter/facultative 6-rowed malt barley GWAS panel to represent the combined winter
and facultative barley breeding programs at the University of Minnesota (UM) and
Oregon State University (OSU). The panel consists of 300 lines of elite breeding
material (261 entries from OSU and 35 entries from UM) and four cultivars (two from
OSU and one each from University of Nebraska-Lincoln and University of Idaho. Each
accession was genotyped for 9,000 SNPs using the Illumina 9K platform; 5,812 single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers were informative. This panel is named the
“FAC-WIN6”. It has been publicly released (Belcher et al., 2015), and all genotypic and
phenotypic data are freely available at the TCAP online database, T3
(http://triticeaetoolbox.org/barley; Blake et al., 2015).
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As reviewed by von Zitzewitz et al. (2011) and Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2010a), winter
and facultative barleys, unlike spring barleys, have enough winter hardiness to be planted
in the fall. Facultative barley, unlike winter barley, does not have a vernalization
requirement and can thus be planted in fall or spring. Fall planting is advantageous for
environmental reasons (e.g. erosion control over the winter, maximum use of natural
precipitation, and potentially double cropping) and economic efficiency (overall higher
yields). These advantages make fall-planted barley an attractive option in the face of
climate change, as environmental variation will create greater challenges for increasing or
simply maintaining crop yields (Lobell et al., 2008).

Addressing the challenges of climate change is a primary goal of the TCAP. The TCAP
FAC-WIN6 panel is important because it represents elite public malt barley germplasm
and will support more sustainable barley production. Not only can accessions in the panel
be fall-planted, they are included in other TCAP GWAS projects for low temperature
tolerance (LTT), nitrogen use efficiency (NUE), and disease resistance (data available
from the T3 database).

We used a two-year, one-location malt quality GWAS experiment with the FAC-WIN6
panel that generated data on eight malting quality traits to 1) identify marker-trait
associations of practical use in malt barley breeding programs, including for approaches
like MAS and genomic selection, and 2) compare the QTLs conferring malt quality in the
FAC-WIN6 to those previously discovered in other germplasm pools or related smaller
GWAS panels. Moreover, due to the evidence in Belcher et al. (2015) for strong
population structure between the Oregon and Minnesota lines (Fig. 4.1), we proposed to
assess false positives due to population structure-based marker collinearity by using postanalysis diagnostics including marker-marker and marker-trait correlations, variance
inflation factors, and marker-trait visualization in Flapjack (Milne, et al., 2010). Based on
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the extent of prior malt quality QTL mapping experiments, many of which are
summarized in Mohammadi et al. (2015), we anticipated that most of our FAC-WIN6
QTLs would align with prior reported genes or QTLs. However, most of those loci were
mapped in spring barley germplasm. We reasoned that the relatively recent origin of the
FAC-WIN6 germplasm and the untapped genetic resources of the winter and facultative
germplasm pools might allow for the identification of novel QTL that are no longer
segregating in the more intensively selected spring germplasm pool.

4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Germplasm origin
The association panel consists of 300 six-rowed accessions: 182 facultative growth habit
and 118 winter growth habit. Growth habit was defined based on heading date without
vernalization (data available at the T3 database, triticeaetoolbox.org/barley). Two
hundred sixty three accessions (both winter and facultative types) are from the Oregon
State University barley breeding program. They were selected for adaptation, disease
resistance, malt quality, winter hardiness, and yield in Oregon and regional field trials.
Thirty five accessions (all facultative growth habit) are from the University of Minnesota
barley breeding program. These were selected for adaptation, malt quality, winter
hardiness, and yield in Minnesota field trials. Full pedigree and phenotypic data for all
lines are available at T3. Tested with the panel were the cultivars Eight-Twelve (from the
USDA-ARS program at Aberdeen, Idaho, GRIN PI 537437), Dicktoo (from the USDAARS program at Lincoln, Nebraska, GRIN CIHO 5529), and the Oregon State University
varieties Alba (Graebner et al., 2015), Strider (released in 1997 without cultivar
registration), and Maja (released in 2007 without cultivar registration).

4.3.2 Field experimental design, conditions, and treatments
The trials were fall-planted at OSU Hyslop Research Farm in Corvallis, OR in two
growing seasons, 2011/2012 and 2012/2013, and are referred to in this report as Malt-12
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and Malt-13, respectively. Both trials were planted as unreplicated type-II modified
augmented designs, with one primary check and two secondary checks (Lin and
Poushinsky, 1985; May et al., 1989). In Malt-12, each treatment level had 34 wholeplots,
ten subplots within each wholeplot, with secondary checks in 12 (35%) of the wholeplots.
The primary check was Maja, and the two secondary checks were Strider and Alba (T3
name “TCFW6-002”). Based on the Malt-12 results, in Malt-13 the number of wholeplots
in each treatment was reduced to 24, 15 subplots in each wholeplot, with secondary
checks in six (25%) of the wholeplots. The Malt-13 primary check was Alba, and the
secondary checks were Maja and Strider.
Both trials used a row spacing of 0.30 m and a seeding rate of 200 seeds/m2. In Malt-12
small plots were used due to seed supply limitations: each plot consisted of two rows,
1.86 m2 long. Plot dimensions in Malt-13 were increased to six rows, 8.9 m2 long. Malt12 was planted on October 18, 2011 and harvested on July 13 2012. Malt-13 was planted
on October 18, 2012 and harvested on July 3, 2013. No irrigation was applied due to
abundant naturally occurring moisture. Precipitation across the season was 110 cm (rain)
for Malt-12 and 73 cm for Malt-13. In both years, split fall and spring applications of
nitrogen (N) were applied for a total of 112 kg N/ha based on soil test. The fall
applications were in the form of Agrium environmentally sensitive nitrogen at a rate of
64 kg N/ha for Malt-12 and a rate of 76 kg N/ha for Malt-13. The spring applications
were in the form ammonium sulfate at a rate of 80 kg N/ha for Malt-12 and 68 kg N/ha
for Malt-13. For Malt-12, the fungicides Stratego (0.51 L/ha, in early March) and
Prosaro 421SC (0.60 L/ha in late April) were applied to prevent stripe rust (causative
agent Puccinia striiformis f. sp. hordei) and scald (causative agent Rhynchosporium
commune), both of which are common to the area. In Malt-13, only Prosaro 421SC was
sprayed (in early May, at same rate as in Malt-12).
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4.3.3 Phenotyping
Heading date was recorded as the Julian calendar day at which the head had emerged
from the boot for approximately 50% of the plants in a plot. Heading date and all malt
quality traits reported here are listed in Table 4.1, along with the information necessary
for locating their data in T3. Grain protein and plump grain were measured at Oregon
State University on one sample from each field trial plot. Grain protein was measured
using NIR Spectroscopy (Infratec 1241 Grain Analyzer, 30 Foss, Laurel, MD). Plump
grain was measured as percent kernels (by weight) that stay on a 2.38 x 19.05 mm sieve,
using a Seedburo mechanical seed shake (Seedburo Equipment Co., Des Plaines, IL).
Malting quality traits were assayed at the USDA-ARS Cereal Crops Research Unit
(CCRU) in Madison, WI, using the protocols of the American Society of Brewing
Chemists (ASBC, 1992; Budde et al., 2008) using one 250 g sample from each
experimental entry plus a subset of check plots. In Malt-12, five plots from each of the
three checks were sampled for malt quality analysis. In Malt-13, seven primary check
plots and three plots each of the two secondary checks were sampled.

Grain protein and plump grain were also measured as part of the CCRU malt quality
analysis, as described in Budde et al. (2008). However, as the Oregon State University
(OSU) grain protein and plump grain assays was also used for other FAC-WIN6
experiments (described in Belcher et al., 2015), we use those data in this report. All
FAC-WIN6 grain protein and plump grain data - Hyslop Farm and CCRU - are available
at the T3 online database. The plump grain analysis used the same procedure at both
Hyslop Farm and the CCRU. The Pearson correlation coefficients for plump grain
between the OSU and USDA-ARS-CCRU data were 0.95 for Malt-12 and 0.99 for Malt13. The OSU grain protein assay used NIR spectroscopy, while the CCRU used an
automated Dumas combustion procedure with a LECO FP-528 analyzer. Pearson
correlations coefficients for the OSU and USDA-ARS-CCRU grain protein data were
0.90 for Malt-12 and 0.89 for Malt-13.
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4.3.4 Genotyping
Each accession was genotyped for 9,000 SNP markers on a custom barley Infinium
iSelect 9K Genotyping BeadChip (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA; Close et al., 2009).
From those markers, 6,892 were used for analyses, 5,198 of which had known location on
the latest barley consensus map (Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2014). All genotyping tissue
samples were collected from advanced inbred lines (F6:7 or later generation). In total,
5,812 SNP markers were polymorphic within the FAC-WIN6 panel. Full details are
described in Belcher et al. (2015). In this report, we use the marker dataset that can be
found at T3 (triticeaetoolbox.org/barley/genotyping/marker_selection.php) by selecting
the “Infinium 9K” Platform option and the “TCFW6_LTT_9K” Experiment option, with
one basic alteration after download: the genotypes designated as heterozygotes in T3
were re-designated as missing data.

4.3.5 Estimation of consensus map locations of unmapped markers
Approximately 1/6 of the polymorphic SNP markers were not mapped in the primary
reference consensus map (Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2014). However, nearly all of the
SNPs had estimated positions on the map reported by Comadran et al. (2012) and
Tondelli et al. (2013). We therefore used the Comadran/Tondelli map locations to
estimate the positions of unmapped markers. We used unreported estimated
Comadran/Tondelli map locations for the remaining unmapped (W.T.B. Thomas,
personal communication, 2015). The Comadran et al. (2012) map positions are also
available at T3 (triticeaetoolbox.org/barley).

For each of the unmapped markers that had a location on the Comadran/Tondelli map, we
estimated its position on the consensus map via the following steps: 1) we found the
consensus map markers that flanked (i.e., were immediately adjacent to) the unmapped
marker based on the positions in the Comadran/Tondelli map. 2) To ensure that all
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flanking markers from step (1) were on the same chromosome, we found the mode of the
chromosomes of all flanking markers (according to consensus map positions), and then
dropped all flanking markers on chromosomes not equal to the mode. If the mode was not
a single chromosome, we arbitrarily elected to use the lowest chromosome number (1H
as lower than 2H, 2H lower than 3H, etc.) and noted that the marker had a problematic
estimated position (such markers are not represented in Results figures). 3) For all
remaining flanking markers, we used the lm function in R to linearly regress their
consensus map positions onto their Comadran/Tondelli map positions. 4) We used the
linear function from step (3) to assign the unmapped marker a consensus map position,
based on its Comadran/Tondelli map position. We note that the Munoz-Amatriain et al.
(2014) map had an average marker density of 0.22 cM between markers. For unmapped
markers with only one flanking marker, the unmapped marker was simply assigned the
same consensus map position as the flanking marker. We refer to the unmapped markers
with estimated positions as “estimated” markers, designated with a superscript “est.”
following the marker name.

4.3.6 Data analyses
Line means for GWAS were obtained by adjustments, when necessary, for Type 2 MAD
data in Agrobase Generation II (Agronomix Software, Inc.), as described in Belcher et al.
(2015). Narrow-sense heritability (h2) estimates are taken from Belcher et al. (2015). The
h2 estimates were obtained by first calculating genotypic variance by subtracting the
experimental error estimates (based on replicated checks) from the total phenotypic
variance (from unreplicated entry “means”), and then dividing the resulting difference by
the total phenotypic variance. Entry “means” is in regard to the terminology of Type 2
MAD methods; the entries were all unreplicated. We note that these h2 values are
calculated from a single generation and from unreplicated trials, and thus they are
unrelated to expected genetic gain from selection. Our application of them is described
further in this section and in the Discussion.
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GWAS was performed in two stages. The first stage used a faster and theoretically equal
or lower power GWAS analysis to test between four models, while the second stage used
the optimal model (determined separately for each trait) for GWAS with a theoretically
equal or higher power analysis. Both stages were analyzed in TASSEL v5.2.11 (Bradbury
et al., 2007), using the Q+K multiple linear model (MLM) procedure (Yu et al., 2006). Q
was a matrix of the first three or five PCs of a PCA, and K was a kinship matrix. The
theoretically equal or lower power method in the first stage was the use of P3D (Zhang et
al., 2010; Zhou and Stephens, 2012). The first stage also used compression, which
theoretically increases or does not affect power (Zhang et al., 2010). The theoretically
equal or higher power method in the second stage was the use of EMMA (Kang et al.,
2008). The results of the first stage almost exclusively estimated the optimal compression
level as no compression, so compression was not used in the second stage. Line means
within trials were used as phenotypic data.

The four models we compared in the first stage - compared separately for each
phenotypic dataset – were all MLM models with the same generic parameters (Q+K), but
with Q and K pairs each calculated from one of two marker subsets. We refer to the
marker subsets used to calculate Q and K as the “All” marker subset and the “PIC”
marker subset. The All and PIC subsets were created as follows: from the initial marker
dataset (described above, after “heterozygote” genotype calls removed), the All marker
subset was generated by removing markers with a minor allele frequency (MAF) < 5%.
The All marker subset had 4,410 SNPs. The PIC subset was created with two steps. The
first step: from the initial marker dataset, we created a subset with a consistent marker
density of approximately 0.73 cM between markers, where the optimal marker for each
bin was selected using the polymorphism information content (PIC) method of MunozAmatriain et al. (2014). The second step: we took the subset from the first step and
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removed markers with MAF < 5%. The All and PIC subsets had 4,410 and 1,327 SNPs,
respectively.

Before calculating either the K matrix or the PCA used to obtain the Q matrix, we
imputed missing marker data in the All and PIC marker subsets using the TASSEL
genotypic imputation option based on the average SNP value of the three lines that were
estimated as nearest neighbors based on Manhattan distance. The K for each marker
subset was calculated by the scaled IBS method in TASSEL (Endelman and Jannink,
2012).

After the GWAS analyses for the first stage were finished, we compared the results from
all four models for each phenotypic dataset – i.e., for all four marker subset Q-K
combinations. A single optimal Q-K combination was selected for each trait, and then
used in the second stage GWAS models for both the Malt-12 and Malt-13 datasets for
that trait. The selections were made based on relative ability to control population
structure, as evident in the manhattan plots and Q-Q plots from the first stage GWAS
results. However, the final GWAS models used a P matrix containing only the first three
PCs. A within-trait-by-trial-wise (e.g., across all markers within Malt-12 diastatic power
GWAS) false discovery rate (FDR) was used to control for multiple comparisons, with
FDR = 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995).

The first stage models each used a Q with the first five PCs. After the first stage was
finished, the results of Belcher et al. (2015) showed that the first three PCs alone
accounted for the major population structure patterns within the FAC-WIN6. Therefore,
the second stage models used only the first three PCs. This choice to reduce the number
of PCs was partially validated by repeating the stage one GWAS analyses, except with
only three PCs in each Q, for seven phenotypic datasets from Belcher et al. (2015) that
we thought had the most marked differences in results between Q-K combinations (data
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not shown). We selected optimal models from these new results and found that our new
3-PC selections matched our old 5-PC selections.

To select the minimum MAF for the marker dataset used in the GWAS analysis of each
phenotype, we considered relative expected statistical power, based on previously
reported GWAS-relevant narrow sense heritabilities (h2) of each phenotype across trials
(Table 4.2; Belcher et al., 2015). We decided that traits with h2≥0.6 in ≥60% of FACWIN6 trials reported in Belcher et al. (2015) would use a minimum MAF of 2%, while
the remaining, low-h2 traits would use a minimum MAF of 4%. Between minimum
MAFs of 2% and 4%, the difference in number of markers was such that the gain in
statistical power (due to reducing the number of multiple comparisons) was only modest.
We arbitrarily selected a minimum MAF of 4% (≥12 lines) as the minimum number of
lines with which we could reasonably visually assess a marker-trait association for a lowh2 trait in Flapjack (Milne et al., 2010). In this report, grain protein was the only low-h2
trait, so thus GWAS of grain protein used a minimum MAF of 4%. All other traits used a
minimum MAF of 2%. We note that these MAFs were independent of the minimum
MAFs used for generating the All and PIC marker subsets from which we calculated Q’s
and K’s for the Q+K GWAS models (see above).
4.3.7 “ORvsMN” dummy trait for quality control of Q+K model control of major
population structure separating Oregon versus Minnesota lines
A dummy trait was created to account for the Oregon versus Minnesota population
structure, where Oregon and Minnesota lines were indicated with values of zero and one,
respectively. We termed this dummy trait “ORvsMN”. Marker association with the
ORvsMN trait was tested via GWAS, with the same models used for heading date and
malt quality traits. Markers in the GWAS results for the heading date and malt quality
traits were compared for marker-trait association significance against the results from the
ORvsMN dummy trait GWAS (the ORvsMN GWAS using the same model). Raw pvalues were compared instead of significance because the ORvsMN exact binary trait
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would presumably have higher statistical power than a heading date or malt quality trait’s
spurious marker-trait associations due to population structure-related LD.
4.3.8 Selection of criteria for defining a “GWAS peak” and representative marker(s) for
each peak
From our experiments, we report “GWAS peaks”, “confidence”, and “QTLs”. “GWAS
peaks” were declared based on the significance and spacing of markers in the GWAS
results. A subset of these GWAS peaks were declared to be “QTLs”, based on the
“confidence” level after further diagnostics (diagnostics detailed in the sections
immediately following). We defined a “GWAS peak” as requiring the following
properties: a) consecutive markers must be closer than 20 cM apart; b) most significant
marker(s) may not also be significant for heading date (FDR of 0.10) in any trial reported
here that was planted in the same season and location, but not limited to the same year;
and c) unless specifically merited, a peak must include at least one marker (in any year)
with MAF≥5%. For criterion (b), we used heading date data from Malt-12, Malt-13, and
three additional fall-planted trials from the same years and research farm as Malt-12 and
Malt-13, which included one 2011-2012 trial (T3 name “TCFW6NUElowN_2012_Corvallis”) and two 2012-2013 trials (T3 names “TCFW6NUElowN_2013_Corvallis” and “LTT-fall_2013_Corvallis”).

A single marker was selected to represent each QTL. The representative marker was
selected based on the following criteria, in descending priority: 1) the marker significant
(after FDR of 5%) in the most trials; 2) the marker with p-value < 0.05 in the most trials,
even if not significant after FDR; and 3) the marker which most often had the lower pvalue within a trial.

4.3.9 Additional post-GWAS analysis diagnostics to assess false positives due to
population structure
Any p-values and effect estimates for marker-trait association tests were obtained from
the final TASSEL GWAS output. We used the following post-GWAS analysis
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diagnostics on representative one or a few representative markers from each GWAS
peak: 1) marker-trait association visualization in Flapjack (Milne et al., 2010); 2) Pearson
correlation coefficients obtained with the cor function in R for marker-trait, markermarker, and marker-PC1 relationships; 3) variance inflation factors (VIFs) for markers.
For a given trait, correlations with “PC1” were correlations with the first PC from the
same PCA as used in the final GWAS model for that trait (as described above, PCA of
either the All or PIC marker subset). PC1 represented the major population structure
division between Oregon and Minnesota lines (Belcher et al., 2015). VIFs were
calculated with the vif function from the faraway R package, where marker data (values
of -1 and 1 for opposite alleles) were used as the function’s linear model design matrix
argument. To be clear, although VIFs are related to linear models, we did not use them
here for those purposes. We only used them to explore LD between non-adjacent QTLs,
which could indicate false positives due to population structure left unaccounted for by
the GWAS model. To calculate VIFs, we used a single set of markers. The set contained
one representative marker each from all of the QTLs identified for the same trait, with
representative markers selected as described in the preceding section.

The purpose of the VIFs was to detect and roughly quantify inter-marker collinearity due to population structure - that might not be apparent from marker correlations. A
larger VIF indicates more collinearity with other markers. For a set of predictors (in our
case, a set of markers) X = (X1, X2,…, Xp), the VIF of marker j is VIFj = (1 – Rj2)-1, where
Rj2 is the coefficient of determination from the regression of marker Xj against all of the
other markers (Rawlings et al., 1998). Thus, VIFj = 1 is the lowest possible value, and it
indicates that marker j is linearly independent of the other markers. The general
guidelines for what is a “large” VIF are difficult to apply here, as we are not using VIFs
for quite the same purposes as their general use in linear regression diagnostics.
However, we can intuitively interpret them based on their Rj2 values: for example, a VIFj
of 1.5, 2, 6, or 10 is respectively equivalent to a Rj2 of 0.33, 0.50, 0.83, or 0.90.
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Moreover, we can interpret a VIF in its relationship to the uncertainty of its marker’s
effect estimate. Our VIFs cannot be directly applied to the effect estimates of our
markers; the marker effect estimates are obtained from the GWAS, which uses a different
model. Still, they indicate the relative uncertainty with which the GWAS effect estimate
for a given QTL is dependent on the true values of the effects from the other QTLs in that
dataset that were not accounted for by the Q+K GWAS model. This may include the
possibility that the effect of the first QTL is zero - i.e., the QTL is specious.
4.3.10 Defining GWAS peak “confidence” and QTLs
As stated above, each GWAS peak was given a “confidence” level, and that confidence
level determined whether a GWAS peak was declared to be a QTL. We used five
confidence levels: null, low, fair, good, and high. A malt quality QTL was defined as any
GWAS peak that was not assigned null confidence. The null confidence level was always
defined as an obvious lack of any apparent biologically meaningful marker-trait
correspondence. An example of a non-“meaningful” correspondence: for a phenotypic
dataset where the Minnesota lines generally had much higher values than the Oregon
lines, a GWAS peak where the markers were monomorphic outside of a small number of
Oregon lines whose phenotypic distribution was not distinguished from the remaining
Oregon lines – i.e., a scenario with a clear statistical/mathematical linear regression
relationship between the marker and trait, but clearly no corresponding biological
relationship. When the meaningfulness was ambiguous, we did not assign null confidence
level, and the GWAS peak was declared a QTL.

While the processes for determining the remaining confidence levels differed between
heading date and malt quality QTLs, the high, good, fair, and low levels indicated the
same qualities for all QTLs. First, these confidence levels convey the QTL’s value as
marker-assisted selection (MAS) targets. High and good confidence QTLs would, in our
opinion, be high-priority targets for (MAS), although good confidence QTLs would first
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require new markers with stronger linkage to the trait. Fair confidence QTLs would be
low-priority targets for MAS, and first require better linked markers and possibly further
evidence of consistent effect. Low confidence QTLs would not be considered MAS
targets. Second, the confidence levels convey the relative evidence in our results for the
veracity of each QTL. High confidence always indicated that all available evidence
unambiguously indicated that a GWAS peak had an underlying gene (or genes)
controlling the trait. Good confidence QTLs had strong marker-trait linkage across
multiple pedigree groups (pedigrees for all FAC-WIN6 lines available at
triticeaetoolbox.org/barley and in Belcher et al., 2015). Fair confidence QTLs had
readily apparent and consistent marker-trait relationships, although “consistency” could
be limited to within a subset of lines sharing a parent and segregating for the trait. Low
confidence QTLs did not have readily apparent and consistent marker-trait relationships,
but, unlike null confidence GWAS peaks, could not be dismissed as obviously lacking
any meaningful marker-trait relationship.

With heading date, the process for determining high, good, fair, and low confidence was
to a) compare GWAS peaks with locations of known heading date-relevant genes and
then b) visual assessment of marker-trait correspondence via Flapjack, with consideration
to the role shared parents may have played in marker allele distributions (pedigrees at
triticeaetoolbox.org/barley and Belcher et al., 2015). High confidence was defined as a
GWAS peak that co-located with a known heading date-related gene. Low, fair, and good
confidence were then assigned, based on visual assessment in Flapjack, by the qualities
described above.

For malt quality traits, the process for designating high, good, fair, or low confidence was
more complicated. High confidence indicated, upon marker-trait visual assessment via
Flapjack, a perfect or near-perfect correspondence between phenotype and marker
distributions, regardless of pedigree. We note that high confidence is unlikely to be
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assigned when more than one moderate- to large-effect QTL/gene is controlling the
phenotype in a trial, as the added complexity and abstraction make the marker-trait
relationships much less clear. Low, fair, and good confidence were assigned via the
following steps: 1) we looked for markers with high VIFs (initially, markers with VIF >
3); 2) for the markers in step (1), we found the markers with which they were correlated;
3) for the markers from (1), particularly relative to the markers from (2), we examined
the correlation with PC1 and the phenotype data from each year, both with all lines and
then within only the Oregon or Minnesota lines; and 4) we confirmed the
correlations/associations from step (3) with visual inspection in Flapjack. For markers
with VIF < 2, they were assumed to be fairly immune to false positives due to population
structure, particularly if they were not correlated with another marker with a similar
pattern of correlations. For markers that fit the above VIF-based descriptions for false
positives, we indicated them as low confidence. For markers that did not fit the VIFbased descriptions for false positives, we indicated them as fair or good confidence.
Good confidence required the marker to have all VIFs < 2. Moreover, as described above,
good confidence required a strong marker-trait linkage across multiple pedigree groups.

4.3.11 Candidate genes
We selected a candidate gene for each malt quality QTL based on a combination of 1)
annotations of nearby genes in the online barley genetic marker/genome database
BARLEYMAP (Cantalapiedra et al., 2015) and 2) candidate gene tissue-specific gene
expression – upregulation in developing grain and/or embryos of germinating grains - as
reported in the morexGenes barley RNA-seq online database
(ics.hutton.ac.uk/morexGenes). Candidate genes were selected from within 5 cM of either
side of the representative marker, based on the POPSEQ (Mascher et al., 2013) and
IBGSC (2012) barley genetic maps.
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When choosing plump grain and grain protein candidate genes, we targeted genes with
BARLEYMAP descriptions that matched genes implicated in regulatory (Le et al., 2010;
Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2010a, b), anabolic (starch or protein, respectively), nutrient
transport, or unknown functions, and with morexGenes expression data that showed
higher transcript abundance in developing grains (five and 15 days post-anthesis) relative
to the other tissues measured: seeding roots, seedling shoots, young developing
inflorescences, developing inflorescences, developing tillers at the six-leaf stage, and
embryos from seeds at four days into germination (details at
ics.hutton.ac.uk/morexGenes/about_material.html). Genes annotated as unknown
function were selected only when we could not find genes from the other functional
categories that had the desired gene expression patterns at morexGenes.

When choosing all other malt quality trait candidate genes, we targeted genes that a)
morexGenes indicated were upregulated in embryos from developing grains or in
developing grains (higher preference to embryo upregulation) and b) had BARLEYMAP
gene descriptions that indicated the gene was in the same class as one of the genes
detected in a reported barley germinating seed or barley malt proteomics or gene
expression experiment or review, with higher preference given to proteomics results than
gene expression results (Jin et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014; Schmitt et al., 2013; MunozAmatriain et al., 2010a, b; Finnie et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2008; Finnie and Svensson,
2009; Juge and Svensson, 2006; Jones, 2005). Based on the gene expression/proteomics
literature, we selected genes with descriptions from the following general classes, in
descending order of priority: carbohydrate hydrolases , endopeptidases/proteinases,
hydrolases of unknown substrates, inhibitors of carbohydrate hydrolases , other enzymes
involved in amino acid catabolism, heat shock proteins, regulatory genes in classes
previously found to be expressed in seeds (Le et al., 2010; Munoz-Amatriain et al.,
2010a, b), genes of unknown function, plant pathogenesis-related (PR) genes, other
metabolic enzymes, and hordeins.
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4.4 Results
4.4.1 Entry means adjustments, entry means, and heritabilities
The means for grain protein in both years and heading date in Malt-13 were adjusted with
the MAD type-2 Method 3, based on their relative efficiencies. None of the remaining
entry means were adjusted. We note that all entry means, minima, maxima, and narrowsense heritability (h2) values were originally reported in Belcher et al. (2015).
Phenotypic data, including entry means, minima, maxima, and h2 estimates are presented
in Table 4.2, after Belcher et al. (2015). Histograms for key malting quality phenotypes
(plump grain, grain protein, malt extract, and wort β-glucan) are shown in Figure 4.2.
Entries with good or excellent malt quality values and yields in Malt-13 are highlighted
in Table 4.3 (yield data from Belcher et al., 2015). The percentage of plump grain (on a
6/64 screen) and the grain protein percentage are the two “gateway” characters for
malting barley: when purchasing harvested grain, those two traits are measured and used
to determine whether a crop is accepted. Plump grain ranged from 64.0 – 99.2% in Malt12 and 47.3 – 99.3% in Malt-13, with respective means of 95.0% and 92.5%. The 47.3%
value in Malt-13 represents the single naked (hull-less) line within the FAC-WIN6 TCFW6-257. The lowest hulled line plump grain value in Malt-13 was 51.6%. All of the
other minimum and maximum values for all traits represent hulled lines – i.e., the values
for TCFW6-257 fall within the remaining ranges given in Table 4.3. Grain protein ranged
from 8.4 – 14.0% in Malt-12 and 7.9 – 12.5% in Malt-13, with respective means of
11.1% and 9.6%. Two of the principal characters determining the suitability of malt for
brewing are malt extract and wort β-glucan. Malt extract ranged from 73.3 – 83.4% in
Malt-12 and 74.9 – 85.5% in Malt-13, with respective means of 79.3% and 80.1%. Wort
β-glucan ranged from 154.9 – 989.5 μg/mL in Malt-12 and 27.5 – 821.0 μg/mL in Malt13, with respective means of 567.9 μg/mL and 280.0 μg/mL. Values for other malt traits
are shown in Table 4.2 and are available at the T3 database (triticeaetoolbox.org/barley).
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Estimates of h2 – calculated from a single generation and using non-genotypic error
estimates from replicated checks within unreplicated trials - were high, ranging from 0.75
– 1.00 for all traits (Table 4.2). Malt-12 and Malt-13 h2 estimates, respectively, were 0.81
and 0.75 for plump grain, 0.83 and 0.84 for grain protein, 0.97 and 0.94 for malt extract,
and 0.96 and 0.81 for wort β-glucan. The h2 estimates for all other malt quality traits
ranged from 0.94 – 1.00.

While the Oregon and Minnesota lines form fairly distinct groups based on overall
marker similarity (PCA results, Fig. 4.1), the histograms show that the phenotypic trait
distributions were mostly overlapping for all malt quality traits (Fig. 4.2). In a given trial,
the mean of the Minnesota lines was generally higher than the mean of the Oregon lines
for all traits except plump grain, malt extract, wort β-glucan, and heading date. The
heading date distributions were approximately bimodal (Minnesota mode early, Oregon
mode later) in both 2012 and 2013.

Based on scatterplots of malt quality traits versus heading date, most malt quality traits
appeared to have some relationship with heading date. The appearance of such a
relationship was strongest with α-amylase, which is used an as example in Fig. 4.3.
Scatterplots for the remaining traits are given in Supplemental Fig. C.1.
4.4.2 FAC-WIN6 panel structure and model selection – Q’s and K’s from All or PIC
marker subsets
FAC-WIN6 structure is visualized in scatterplots of the second principal component
(PC2) versus the first principal component (PC1) from PCA using either the All or PIC
marker subsets, as defined in the Materials and Methods (Fig. 4.1). The scatterplot of
PC2 vs PC1 from the PCA calculated using the All marker subset is taken from Belcher et
al. (2015). The plots representing the two marker subsets show the same general structure
patterns. There is a major separation between most of the Minnesota lines from the
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Oregon lines. As discussed in Belcher et al. (2015), this same separation is apparent in
PC3. Scatterplots of PC4 and subsequent PCs do not indicate any clear population
structure patterns.

Model selection results are summarized in Table 4.1. Most models used a Q calculated
from the All marker subset and a K calculated from the PIC subset. Heading date and
grain protein used a PIC-based Q and an All-based K. For soluble:total protein, we used
both a Q and K calculated from the PIC subset.
4.4.3 GWAS of ORvsMN dummy trait – post-analysis diagnostic to detect confounding
due to population structure between Oregon and Minnesota lines
Few to none of the markers significant for heading date or malt quality traits were more
significant for the ORvsMN dummy trait. The Q+K GWAS models were assumed to
adequately account for the population structure due to the breeding program origins of
the lines. No further attempts were made to control for population structure via the
GWAS model.

4.4.4 Heading date QTLs and co-locating genes
There were four heading date QTLs observed (Table 4.4; Fig. 4.4). Two of these QTLs
co-located with the genes PPD-H2 and VRN-H3, respectively. The other two QTLs,
QHd.FW6-3H and QHd.FW6-6H.1, did not co-locate with known photoperiod,
vernalization, earliness per se, or other known heading date genes. QHd.FW6-6H.1
consisted of a single marker.

4.4.5 Evidence for whether there is a relationship between heading date and malt quality
Scatterplots of malt quality phenotypes versus heading date revealed apparent
relationships (Fig. 4.3 and Supplemental Fig. C.1). In the manhattan plots, almost none of
the significant markers for malt quality traits had evidence of confounding with heading
date, based on significance of the same marker for heading date in any of the five fall-
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planted FAC-WIN6 trials, at the same location as reported in Belcher et al. (2015). These
comparisons are based on a heading date FDR of 10% with the data from Malt-12 and
Malt-13 trials, plus heading date data from one additional 2012 trial and two additional
2013 trials.

4.4.6 Malt quality QTLs, QTL confidences, effect estimates, and QTL novelty
With the exception of a 3H GWAS peak for plump grain (Supplemental Table C.1), all
malt quality GWAS peaks were designated as QTLs. Twenty-one malt quality QTLs
were observed (Table 4.5; Fig. 4.5, 4.6). Of these, there were three for plump grain, one
for grain protein, three for malt extract, one for wort β-glucan, seven for α-amylase, three
for diastatic power, and three for the soluble:total protein ratio. No QTLs were detected
for FAN. Four of the QTLs were detected in both years: QPl.FW6-2H (plump grain),
QMe.FW6-1H.2 (malt extract), QAa.FW6-5H.2 (α-amylase), and QSt.FW6-5H.2
(soluble:total).

Thirteen of the 21 QTLs were designated as having good confidence. At least one good
confidence QTL was detected for each malt quality trait except diastatic power. One QTL
was designated as low confidence: QPl.FW6-2H (plump grain). The remainder were
designated as fair confidence, and included all three diastatic power QTLs and two
soluble:total protein ratio QTLs: QSt.FW6-5H.1 and QSt.FW6-7H (heatmaps of
correlation diagnostics for all QTLs are presented in Supplemental Fig. C.2).

There was at least one malt quality QTL on each chromosome except for 3H (Table 4.5).
There were six malt quality QTLs on chromosome 5H, five on chromosome 4H, four on
1H, and three on 7H, and two each on 2H and 6H.

The QTL allele substitution effect sizes ranged from modest to moderate (Table 4.5). The
plump grain QTL effect estimates ranged from 3.6 – 10.5 %. The single QTLs for grain
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protein and wort β-glucan QTL had effect estimates of 0.7% and 150 μg/mL,
respectively. The three malt extract QTLs ranged in effect estimates from 1.2 – 2.0 %.
The α-amylase QTL effect estimates ranged from 8.8 – 14.0 20°DU (dextrinizing units),
while the three diastatic power QTLs ranged in effect estimates from 18.4 – 20.6 °ASBC.

Of the 21 malt quality QTLs, eight were apparently novel (Table 4.5). The previously
reported co-locating QTLs are mostly summarized in Mohammadi et al. (2015) and
Szucs et al. (2009). There was at least one novel QTLs for most traits: plump grain
(QPl.FW6-2H and QPl.FW6-6H), grain protein (QGp.FW6-5H), malt extract (QMe.FW61H.1), α-amylase (QAa.FW6-2H and QAa.FW6-4H.2), diastatic power (QDp.FW6-1H),
and soluble:total protein (QSt.FW6-5H.1).

4.4.7 Candidate genes
Four of the malt quality QTLs co-located with previously reported QTLs for which
candidate genes had already been determined (Table 4.6). For the remainder, we selected
a candidate gene for each malt quality QTL (Table 4.6) based on a combination of
annotations of nearby genes in the online database BARLEYMAP (Catalapiedra et al.,
2015) and candidate gene tissue-specific gene expression data in the barley online
database morexGenes (ics.hutton.ac.uk/morexGenes). We preferentially selected genes of
similar classes to those found in barley seed and malt proteomics or gene expression
reports (details for gene classes, including order of preference, detailed in the Materials
and Methods). All of the gene descriptions in Table 4.6 are putative. For plump grain and
grain protein, where we looked for genes upregulated in developing grain, the candidate
genes included one Pollen Ole e 1 allergen/extension protein (plump grain QTL QPlFW6-2H), while the candidate genes were of unknown functions for the remaining two
plump grain QTLs and one grain protein QTL. Across the candidate genes for malt
extract (three), wort β-glucan (one), α-amylase (six), and diastatic power (one), there
were eight glycosyl/glycoside hydrolases, one glucoamylase (diastatic power QTL
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QDp.FW6-1H), one α-amylase inhibitor (α-amylase QTL QAa.FW6-4H.2), and one
peptidase (i.e., potential α-amylase activator or other regulator, at α-amylase QTL
QAa.FW6-7H). For soluble:total protein QTL candidate genes, there was one peptidase
(QSt.FW6-5H.1) and one polypeptide with a proteasome component (PCI) domain
(QSt.FW6-5H.2).

4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Phenotypic values and distributions in the FAC-WIN6 panel
In general, the malt quality phenotypic data values and distributions show that the FACWIN6 lines are elite malting barley germplasm – thus a useful resource for developing
new malt varieties or mapping QTLs in a commercially relevant genetic background. The
key quality parameters determining if commercial grain will be accepted by a maltster are
the percentage of plump kernels, grain protein, and the percentage of skinned and broken
kernels. Within the panel, a large number of accessions met the AMBA criteria for
plump grain and grain protein. In terms of actual malt performance and AMBA
specifications thereof for 6-rowed barley (AMBA, 2014), the Minnesota lines were on
average better performers for α-amylase, diastatic power, the soluble:total protein ratio,
and free amino nitrogen (FAN) (Fig. 4.2). However, in general, the Oregon lines had an
equal or higher number of lines in all histogram bins for malt quality traits, relative to the
Minnesota lines. The two principal deficiencies in the germplasm as a whole were the
high levels of wort β-glucan and low levels of FAN. Low FAN levels, however, are
desired by all-malt brewers (AMBA, 2014), making this germplasm potentially attractive
to this burgeoning new market (brewersassociation.org).
Wort β-glucan levels were higher in Malt-12 and Malt-13, and the distributions for these
two experiments (Fig. 4.2) have markedly different skew: to the right (higher) in Malt-12
and left-skewed in Malt-13. Wort β-glucan was the only trait with such a notable change
in skew between years. We hypothesize that the difference is due to plot size and the
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consequent harvest procedure. In Malt-12, seed supply limitations necessitated the use of
small plots (1.9 m2), which could not be harvested with a plot combine. Instead, the plots
were harvested using a self-propelled plot Suzue binder and the bundles harvested in a
stationary Vogel thresher. For Malt-13, larger (8.9m2) plots were used, and these were
harvested using a Wintersteiger plot combine. The Vogel thresher causes more kernel
damage during threshing than the Wintersteiger combine, which could alter the rate of
water absorption, reduce seed vigor, and even cause seed death. Cumulatively, these
factors could lead to higher wort β-glucan as a consequence of poor modification.

The best FAC-WIN6 entries, in terms of overall malting quality profiles and yield, are
presented in Table 4.3 (with yield data reprinted from Belcher et al., 2015). The mean
values of these lines were within AMBA guidelines (AMBA, 2014) in at least one year
for all malt quality traits except wort β-glucan and FAN (Table 4.2). Some of the lines
were within AMBA guidelines in both years for all traits except wort β-glucan. Excluding
wort β-glucan, there were eight lines in Malt-12 and one line in Malt-13 (TCFW6-233)
that fell within the remaining AMBA trait requirements.

One of the advantages of GWAS is that genetic information can be extracted from elite
breeding materials. In this regard, the FAC-WIN6 panel results should be useful for the
marker-trait association breeding approaches that will be highlighted in the subsequent
discussion.

4.5.2 Structure of the FAC-WIN6 panel in relation to breeding program origin and malt
quality phenotypic distributions
In terms of structure patterns, there was a fairly distinct separation between most of the
Minnesota versus Oregon lines (Fig. 4.1). Around half of the Minnesota lines that appear
more closely related to the Oregon lines in this Figure do indeed have parents in common
with the Oregon lines (full pedigree data available at T3 and in Belcher et al., 2015).
Accounting for, and understanding patterns of, population structure is essential for
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reducing the likelihood of false positive QTLs (Bradbury et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2006;
Yang et al., 2014). However, in contrast to the structure, the histograms show that the
phenotypic trait distributions were subtly different between Minnesota and Oregon lines,
mostly overlapping for all malt quality traits (Fig. 4.2). The remaining structural patterns
were gradual distinctions between different Oregon breeding projects, also associated
with subtle differences in phenotype (Belcher et al., 2015).

4.5.3 Exploring the relationships between heading date and malting quality
Scatterplots of the malting quality trait vs heading date phenotypic data (Fig. 4.3,
Supplemental Fig. C.1) suggested relationships that merited deeper investigation in terms
of possible confounding effects. The manhattan plots, however, show that all of the
malting quality QTLs detected in this germplasm are independent of heading date (Fig.
4.5, 4.6). None of the markers significant for malting quality were also significant for
heading date. Two of the heading date QTLs were associated with VRN-H3 and PPD-H2,
loci of key importance in determining the target winter and facultative growth habits in
this germplasm (von Zitzewitz et al., 2011; Chutimanitsakun et al., 2013; MunozAmatriain et al., 2010a). Furthermore, we did not detect any malt quality QTLs colocating with VRN-H2, a pivotal locus in terms of winter vs. facultative growth habit
(Cuesta-Marcos et al., 2015). Therefore, selection for enhanced malting quality in this
germplasm should be mostly independent of growth habit and maturity. We observed
only one case of coincidence of a malting quality QTL coinciding with any of the with
the three reported low temperature tolerance (LTT) QTLs – FR-H1, Fr-H2, and FR-H3 –
reviewed by Fisk et al. (2013): QGp.FW6-5H (grain protein) with FR-H2. The
importance of this grain protein-LTT QTL can be determined by deeper genotyping of
FAC-WIN 6 germplasm to specifically access which accessions carry the target winterhardy haplotype at the complex locus of CBF genes that underlie the FR-H2 QTL (von
Zitzewitz et al., 2011). Furthermore, we can compare our results here with those from the
ongoing TCAP FAC-WIN6 LTT GWAS experiment (Belcher et al., 2015). As with
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growth habit, the available evidence indicates that simultaneous selection for maximum
low temperature tolerance and superior malting quality should be possible in this
germplasm, with the caveat that grain protein should be carefully monitored.

4.5.4 Relationships between heritabilities and QTLs
We estimated h2 in order to guide prioritizing GWAS analyses and as a quality control of
GWAS results. The number of QTLs per trait and the estimated effect sizes of the QTLs
(mainly moderate effects) were in the range of what is theoretically expected for a
smaller GWAS panel such as the FAC-WIN6 (Bradbury et al., 2007). However, we
observed a general lack of relationship between the number of QTLs/trait/trial (given the
QTL effect sizes) versus the estimated h2 of each trait within each trial. Almost all of the
h2 values were > 0.90. The only trait for which we did not detect QTLs from either trial,
FAN, had h2 estimates of 0.97-0.98. In contrast, for the two traits with the lowest
heritabilities, grain protein (0.83 ≤ h2 ≤ 0.84) and plump grain (0.75 ≤ h2 ≤ 0.81), we
detected one and three QTLs, respectively. For wort β-glucan, we detected one QTL in
the Malt-13 dataset, which had a h2 of 0.81. The h2 of the same trait in the Malt-12
dataset was 0.96, and we detected no QTLs.
This lack of QTLs from high h2 datasets may be due to the number of QTLs, their effect
sizes, the size of our panel, and our procedure for defining marker significance.
Continuing with the examples of the FAN and Malt-12 wort β-glucan datasets, there were
GWAS peaks, all with –log10(p) values similar (or slightly below) the values of many of
the significant markers for other trait QTLs in other datasets (Fig. 4.5, 4.6). Therefore
there may be QTLs for FAN and Malt-12 wort β-glucan, but these failed to reach our
significance criteria. As discussed in the preceding section “Phenotypic values and
distributions in the FAC-WIN6 panel,” threshing issues may have differentially affected
wort β-glucan in Malt-12. The lower quantile values of two of the three check lines in
Malt-12 versus Malt-13 wort β-glucan support this scenario. Lower Malt-12 check
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quantiles would be expected if the h2 was overestimated because the check lines were less
susceptible to threshing damage and thus led to an underestimate of the non-genotypic
variance. From Malt-12 to Malt-13, the quantiles of the three checks went from 0.03 to
0.21, 0.97 to 0.96, and 0.66 to 0.78. However, with only one year of data each from each
of the threshing regimes, these differences could be ascribed to genotype*environment
(year) interaction. Alternatively, given the GWAS panel size, and assuming that we
adequately accounted for population structure, simulation studies suggest that three QTLs
of modest effect size are around the detection limits of the statistical power of our
experiments (Bradbury et al., 2007). The power to detect a marker-trait association is also
dependent upon the strength of marker-trait linkage, and the FAC-WIN6 has strengths
and weaknesses in that regard. We have a high marker density, but we also have a narrow
germplasm base. Finally, by using the Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) FDR to define
marker significance, we limit our ability to detect modest-effect QTLs when moderate or
higher effect QTLs are not present in the same dataset. A better approach may be that
used for a similar GWAS experiment (small panel of elite breeding inbred lines, large
number of markers) by Mamidi et al. (2014): they determined significance level
empirically using a randomization test, facilitated by use of the fast and powerful GWAS
method GEMMA (Zhou and Stephens, 2012).

4.5.5 Malt quality QTL confidence levels and diagnostics
We used the diagnostics to look for two types of false positive QTLs: a) those which had
a statistically significant linear marker-trait relationship but not a biologically meaningful
relationship (referred to as “adventitious” GWAS peaks) and b) those due to population
structure-based marker collinearity that was not accounted for by the Q+K GWAS
model. We found one adventitious GWAS peak using Flapjack (Milne, 2010): for plump
grain (Fig. 4.5; Supplemental Table C.1). We did not find any evidence for population
structure marker collinearity-based false positives. The overall patterns of correlations
between phenotypes, markers, and PC1s did not show signs of QTL redundancy, and
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QTL VIFs were all quite low, mostly < 1.5. The lowest possible VIF value is 1 (linear
independence), and a VIF of 1.5 corresponds with an R2 of 0.33 (the R2 is from a linear
regression of that marker against all the other markers representing QTLs for that trait;
details in Materials and Methods).

4.5.6 Malt quality QTLs and candidate genes
The availability of tools for easily searching the barley genome sequence for candidate
genes, such as Barleymap (Cantalapiedra et al., 2015) and morexGenes
(ics.hutton.ac.uk/morexGenes) is useful, but speculative. Detailed structural and
functional studies are required to confirm candidacy. Bearing in mind the necessary
follow-up, we did find interesting candidate genes. We found, for example, genes
putatively encoding starch or protein digesting enzymes within 5 cM of a large fraction of
the QTLs, and genes encoding putative proteins or peptides associated with seed biology
traits for most of the remaining QTLs (Table 4.6). By using previously published malt
gene expression/proteomics data (Jin et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014; Schmitt et al., 2013;
Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2010a, b; Finnie et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2008; Finnie and
Svensson, 2009; Juge and Svensson, 2006; Jones, 2005) and the gene expression data at
morexGenes, we were able to narrow our candidate gene pools to the small fraction with
empirical evidence of specificity for malt and barley seed development or germination.
This demonstrates the utility of online database tools to quickly synthesize complex data
from broad approaches – QTLs, consensus maps, and –omics – to enrich new experiment
results with compound value for answering specific biological questions. Barley has a
wealth of such tools (Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2015; Szucs et al., 2009;
wheat.pw.usda.gov/GG3), some newly emerging (IBGSC, 2012; Mascher et al., 2013;
Ariyadasa et al., 2014; Blake et al., 2015, Catalapiedra et al., 2015,
ics.hutton.ac.uk/morexGenes), and thus a bright future for integrative approaches. Some
malt genetics experiments have already combined QTL mapping and –omics methods
with great success (Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2010a, b; Finnie et al., 2009).
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4.5.7 Malt quality QTL co-localization across traits
QTL co-localization between malt quality traits related to starch digestion has been
extensively reported (reviewed by Mohammadi et al., 2015; Szucs et al., 2009). We also
found co-locating QTLs for different starch digestion traits at three genomic locations.
The diastatic power QTL QDp.FW6-4H.1 co-located with the α-amylase QTL QAa.FW64H.1. Both were significant in Malt-12 but not Malt-13. These QTLs are near the known
malt quality-relevant genes d-TDP-glucose dehydratase and protein disulfide isomerase
(Szucs et al., 2009). The remaining two locations were both on chromosome 5H,
although approximately 120 cM apart, and involved the same two or three traits. The
soluble: total protein ratio QTL QSt.FW6-5H.2 co-located with the α-amylase QTL
QAa.FW6-4H.2. The soluble: total protein ratio QTL was observed in both Malt-12 and
Malt-13, while the α-amylase QTL was only observed in Malt-12.
Two other 5H QTLs for soluble:total protein and α-amylase, QSt.FW6-5H.1 and
QAa.FW6-5H.1, respectively, co-located with each other and with the wort β-glucan QTL
QBg.FW6-5H (Table 4.5). All three QTLs also co-locate with the barley seed dormancy
major QTL SD1/QSd1 (Sato et al., 2009; Ullrich et al., 2009). The β-glucan and
soluble:total QTLs each consisted of a single marker: SCRI_RS_205235 and 11_21133,
respectively (Table 4.5). The α-amylase QTL consisted of both of those markers. The
soluble: total protein ratio QTL was only observed in Malt-12, while the α-amylase and
β-glucan QTLs were only observed in Malt-13. A 3-D scatterplot for these three datasets,
comparing SCRI_RS_205235 and 11_21133 marker alleles, is given in Fig. 4.7. With the
exception of QSt.FW6-5H.1, all of the co-locating 5H QTLs also co-locate with QTLs
from previous reports (Oziel et al., 1996; Gutierrez et al., 2011; Islamovic et al., 2014;
Mohammadi et al., 2015). Co-locating QTLs could be due to linkage or pleiotropy –
determining which phenomenal is responsible requires deep re-sequencing and isolating
causal polymorphisms within the genes underlying the QTLs.
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4.5.8 Malt quality QTL novelty versus co-localization with previously reported
genes/QTLs
Of the malt quality QTLs we detected, 13 co-locate with previously reported genes or
QTLs for the same trait (Table 4.5). Most of these previously reported loci are
summarized in Mohammadi et al. (2015) and Szucs et al. (2009). There are a number of
shared experiment characteristics that allow for particularly informative and
straightforward comparison of our GWAS results to those of Mohammadi et al. (2015),
Gutierrez et al. (2011), and Szucs et al. (2009). For five of the QTLs detected in the
FAC-WIN6 panel, the QTLs co-locate with QTLs from Mohammadi et al. (2015) and
Gutierrez et al. (2011) that were detected using GWAS panels consisting of Minnesota
(Mohammadi et al., 2015) or Oregon (both references) breeding material closely related
to the FAC-WIN6 panel. Gutierrez et al. (2011) used three GWAS panels that included a
substantial number of lines that were later included in the FAC-WIN6. These lines are
highlighted in a figure reproduced from Gutierrez et al. (2011) (Supplemental Fig. C.3).
Furthermore, Mohammadi et al. (2015) used the same SNP marker set that we used here,
and Gutierrez et al. (2011) used a large subset of those markers. Finally, the Szucs et al.
(2009) experiment used and described SNP markers, included in our SNP assay, that
were developed to represent the known malt quality genes listed in the “known colocating loci” of Table 4.5. The novel QTLs we detected could be attributable, in part, to
genotype x environment interaction: the plump grain QTL QPl.FW6-2H was the only
novel malt quality QTL detected in multiple trials (Table 4.5).

4.5.9 Implications for future research
Our results are immediately useful for confirming the usefulness of GWAS for malt
quality QTL detection and, more specifically, will be useful in future breeding efforts via
MAS and/or genomic selection. Our experiments clearly show the utility of GWAS for
mapping malt quality QTLs: we found 21 QTLs, eight novel, despite a small panel size
and a narrow germplasm base. Although QTLs, as measured, are inherently germplasm-
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specific, the close co-localization of our QTLs with others reported in the literature,
particularly those mapped in unrelated germplasm, is good evidence of the veracity of
those other QTLs and their potential utility in different elite genetic backgrounds.

Due to expense (and time), malting quality is generally not measured every year, and it is
infrequently measured in early generations of selection. Therefore, marker-based
strategies enable the breeder to select for a QTL in years when that QTL is not expressed
or when the phenotype is not measured. For use of our reported QTLs in MAS, all of the
QTLs with good confidence are excellent targets, but higher marker density is desirable.
Unfortunately, most of the current barley SNP-based markers were developed based on
spring barley germplasm (Szucs et al., 2009; Close et al., 2009; Comadran et al., 2012).
Therefore, genotyping by sequencing (GBS) may be a more suitable future strategy for
winter and facultative barley genotyping. In the short term, with the current marker data,
we could select for specific QTLs in subsets of the FAC-WIN6 panel in which the
favorable allele is consistently segregating with the trait (based on pedigrees in Belcher et
al., 2015). Selection of FAC-WIN6 lines with the best across-malt QTL haplotypes could
also be combined with results from other TCAP FAC-WIN6 GWAS experiments
involving disease resistance, low temperature tolerance, and nitrogen use efficiency. If
we can use GWAS results to capture all (or as many as possible) of these traits in future
facultative malting barley releases, we can provide all of the features that “sustainable”
ideally encompasses: reduced chemical inputs, food security, and, for growers, economic
sustainability.

Finally, the FAC-WIN6 could be useful as a genomic selection training population. The
size of the panel is adequate, and its structure is appropriate: collections of segregating
lines from breeding projects, many with overlapping or closely related parents (Belcher et
al., 2015). Genomic selection in barley has been optimized in simulation (Iwata and
Jannink, 2011; Lorenz et al., 2012) and demonstrated to be effective for other barley
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traits (Sallam et al., 2015). Our reported QTLs demonstrate that the FAC-WIN6 panel
can detect strong marker-trait associations, and the problems with QTL significance for
QTLs with smaller effect sizes is not an issue with genomic selection, so long as the
genomic selection training population is large enough to detect marker-trait association
for a high proportion of genome-wide phenotypic variance.
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4.8 Figures

Figure 4.1. Major population structure in the FAC-WIN6 panel, as assessed by
principle component analysis (PCA) of SNP genetic marker data. Scatterplots of the
second principal component (PC2) versus the first principal component (PC1) from PCA
created using (A) the “All” or full marker dataset (reproduced from Belcher et al., 2015)
and (B) the “PIC” marker subset, which has a consistent marker density (one marker per
0.73 cM bin), with markers selected to optimize informativeness (method details in
Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2014). Both marker sets use a minor allele frequency (MAF)
minimum of 5%.
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Figure 4.2. Histograms of phenotypic values from representative trials. (A) Malt-12
heading date. (B) Malt-13 heading date. (C) Malt-12 plump grain. (D) Malt-13 plump
grain. (E) Malt-12 grain protein. (F) Malt-13 grain protein. (G) Malt-12 malt extract. (H)
Malt-13 malt extract. (I) Malt-12 wort β-glucan. (J) Malt-13 wort β-glucan. Histograms
for all phenotypes from Malt-12, Malt-13, and all other FAC-WIN6 trials can be readily
created with in-browser data analysis and visualization tools in T3, the TCAP online
database (triticeaetoolbox.org/barley).
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Figure 4.2. Histograms of phenotypic values from representative trials. (Continued)
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Figure 4.3. Scatterplot of Malt-12 α-amylase versus heading date.
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Figure 4.4. Manhattan plots of heading date GWAS, annotated with QTLs and co-locating known genes affecting heading
date (genes for photoperiod and vernalization). (A) Heading date from Malt-12. (B) Heading date from Malt-13.
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Figure 4.5. Manhattan plots for GWAS results, annotated with QTLs, from (A) Malt-12 plump grain, (B) Malt-13 plump
grain, (C) Malt-12 grain protein, (D) Malt-13 grain protein, (E) Malt-12 malt extract, (F) Malt-13 malt extract, (G) Malt-12
wort β-glucan, and (H) Malt-13 wort β-glucan.
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Figure 4.5. Manhattan plots for GWAS results, annotated with QTLs, from (A) Malt-12 plump grain, (B) Malt-13 plump
grain, (C) Malt-12 grain protein, (D) Malt-13 grain protein, (E) Malt-12 malt extract, (F) Malt-13 malt extract, (G) Malt-12
wort β-glucan, and (H) Malt-13 wort β-glucan. (Continued)
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Figure 4.6. Manhattan plots for GWAS results, annotated with QTLs, from (A) Malt-12 α-amylase, (B) Malt-13 α-amylase,
(C) Malt-12 diastatic power, (D) Malt-13 diastatic power, (E) Malt-12 soluble:total protein, (F) Malt-13 soluble:total
protein, (G) Malt-12 free amino nitrogen (FAN), and (H) Malt-13 FAN.
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Figure 4.6. Manhattan plots for GWAS results, annotated with QTLs, from (A) Malt-12 α-amylase, (B) Malt-13 α-amylase,
(C) Malt-12 diastatic power, (D) Malt-13 diastatic power, (E) Malt-12 soluble:total protein, (F) Malt-13 soluble:total
protein, (G) Malt-12 free amino nitrogen (FAN), and (H) Malt-13 FAN. (Continued)
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Figure 4.7. 3-D scatterplots of datasets in which the co-locating QTLs QSt.FW65H.1, QAa.FW6-5H.1, and QBg.FW6-5H were detected, including QTL marker
genotypes. (A) Malt-12 α-amylase vs wort β-glucan vs soluble:total protein, marker
SCRI_RS_205235 alleles. (B) Malt-13 α-amylase vs wort β-glucan vs soluble:total,
SCRI_RS_205235 alleles. (C) Malt-13 α-amylase vs Malt-13 wort β-glucan vs Malt-12
soluble:total, SCRI_RS_205235 alleles. (D) Malt-12 α-amylase vs wort β-glucan vs
soluble:total, 11_21133 alleles. (E) Malt-13 α-amylase vs wort β-glucan vs soluble:total,
11_21133 alleles. (F) Malt-13 α-amylase vs Malt-13 wort β-glucan vs Malt-12
soluble:total, 11_21133 alleles. QBg.FW6-5H and QSt.FW6-5H.1 consist of
SCRI_RS_205235 and 11_21133, respectively, and QAa.FW6-5H.1 consists of both
markers. QSt.FW6-5H.1 was significant in Malt-12 only, while QAa.FW6-5H.1 and
QBg.FW6-5H were significant in Malt-13 only. For each marker, effect estimates indicate
that the same allele was consistently favorable across all traits and trials (data not shown).
For soluble:total, the target level is a range: 42-47 % (AMBA, 2014). In the graphs, the
“favorable” allele for soluble:total is the allele with a positive effect estimate. This is
because far more FAC-WIN6 lines were below the target phenotype range than above it
in both Malt-12 and Malt-13 (data available on T3, triticeaetoolbox.org/barley).
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Figure 4.7. 3-D scatterplots of datasets in which the co-locating QTLs QSt.FW6-5H.1, QAa.FW6-5H.1, and QBg.FW6-5H
were detected, including QTL marker genotypes. (Continued)
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4.9 Tables
Table 4.1. Nomenclature for accessing Malt-12 and Malt-13 data at T3, the TCAP online database, along with names of
marker subsets used for final GWAS parameters of each trait. All T3 data are free for download or in-browser analysis and
summary using T3 tools. Nomenclature for accessing FAC-WIN6 line information is detailed in Belcher et al. (2015).
Marker subset used for final GWAS
model parameter†
Category
experiment
trait

Named used in this report
Malt-12
Malt-13
heading date (Julian)
plump grain
grain protein
malt extract
wort β-glucan
α-amylase
diastatic power
soluble:total protein
FAN

T3 name
TCFW6-NUEhighN_2012_Corvallis
TCFW6-NUEhighN_2013_Corvallis
heading date (Julian)
breeders plump grain
breeders grain protein
malt extract
malt beta-glucan
alpha amylase
diastatic power
soluble protein/total protein
free amino nitrogen

Q
PIC
All
PIC
All
All
All
All
PIC
PIC

K
All
PIC
All
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC
PIC

† Q, matrix of the first three principal components of a principal component analysis of the marker dataset; K, kinship matrix; All,
set of all markers, but with a minor allele frequency (MAF) minimum of 5%; PIC, marker subset with consistent marker density
(one marker per 0.73 cM bin), where the optimal marker for each bin was selected using the polymorphism information content
(PIC) method of Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014), after which a MAF minimum of 5% was applied.
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Table 4.2. Means, ranges, and heritabilities of phenotypic data from Malt-12 and Malt-13 (values reproduced from Belcher
et al., 2015).

Trait
heading date (Julian)
plump grain
grain protein
malt extract
wort β-glucan
α-amylase
diastatic power
soluble:total protein
FAN††

Unit
days
%
%
%
μg/mL
20°DU#
°ASBC
%
μg/mL

Trial
Malt-12
Minimum
95.0
64.0
8.4
73.3
154.9
26.2
57.6
29.4
92.1

Mean
122.3
95.0‡
11.1
79.3
567.9
61.7
109.0
40.8¶
175.9

Maximum
134.0
99.2
14.0
83.4
989.5
102.8
206.0
51.7
260.7

h†
0.98
0.81
0.83
0.97
0.96
0.98
1.00
0.96
0.97
2

Malt-13
Minimum
89.3
47.3§
7.9
74.9
27.5
35.7
53.7
30.8
94.3

Mean
114.2
92.5
9.6
80.1
280.0
71.5
108.1
40.3
169.8

Maximum
124.3
99.3
12.5
85.5
821.0
122.0
196.0
54.7
275.8

h2
1.00
0.75
0.84
0.94
0.81
0.95
0.95
0.94
0.98

† h2 values are unrelated to expected genetic gain from selection. They were calculated as the ratio of genotypic variation (total
phenotypic variation – experimental error estimated from replicated checks):total phenotypic variation within unreplicated trials of
the FAC-WIN6 GWAS panel (all FAC-WIN6 lines were fixed at time of these experiments). Our main purposes in calculating
them were for GWAS result diagnostics and interpretation.
‡ Bold text indicates values which fell within AMBA recommended ranges for 6-rowed malt barley (AMBA, 2014).
§ Value of naked line. The FAC-WIN6 has a single naked line, TCFW6-257. Minimum value for the remaining lines was 51.6 %
plump grain. All of the other minimum and maximum values for all traits in this table represent hulled lines – i.e., the values for
TCFW6-257 fall within the remaining ranges in the table.
¶ AMBA recommended range for soluble:total protein is 42-47% (AMBA, 2014), and thus some of the lines fell within that range
in both Malt-12 and Malt-13.
# DU, dextrinizing units.
†† FAN, free amino nitrogen.
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Table 4.3. Malt-13 malting data highlights for select FAC-WIN6 lines. A sample of malt quality and yield data for the FACWIN6 lines with the best malting quality. Yield data from Belcher et al. (2015). Data from all FAC-WIN6 trials, including yield
and malt quality data, are available on the TCAP online database, T3 (triticeaetoolbox.org/barley).
Wort βglucan α-amylase
(μg/mL) (20°DU†)

T3 line name

Plump
grain
(%)

Grain
protein
(%)

Malt
extract
(%)

TCFW6-026

95

8.7

82.1

187

91

127

TCFW6-201

97

10.4

80.0

125

89

TCFW6-216

87

10.1

79.2

85

TCFW6-217

95

10.8

81.5

TCFW6-233

85

9.9

TCFW6-256

94

TCFW6-298

93

† DU, dextrinizing units.
‡FAN, free amino nitrogen.

Diastatic
power
(°ASBC)

Soluble:total
protein (%)

FAN‡
(μg/mL)

Yield
(kg/ha)

Growth
habit

42.1

192

8,735

facultative

149

43.0

237

6,885

facultative

86

128

43.1

211

6,408

facultative

132

132

136

46.3

228

7,454

facultative

82.0

111

111

163

42.9

209

7,695

facultative

9.4

82.2

94

94

137

43.2

192

7,429

facultative

9.3

78.9

204

82

123

44.6

188

6,883

facultative
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Table 4.4. Heading date QTLs corresponding with malt quality field trials.
Effect estimate (days)
Trial
Confidence† Name
high
PPD-H2
good
QHd.FW6-3H

Chromosome &
location (cM)‡
1H 98
3H 76

No.
markers
3
4

fair
high

6H 18
7H 43

1
7

QHd.FW6-6H.1
VRN-H3

Marker (Allele)
11_20153 (A)
SCRI_RS_13780 (G),
SCRI_RS_162539 (A)
SCRI_RS_186897 (A)
11_10576 (A)

Malt-12
6.3
ns¶

Malt-13
5.9
11.1

ns
6.6

6.2
6.1

† System for assigning QTL confidence is detailed in Materials and Methods.
‡ Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
§ Known heading date loci summarized in Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2010a).
¶ ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.

Known co-locating
genes/QTLs§
PPD-H2

VRN-H3
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Table 4.5. Malt quality QTLs.
VIF§

Effect Estimate
Trial
Chromosome &
location (cM)‡

No.
markers

QPl.FW6-2H

2H 23

3

good

QPl.FW6-6H

6H 140

good

QPl.FW6-7H

grain protein good

QGp.FW6-5H

malt extract

good
good

fair
good

Trait

Confidence
†
QTL name

plump grain low

wort βglucan

Lines

Marker (Allele)

Unit

Malt-12

Malt-13

All

%

6.72

10.53

1.03 1.00 1.02

1

SCRI_RS_185319est¶
(C)
SCRI_RS_144034 (T)

3.58

ns#

1.02 1.00 1.11

7H 139

1

SCRI_RS_4520 (A)

ns

4.68

5H 91

1

SCRI_RS_147762est (G) %

ns

0.65

QMe.FW6-1H.1 1H 73
QMe.FW6-1H.2 1H 106

2
4

SCRI_RS_138527 (T)
12_30509 (C),
SCRI_RS_106754 (T)

1.96
1.41

ns
1.21

QMe.FW6-4H
QBg.FW6-5H

1
1

SCRI_RS_194525est (G)
SCRI_RS_205235 (A)
μg/mL

1.42
ns

ns
149.8

1.02 1.00 1.11 Szucs et al. (2009) from
Mather et al. (1997)
N/A N/A N/A
††
1.14 1.21 1.05
1.37 1.25 1.02 Mohammadi et al. (2015);
Gutierrez et al. (2011);
Islamovic et al. (2014)
1.21 1.04 1.06 Walker et al. (2013)
N/A N/A N/A Islamovic et al. (2014)

4H 70
5H 52

%

OR

MN

Known co-locating loci
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Table 4.5. Malt quality QTLs. (Continued)
Effect estimate

VIF§

Trial

Lines

Trait

Confidence
†
QTL name

Chromosome &
location (cM)‡

No.
markers

Marker (Allele)

Unit

Malt-12

Malt-13

All

α-amylase

good

QAa.FW6-2H

2H 99

1

11_10214 (C)

20°DU
‡‡

14.0

ns

1.73 1.04 1.72

good

QAa.FW6-4H.1

4H 60

11

SCRI_RS_176091 (C)

9.6

ns

fair

QAa.FW6-4H.2

4H 100

2

ns

8.8

good
good

QAa.FW6-5H.1
QAa.FW6-5H.2

5H 55
5H 180

2
12

11_20454 (G),
SCRI_RS_131671 (G)
SCRI_RS_205235 (G)
SCRI_RS_151407 (T)

1.73 1.60 1.06 Islamovic et al. (2014); dTDP-glucose dehydratase,
Szucs et al. (2009)
1.38 1.23 N/A

ns
12.5

11.8
11.4

good

QAa.FW6-6H

6H 86

4

ns

11.0

good

QAa.FW6-7H

7H 33

2

20.3

ns

1.41 1.46 N/A Oziel et al. (1996)

fair

QDp.FW6-1H

1H 6

14

SCRI_RS_139297est (C),
SCRI_RS_204404est (G)
11_10451 (A),
SCRI_RS_106456 (A)
SCRI_RS_142714est (A) °ASBC

1.05 1.06 1.07 Oziel et al. (1996)
1.59 1.36 1.73 Mohammadi et al. (2015);
Marquez-Cedillo et al. (2000);
Gutierrez et al. (2011)
1.38 1.04 1.08 Mohammadi et al. (2015)

20.6

ns

1.33 1.01 1.03

fair

QDp.FW6-4H.1

4H 54

1

12_30427 (A)

18.5

ns

fair

QDp.FW6-4H.2

4H 129

1

11_10387 (C)

15.0

18.4

1.34 1.00 1.05 d-TDP-glucose dehydratase,
Szucs et al. (2009)
1.02 1.00 1.05 Mohammadi et al. (2015);
Oziel et al. (1996) ; Betaamylase – Szucs et al. (2009)

diastatic
power

OR

MN

Known co-locating loci
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Table 4.5. Malt quality QTLs. (Continued)

Trait

Confidence
†
QTL name

soluble:total fair
protein
good

fair

Effect estimate

VIF§

Trial

Lines

Chromosome &
location (cM)‡

No.
markers

Marker (Allele)

Unit

Malt-12

Malt-13

All

QSt.FW6-5H.1

5H 59

1

11_21133 (T)

%

2.84

ns

1.09 1.10 1.08

QSt.FW6-5H.2

5H 184

13

SCRI_RS_10702 (T)

3.93

3.55

QSt.FW6-7H

7H 72

1

11_11348 (T)

3.33

ns

1.03 1.04 1.11 Mohammadi et al. (2015);
Marquez-Cedillo et al. (2000);
Zhou et al. (2012)
1.07 1.06 1.15 Sucrose synthase 1 – Szucs et
al. (2009)

OR

MN

Known co-locating loci

† System for assigning QTL confidence is detailed in Materials and Methods.
‡ Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
§ VIF, variance inflation factor. The lowest possible value is 1 (linear independence). Higher values indicate greater linear
dependence of the marker of interest versus the other markers representing QTLs for the same trait (one representative marker per
QTL). All, calculated across all lines; OR, calculated across Oregon lines only; MN, calculated across Minnesota lines only.
¶ The est superscript indicates that location on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map was estimated using location
on map from Comadran et al. (2012) and Tondelli et al. (2013).
# ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.
†† N/A, not applicable. VIFs are for comparing multiple QTLs for the same trait.
‡‡ DU, dextrinizing units.
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Table 4.6. Malt quality QTL candidate genes.
Candidate gene‡
Trait
plump grain

grain protein

malt extract

wort β-glucan
α-amylase

QTL name

Chromosome &
location (cM)†
23
140
139
91

Marker (Allele)

Gene identifier

Description

SCRI_RS_185319est§

(C)
SCRI_RS_144034 (T)
SCRI_RS_4520 (A)
SCRI_RS_147762est (G)

AK359091
AK373910
MLOC_36410
AK363226

Pollen Ole e 1 allergen/extension (Hu et al., 2014)
None [morexGenes clear grain development-specific expression]
None [morexGenes clear grain development-specific expression]
None [morexGenes gives homology to Rice PP6 Putative Serine
Carboxypeptidase homologue, expressed]

SCRI_RS_138527 (T)
12_30509 (C),
SCRI_RS_106754 (T)
SCRI_RS_194525est (G)
SCRI_RS_205235 (A)
11_10214 (C)
SCRI_RS_176091 (C)

MLOC_44074
MLOC_63903

Glycoside hydrolase, family 17
Glycoside hydrolase, family 9

MLOC_24253
AK248370.1
AK376058

QPl.FW6-2H
QPl.FW6-6H
QPl.FW6-7H
QGp.FW6-5H

2H
6H
7H
5H

QMe.FW6-1H.1
QMe.FW6-1H.2

1H 73
1H 106

QMe.FW6-4H
QBg.FW6-5H
QAa.FW6-2H
QAa.FW6-4H.1

4H
5H
2H
4H

QAa.FW6-4H.2

4H 100

11_20454 (G),
SCRI_RS_131671 (G)

MLOC_65022

QAa.FW6-5H.1
QAa.FW6-5H.2

5H 55
5H 180

SCRI_RS_205235 (G)
SCRI_RS_151407 (T)

AK248370.1
MLOC_59070

QAa.FW6-6H

6H 86

MLOC_65251

QAa.FW6-7H

7H 33

SCRI_RS_139297est (C),
SCRI_RS_204404est (G)
11_10451 (A),
SCRI_RS_106456 (A)

Glycoside hydrolase, family 17; X8
Glycoside hydrolase, family 81
Glycoside hydrolase, family 28; Parallel beta-helix repeat
Co-locates with known gene: d-TDP-glucose dehydratase, protein
disulfide isomerase – Szucs et al. (2009)
Cereal seed allergen/trypsin and alpha-amylase inhibitor, conserved
site; plant lipid transfer protein/seed storage/trypsin-alpha amylase
inhibitor; cereal seed allergen/grain softness/trypsin and alphaamylase inhibitor
Glycoside hydrolase, family 81
Glycosyl hydrolases family 32, N-terminal; Glycosyl hydrolase
family 32, C-terminal
Glycoside hydrolase, family 47

MLOC_9144

Peptidase S16, Lon C-terminal

70
52
99
60
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Table 4.6. Malt quality QTL candidate genes. (Continued)
Candidate gene‡
Trait

QTL name

Chromosome &
location (cM)† Marker (Allele)

diastatic power QDp.FW6-1H
1H 6
QDp.FW6-4H.1 4H 54

soluble:total
protein

QDp.FW6-4H.2 4H 129
QSt.FW6-5H.1 5H 59

11_10387 (C)
11_21133 (T)

QSt.FW6-5H.2
QSt.FW6-7H

SCRI_RS_10702 (T)
11_11348 (T)

5H 184
7H 72

Gene identifier

SCRI_RS_142714est (A) MLOC_10384
12_30427 (A)

MLOC_53144
AK252411.1

Description
Glucoamylase, putative
Co-locates with known gene: d-TDP-glucose dehydratase, protein disulfide
isomerase – Szucs et al. (2009)
Co-locates with known gene: Beta-amylase – Szucs et al. (2009)
Peptidase S24/S26A/S26B
Proteasome component (PCI) domain
Co-locates with known gene: Sucrose synthase 1 – Szucs et al. (2009)

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ Candidate genes were found by searching at the BARLEYMAP online database (Cantalapiedra et al., 2015). Gene identifier and
description are taken from BARLEYMAP. Each candidate genes was selected from within a 5 cM window on either side of the
representative marker’s location on the Barley Physical Map (IBGSC, 2012) or POPSEQ (Mascher et al., 2013) map. Selection for
each candidate gene was based on both gene description class, with special focus on classes found in malt proteomics and gene
expression experiments (Jin et al., 2013; Jin et al., 2014; Schmitt et al., 2013; Munoz-Amatriain et al., 2010a, b; Finnie et al., 2009;
Silva et al., 2008; Finnie and Svensson, 2009; Juge and Svensson, 2006; Jones, 2005), and upregulation of gene expression in
developing grain and/or embryos of germinating grains according to the morexGenes barley RNA-seq database
(ics.hutton.ac.uk/morexGenes).
§ The est superscript indicates that location on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map was estimated using location
on map from Comadran et al. (2012) and Tondelli et al. (2013).
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
To start our overall conclusions, we summarize the basic successes and complications we
had in mapping QTLs with the TCAP FAC-WIN6 GWAS panel. In chapter 3, we were
able to successfully detect 14 barley stripe rust resistance QTLs, including four “QTLs”
for qualitative race-specific resistance to races common to western Oregon (one “QTL”
was also detected in our adult-plant field resistance trials), along with twelve additional
QTLs specific to our adult-plant field resistance trials. At least four of these QTLs appear
to be novel, and all of them were heading date-independent. As expected from the trait
summaries from chapter 2, there appeared to be population structure issues with the
barley stripe rust datasets for which the GWAS model could not fully account,
particularly within the adult-plant field resistance datasets. Six of our QTLs were low
confidence, all of them adult-plant field resistance QTLs. Our post-analysis diagnostics
were effective at detecting and evaluating GWAS false positives. Compared to our 14
designated QTLs, 18 other GWAS peaks were designated as null confidence, i.e.
specious. Unfortunately, the post-analysis diagnostics were able to identify evidence of
further false positives amongst the designated adult-plant field resistance QTLs, but could
not confidently eliminate them from the final reported QTLs. Still, we hope the QTL
confidence levels will be effective and succinct guides to our use of the QTLs in future
breeding projects, as well as to barley geneticists studying the genetics of barley stripe
rust resistance. We also note that the method for designating QTL confidence was
partially subjective and therefore susceptible to human error, but, in the case that
incorrect judgements were made, we also provide our evidence for designations as well
as locus information for all GWAS peaks that were not designated as QTLs.

The results from chapter 4 were more straight-forward. As expected from the phenotypic
distributions in chapter 2, the GWAS model appeared to adequately account for
population structure and prevent false positives. We detected 21 malt quality QTLs
across seven traits, and eight of those QTLs appeared to be novel. Our post-analysis
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diagnostics show almost no evidence of collinearity between QTLs for the same trait, and
only one GWAS peak was designated as null confidence, but not based on population
structure. Finally, based on the population structure and trait distributions, we discuss the
FAC-WIN6’s potential as a genomic selection training/validation population.

Next, for the bulk of our general conclusions, we focus on the three major reasons we
consider the results of this dissertation to be valuable, as details in chapter 1. The first
reason was that the FAC-WIN6 maps QTLs in an underrepresented gene pool,
facultative/winter 6-rowed barleys. This allows us to both map novel QTLs and, for our
QTLs co-locating with those mapped in other gene pools, validate how robust previously
mapped QTLs are across genetic backgrounds. In total, our GWAS experiments with the
FAC-WIN6 detected 14 QTLs for barley stripe rust (incited by the fungus Puccinia
striiformis f. sp. hordei) resistance and 21 QTLs for malt quality, across 13 traits. At least
four of our stripe rust QTLs were novel, and eight of our malt quality QTLs were novel.
Most of those which were not novel co-located with QTLs from spring or 2-rowed barley
gene pools. All effect estimates were of modest to moderate effect. Given our
heritabilities, these results are in the expected range under the statistical power of a
GWAS panel the size of the FAC-WIN6 (Bradbury et al., 2011). Moreover, we provided
a brief designation of our confidence of the veracity of each QTL, defined with regard to
application in marker-assisted selection (MAS) or in comparison with QTLs identified in
other germplasm.
The second reason for this work’s value was that the germplasm release demonstrates the
quality of the data - based on means, ranges, and heritabilities - we obtained for the
TCAP FAC-WIN6 nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) GWAS experiment, which is one of
the only barley NUE QTL experiments using elite barley or field trials, as well as the
only barley NUE QTL experiment in winter 6-rowed barley. However, beyond NUE, in
chapter 2, the germplasm release also increases the research value of the FAC-WIN6 by
making it more accessible. The summary data clearly demonstrate its properties. The
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FAC-WIN6 genotypic and phenotypic data, like all TCAP data, are available at the
TCAP online database, T3 (Blake et al., 2015). However, the germplasm release provides
information for easily navigating across FAC-WIN6 trials at T3, as well as a full
description of the breeding history of the FAC-WIN6 lines (not found at T3), which are
useful in interpreting GWAS results or in selecting lines for parents. Also not available at
T3, the germplasm release includes heritabilities for all phenotypic datasets, which can
aid other researchers in prioritizing GWAS efforts, as we used them in chapters 3 and 4.
The third major reason for this dissertation’s results’ value involves the conclusions from
chapter 3: the summary of our race-specific resistance and adult-plant field resistance
QTLs, when compared with historical western Oregon P. striiformis f. sp. hordei race
surveys and the FAC-WIN6 breeding history from chapter 2. These comparisons suggest
that the Oregon State University facultative/winter 6-rowed breeding project may have
inadvertently selected for race-specific qualitative resistance - presumably less durable
(Mundt, 2014) - when ostensibly selecting for quantitative resistance in disease nurseries.
The strategy used had been to select plants or lines with very low disease, measured as
percent diseased leaf area on a per-plant or per-plot basis. This only indirectly selects for
quantitative resistance and can accidentally select for qualitative resistance to a subset of
races in the field. However, the direct selection requires collecting data for “slow-rusting”
phenotypes, which is tedious and infeasible for trials with large numbers of genotypes,
such as early generation breeding nurseries. We provide suggestions for how to
efficiently select for quantitative resistance by strategically taking indirect and direct
phenotypes across the breeding process.
Our closing conclusions regard these chapters’ contributions to the sustainability goals of
the TCAP. The value of the stripe rust resistance QTLs to developing sustainable barleys
is clear, as are the related suggestions for improving selection for quantitative resistance.
The contributions of chapter 4, the malt QTL chapter, are less direct. Barley can be useful
in diversifying crop rotations. However, it is far more appealing to growers when it can
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be sold for malt, which has a substantial price premium (Mohammadi et al., 2015). More
important, fall-planted barley is in principle more sustainable than spring-planted barley,
as fall-planted barley can exploit fall-winter water and mineral resources and thus reduce
growers’ applications in the rest of the growing season. The currently recommended malt
barley varieties are predominantly if not all spring types. Thus, the development and
demonstration of high-performing winter and facultative malt barleys, like the FACWIN6, creates a growers’ option that is both environmentally and economically
sustainable.
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Appendix A – Supplemental Materials for Chapter 2

Figure A.1 Supplemental Fig. S1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of full FACWIN6 panel. Scatterplot of A, the third versus the first principal components and B, the
third versus the second principal components from the PCA of the full 300-line FACWIN6 panel, based on SNP data.
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Figure A.2 Supplemental Fig. S2. Minor allele frequency versus consensus map
position of polymorphic mapped markers. From the publicly available SNP marker
data for the full 300-line FAC-WIN6, for each chromosome, a plot of the minor allele
frequency of each polymorphic marker versus that marker’s position on the barley
consensus map used by T3 (Muñoz-Amatriaín et al., 2014).
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Figure A.2 Supplemental Fig. S2. Minor allele frequency versus consensus map
position of polymorphic mapped markers.
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Table A.1 Supplemental Data S1. Full breeding history of all FAC-WIN6 lines.
(Excel workbook. Too large to print. Available online at https://dl-sciencesocietiesorg.ezproxy.proxy.library.oregonstate.edu/publications/jpr/supplements/9/411supplement1.xlsx)
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Table A.2 Supplemental Data S2. Means, ranges, and other statistics for all T3
FAC-WIN6 phenotypic datasets.
(Excel workbook. Too large to print. Available online at https://dl-sciencesocietiesorg.ezproxy.proxy.library.oregonstate.edu/publications/jpr/supplements/9/411supplement2.xlsx)
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Appendix B – Supplemental Materials for Chapter 3

Figure B.1. Supplemental Fig. S1. Histograms of seedling race-specific BSR reaction
types from (A) PSH-33, (B) PSH-46, and (C) PSH-51. Effect estimates are on a 0-9
ordinal scale, where lower values indicate a more resistant reaction (Line et al., 1974;
Chen and Penman, 2005).
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Figure B.2. Supplemental Fig. S2. Histograms of seedling race-specific BSR reaction
types from (A) PSH-71 and (B) PSH-72. Effect estimates are on a 0-9 ordinal scale,
where lower values indicate a more resistant reaction (Line et al., 1974; Chen and
Penman, 2005).
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Figure B.3. Supplemental Fig. S3. Histograms of heading date from all adult-plant field trials. (A) NUEH-12. (B) NUEL-12.
(C) BSR-13. (D) BSR-14. NUEH-12 and NUEL-12 are used as heading date proxies for BSR-12. Heading date was not recorded in
BSR-12, and NUEH-12 and NUEL-12 were FAC-WIN6 trials planted near BSR-12 on the same farm and using the same seed
source. NUEH-12 and NUEL-12 are nitrogen use efficiency high N (standard recommended) and low N (70% of standard) trials,
respectively. They were managed identically to BSR-12, outside of: using two-row plots versus one-row in BSR-12, receiving the
standard regionally recommended fungicide application for control of BSR, and the reduced N application in NUEL-12.
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Figure B.4. Supplemental Fig. S4. Histograms of BSR severity from all adult-plant
field trials. (A) BSR-12. (B) BSR-13. (C) BSR-14. Severity measured as % diseased leaf
area on a per plot basis.
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Figure B.5. Supplemental Fig. S5. Correlations heat map between phenotypes, PC1,
and “QTL” representative marker for race-specific qualitative resistance in PSH33, PSH-46, and PSH-51. Qualitative resistance is on a 0-9 ordinal scale, where lower
values indicate a more resistant reaction (Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005).
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Figure B.6. Supplemental Fig. S6. Correlations heat map between phenotypes, PC1,
and “QTL” representative markers for race-specific qualitative resistance in PSH71 and PSH-72. Qualitative resistance is on a 0-9 ordinal scale, where lower values
indicate a more resistant reaction (Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005).
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Table B.1. Supplemental Table S1. Isolates collected in and adjacent to BSR-14 –
races and germplasm from which they were isolated. Race testing conducted as
described in Line et al. (1974) and Chen and Penman (2005).
Isolate Infection Germplasm
Trial
Isolate race
type
name
Germplasm pedigree
BSR-14 14-240 PSH-33 7-8
Robust
Morex/Manker
Nursery 14-231 PSH-39 7-8

DH133439 DH 10.0655/Tamalpais

Nursery 14-233 PSH-33 7-8
Nursery 14-234 PSH-39 7-8

DH132429 Tibet black 8///Luca/Merlin//Luca
DH133313 Alba/Color-F4-SSD-151 (OWBD/Calisib#L/M//L)

Nursery 14-235 PSH-44 5-7

DH133638 DH 10.0655/Color-F4-SSD-034
(Tibet violet 1#L/M//L) (6row)
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Table B.2. Supplemental Table S2. BSR race-specific qualitative effect null
confidence GWAS peaks against races PSH-33, PSH-46, and PSH-51. Effect
estimates are on a 0-9 ordinal scale, where lower values indicate a more resistant reaction
(Line et al., 1974; Chen and Penman, 2005). Therefore, because there is no consistent
unit across the scale, the QTL effect estimates are not directly interpretable. Null
confidence was designated based on a clear lack of biologically meaningful marker-trait
relationship as observed in Flapjack (Milne et al., 2010).

Chromosome &
location (cM)†
1H 50
1H 143
2H 8

No.
markers
12
1
4

2H 75

16

2H
3H
3H
3H
5H
6H

1
3
1
1
3
1

179
31
120
155
60
5

Representative markers (Allele)
12_10491est‡ (A)
SCRI_RS_4928 (A)
SCRI_RS_166816 (C),
SCRI_RS_136200 (C),
SCRI_RS_175550 (G)
11_20947 (C), 11_21156 (C),
11_20960 (A), 12_30674 (A),
12_31394 (C)
SCRI_RS_8671 (T)
SCRI_RS_159598 (C)
11_20612 (C)
SCRI_RS_220221est (G)
SCRI_RS_140487 (C)
12_30651 (A)

Effect estimate
Race
PSH-33 PSH-46 PSH-51
-3.0
ns§
-1.7

-3.3
ns
ns

-3.5
-1.3
-1.6

ns

ns

-1.6

ns
-4.3
ns
-2.3
-1.7
-2.0

ns
-2.7
-1.7
ns
-1.2
ns

-1.1
-3.8
ns
-2.0
ns
ns

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ The “est.” superscript indicates estimated position on the Munoz-Amatriain et al.
(2014) consensus map, based on marker positions given in Comadran et al. (2012) and
Tondelli et al. (2013).
§ ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.
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Table B.3. Supplemental Table S3. BSR race-specific qualitative effect null
confidence GWAS peaks against races PSH-71 and PSH-72. Effect estimates are on a
0-9 ordinal scale, where lower values indicate a more resistant reaction (Line et al., 1974;
Chen and Penman, 2005). Therefore, because there is no consistent unit across the scale,
the QTL effect estimates are not directly interpretable. Null confidence was designated
based on a clear lack of biologically meaningful marker-trait relationship as observed in
Flapjack (Milne et al., 2010).
Effect estimate
Race
Chromosome & No.
location (cM)† Markers
4H 79
1

Representative markers (Allele)
SCRI_RS_154658est‡ (T)

PSH-71 PSH-72
ns§
-4.0

5H 45

32

11_20372 (G), 11_10671 (C), 11_20961
(A), 12_30700 (C), SCRI_RS_144696 (A),
SCRI_RS_164250 (G), SCRI_RS_182435
(C), SCRI_RS_234598 (T)

ns

-1.7

6H 9

1

SCRI_RS_230959est (A)

ns

-3.3

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ The “est.” superscript indicates estimated position on the Munoz-Amatriain et al.
(2014) consensus map, based on marker positions given in Comadran et al. (2012) and
Tondelli et al. (2013).
§ ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.
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Table B.4. Supplemental Table S4. BSR adult-plant field disease resistance null
confidence GWAS peaks. Effect estimates are for diseased severity, in units of % diseased
leaf area on a per plot basis. Null confidence was designated based on a clear lack of
biologically meaningful marker-trait relationship as observed in Flapjack (Milne et al.,
2010).
Effect estimate
Trial
Chromosome &
location (cM)†
2H 22
5H 45
5H 140
6H 112
7H 130

No.
Markers
7
1
1
1
15

Representative markers (Allele)
11_20107 (C)
SCRI_RS_224461est§ (G)
SCRI_RS_199888est (C)
SCRI_RS_176076 (T)
SCRI_RS_176094 (C)
SCRI_RS_126397 (C),
SCRI_RS_161703 (T),
SCRI_RS_237466 (G),
SCRI_RS_69124 (A)

BSR-12
ns‡
ns
ns
ns
-20.7
ns

BSR-13
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns
ns

BSR-14
-27.0
-10.6
-11.0
-9.3
ns
-14.3

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.
§ The “est.” superscript indicates estimated position on the Munoz-Amatriain et al.
(2014) consensus map, based on marker positions given in Comadran et al. (2012) and
Tondelli et al. (2013).
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Appendix C – Supplemental Materials for Chapter 4

Figure C.1. Supplemental Fig. S1. Scatterplots of malt quality versus heading date for all traits and trials, Oregon and
Minnesota lines. (A) Malt-12 plump grain. (B) Malt-13 plump grain. (C) Malt-12 grain protein. (D) Malt-13 grain protein. (E)
Malt-12 malt extract. (F) Malt-13 malt extract. (G) Malt-12 wort β-glucan. (H) Malt-13 wort β-glucan. (I) Malt-12 α-amylase. (J)
Malt-13 α-amylase. (K) Malt-12 diastatic power. (L) Malt-13 diastatic power. (M) Malt-12 soluble:total protein. (N) Malt-13
soluble:total protein. (O) Malt-12 FAN. (P) Malt-13 FAN.
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Figure C.1. Supplemental Fig. S1. Scatterplots of malt quality versus heading date for all traits and trials, Oregon and
Minnesota lines. (Continued)
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Figure C.1. Supplemental Fig. S1. Scatterplots of malt quality versus heading date
for all traits and trials, Oregon and Minnesota lines. (Continued)
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Figure C.2. Supplemental Fig. S2. Heatmaps of correlations between QTLs (1 representative marker/QTL), phenotypic
data (including heading date), and the first principal component (PC1). (A) Plump grain. (B) Grain protein. (C) Malt extract.
(D) α-amylase. (E) Diastatic power. (F) Soluble:total protein. PC1 in each heatmap is from a principal component analysis (PCA)
of the same marker subset used for the Q in the GWAS model for that trait (Table 4.1). For each marker, marker data are
represented as -1s and 1s, with the marker phase-synced to correlate positively with the PC1 for that trait (see Fig. 4.1 for graphs of
PC2 vs PC1). In figure, the markers are designated as “snp_[marker name]_[QTLname]”. The “…_MNonly” and “…_ORonly”
terms represent the malt quality phenotype data for only the Minnesota lines or only the Oregon lines, respectively.
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Figure C.2. Supplemental Fig. S2. Heatmaps of correlations between QTLs (1 representative marker/QTL), phenotypic
data (including heading date), and the first principal component (PC1). (Continued)
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Figure C.2. Supplemental Fig. S2. Heatmaps of correlations between QTLs (1 representative marker/QTL), phenotypic
data (including heading date), and the first principal component (PC1). (Continued)
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Figure C.3. Supplemental Fig. S3. Reproduced from Gutierrez et al. (2011), the
BarleyCAP CAP I (A), CAP II (B), and CAP III (C) GWAS panels, with the names
of FAC-WIN6 lines highlighted in lavender. S= Posterior probability of group
belonging from STRUCTURE software. C1=light-color (OIL), Oregon inter-mated lines,
lines derived by several cycles of inter-mating progeny derived from crosses among
relatively few parents (Kold, Strider, 88Ab536, Excel, Legacy, and Orca); dark-color
(NL), non-Oregon inter-mated lines, lines that are genetically distant to Oregon lines:
Hundred, Eight-Twelve, UTWB940119, UTWB94061, UTWB971412, Dicktoo, and
Luca. C2=dark-colors (dark-blue and blue) are Oregon CAPI related lines (OC1), sister
lines with a sib in CAPI; blue are sister lines with a sib in CAP1 (CSL); dark-blue are
Oregon lines derived from crosses with a non-CAPI donor (Bu27); light-colors (white
and light-blue) are unrelated germplasm (UC1); light-blue are Idaho lines not used as
parents of CAPI, Nebraska lines not used as parents of CAPI, and Oregon hooded lines
that share one parent (Kold) with CAPI while the other parent (Hoody) is not a parent of
CAPI lines (IDNE); white are other unrelated lines. C3=light-color (Doyce), lines derived
from crosses with Doyce; dark-color (OC3), Oregon-inter-mated lines.
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Figure C.3. Supplemental Fig. S3. Reproduced from Gutierrez et al. (2011), the
BarleyCAP CAP I (A), CAP II (B), and CAP III (C) GWAS panels, with the names
of FAC-WIN6 lines highlighted in lavender.
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Table C.1. Supplemental Table S1. Malt quality GWAS peaks that were designated
as not QTLs (i.e., designated as null confidence). System for assigning QTL
confidence is detailed in Materials and Methods.
Effect estimate
Trial
Chromosome & No.
Trait
Location (cM)† Markers Marker (Allele)
Unit Malt-12 Malt-13
Plump grain 7H 139 cM
1
SCRI_RS_4520 (A) %
ns‡
4.7

† Location is on Munoz-Amatriain et al. (2014) barley consensus map.
‡ ns, non-significant at false discovery rate (FDR) of 5%.

